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A telephone call from a girl
friend cost a 33-year-old truck
driving deacon his life on Sat-
ii-day afternoon after his wife
Wialked with the "other woman"
and the couple argued and
fought.
Slain with "a brand new par-
ing knife" was Leroy Moses
of 1128 McLemore ave., driver
for Hayes Freight Lines, Inc.,
746 Firestone blvd.. and a dea-
con of Grace Baptist church,
1925 Rile st.
Charged with the murder
and released on $1,500 bond
pending action of the Grand
Jury was Mrs. Gertrude Moses,
26.
A large group of spectators
was drawn to the scene of the
crime on the corner of Green-
wood and MeLemorie- -across
from St. Paul Baptist church
after police arrived, and re-
mained until the victim was
brought from the house with
his right arm dangLng from be.
firth t h e canvas-coveredetcher and placed in a Snow
Funeral home ambulance.
GIRL FRIEND CALLED
According to the couples'
pastor Rev. R. W. McClendon,
1107 James st., Mrs. Moses
answered the phone and talked
to the third party, who also is
a member of the Grace Baptist
church, where the dead man
was a deacon.
"After completing the con-
versation, she called her hus-
band to the phone, and the girl
friend hung up," he explained.
police."
Mrs. Moses had gone to the
home of her pitztor, Rev. Mc-
Clendon, at the James street
address, about a block away
and remained there until she
was taken into custody by the
police.
After arriving there, she
told Mrs. Marie Sturdivant. her
pastor's mother-in-law, that
she had stabbed her husband.
WENT TO HELP
"She came to the door and
rang the bell," Mrs. Sturdivant
said, "and my sister, who did
not know her, did not want to
let her in the house.
"When I learned that Brother
Moses had been stabbed my sis-
ter and I ran over to the house
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L. H. Boyce, vice president
and assistant secretary of Uni-
versal Life Insurance company,
will deliver a speech at the
medical section session this
month when some 600 delegates
assemble in Washington, D. C.
for the forty-first annual con-
vention of the National Insur-
ance Association.
The meeting will be held at
the Sheraton-Park hotel from
Aug. 29 through Sept. 1.
The NIA is a trade associa-
tion of 51 life insurance comps- 
JAMES T. WALKER








A symposium, "The Negro's Writing Contest
Contribution to the American
Economy," on Thursday, Aug. For Students
31, will be moderated by W. J.
Kennedy III, the convention The opening of its 
27th an-
program chairman. Participants nual National High 
School
and topics to be discussed are Writing Contest was
 announced
Aux-
to see if we could do anything 
Sherman E. Briscoe, U. S. De. last week by the L
adies 
partment of Agriculture, agri- iliary to the Veterans 
of Fore-
to help him. !culture; George L. P. Weaver, ign Wars. The 
topic will be
"I knocked, and when no onelanswered, we went into U. S. Department of Labor, la- "America the Beaut
iful—How
W. Jefferies, John. leapt. Without Clean Water?"
house and found him lying '7W 
bur: 
Leroy--- Ison Publishing company, len- Students in all public, 
priv-
his face in the living room.
Mrs. Sturdivant continued, 
eral business; and Norman 0, ate and parochial high 
schools
Houston, life insurance, are eligible to enter the contest
"I leaned down and called him Others slated to appear with National prizes are first: $1,0
00
a couple of times, 'Brother 
,
Moses.' And when he didn't
say nothing I figued he was
dead, and I called the police."
She said she told police that
Mrs. Moses, who had bruises
on her face, was at her home
when they arrived, and that she
was still clutching the knife
when taken into custody.
HAD A 'PROBLEM'
Rev. McClendon, who is also
pastor of the Woodlawn Baptist
church in Brownsville, told the
Tri-State Defender, "I do not
wish to say too much about the
incident, because the wife and
the girl friend are both mem-
Boyce at the medical section
sessions are William D. Winter,
senior underwriter, and Dr.
Harry A. Cochran, medical di-
rector, Lincoln National Insur-
ance company; and Dr. Gerald
D. Mauk, assistant medical di-
rector of Republic National Life
Insurance company.
WEAVER TO SPEAK
The theme of this year's con-
vention is "Expanding Our
Services in Today's Economy."
Prominent speakers scheduled
to appear at various sessions
are Dr. Robert C. Weaver, ad-
ministrator, U. S. Housing and
Home Finance Agency; Lester
"A fight ensued, and she stab- bers of my church." 0. Schriver, managing director
bed him." Mrs. Sturdivant, who said she!of the National Association of
There were no witnesses to had known the young couple for LifeUnderwriters; and Hick-
the stabbing. but Mrs. Willie the past two years since they man Price, jr., assistant secre-
Daniels, a neighbor, who lives became members of Grace Bap- tary for Domestic Affairs, U. S.
in the other side of the duplex tist, said, "Both of them would Department of Commerce.
douse, said she was sitting on come to me and tell me about Dr. Weaver is to deliver theer
porch at the time of the their personal problems." fellowship luncheon address on
incident. Asked if this "personal prob- Wed., Aug. 30, and Schriver
"I did not hear any argu- lern" might not have been the will speak at the awards lunch-
ment," she said, cause of Mr. Moses' death, she eon on the next day. Price will
'HEARD SOMETHING FALL' replied, "I am not going to speak at the annual President's
"It wa $ very quiet over say." Banquet on Aug. 31.
there," she recalled, "and then The victim is survived by Theodore Jones, NIA first
I heard something fall with a his mother, Mrs. Martha Smith
thud. of Cleveland. Ohio; a sister,
"Mrs. Moses dashed out the Mrs. Elizabeth Wilson; and an
door with her blouse ripped aunt, Mrs. Helen Sales, of 591
down the front and blood on Lipford st,
her and this knife in her hand Funeral rites for the mur-
She ran down the street, and a dered man were incomplete at
little while later two women press time. Qualls and company
came, entered the house, found is in charge of final arrange-
Mr. Moses dead and called the ments.




A drive to raise $50,000 for
the Memphis chapter of the
Poundation for World Literacy
in a "March of Light" cam-
paign is planned for Sept. 5
and 6, and a call for 5,000 work-
ers has been sounded by the
organization.
The local chapter is asking
for persons who will serve as
division leaders or block work-
ers to contact Mrs. Harmon
Rowe, chairman of the drive
try dialing GLendale 2-4792.
Memphis is the headquarters
for the Foundation for World
Literacy, a non-profit organiza-
tion that teaches illiterate
adults to read and write. Al-
vice president and Supreme
Life Insurance Company's 
'kefatal To Cultistpresident-comptroller of Chica-
go, will deliver the keynote ad-
dress during the opening gen-
eral session on Wed. morning,
Aug. 30
cash; second, $500; third, $250;
fourth, $100, and 20 other
cash awards and honorable
mention.
State and local contest win-
ners will receive additional
awards, which will vary with
the community.
The writing contest was
started by the VFW Auxiliary
in 1935 to encourage young
people to think and write on
patriotic subjects. During the
last school year more than 30,-
000 students entered the na-
tional contest. Judge Albert
Saperstein of Miami Beach,
Fla., was chairman of the na-
tional judges.
Students who wish to obtain
further information on the
1961-62 contest should write to
either local Auxiliary units or
to the Contest Department,
VFW Auxiliary, 406 West 34th
st., Kansas City 11, Mo.
Most of the winners of past
contests have used their prize
money to attend some 20 dif-




Two Memphians and a Ma-
smite were among the 28 per-
sons who received degrees when
Summer Session commencement
exercises were held at Philan-
ta k e the "Streamlined Reading"
course which will be telecast
over WKNO-TV on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 4:30
p.m. and 7:30 p.m., starting
Sept. 18.
Teachers are also needed to
work with classes, and any
person with a high school edu-
cation and a desire to help
others will be trained by the
World Literacy Foundation
here. They may teach three
nights a week or as much as
one night a week. The course
will last about nine months.
Viewing centers will be set
up in churches, offices, civic
buildings and schools where
groups of from five to 15 per-
ighthough the course is free, stu- sons will watch the lessons on
dents are charged about two television. This will be followed
dollars to cover the cost of by 30 minutes of instruction by
books.
Aside from the $50,000 that
the local chapter will be asking
fo• on Sept. 5 and 8, workers
are n ..ed to locate ..rsoris to (See 
$PAN, Page 2)
the volunteer teacher.
In the past it has been a lit-
tle difficult to locate students.
Rattlesnake Bite
LOGAN, W. VA.—(UPI)--
Snake cult "religious rites"
were believed responsible for
the death of Mrs. Sally Hall,
about 50, who died Wednes-
day after she was bitten by a
rattlesnake.
Dr. W. E. Brewer, head of
local general hospital, where
she died, said it was his under-
standing that "Mrs. Hall had
been bitten by a rattler at a
religious service."
Snake cults exist in several
sections of West Virginia and
members handle both rattlers
and copperheads during the
rites.
der Smith college in Little 
Raymond D
RocTkherecently. Job Applicationsy were 
Thomas, who received a bach-
elor of arts degree; Mary Eve- Being Accepted
lyn Nance. who was awarded a
bachelor of science degree in,
home economics, both Mem-
phians; and Miss Ethel L.
White of Mason, who was given
a bachelor of arts degree.
Another graduate from this
area who participated in the
exercises was Mrs. Marjorie
Willis McNeil of Marion, Ark.
The speakers for the occasion
were Dr. H. Solomon Hill, presi-
dent of Shorter College, North
Little Rock, who preached the
baccalaureate sermon; and Dr.
Roosevelt D Crockett. the new
president of Philander Smith
college.
Speaking about the present
day. Dr. Ctvicett told the au-
dience, "Our greatest need to-
day lies in the area of learning
how to get eibug tt VI others.
By State Dept.
The United Slates Depart-
ment of State is accepting ap-
plications from qualified can-
didates for the following pon-
time in the Foreign Service of
the United States: secretary
(female only): clerk-Stenogra-
pher (remale on1); communica-
pher (female only); communica-
tions clerk (male only); pouch
clerk.
The beginning salary range
ill from $4010 to 4495. In nil-
dition to the I salary,
number of allowances may 1,
granted after an employee ai
rives at his post of a.ssignmen:
Where government housing
(See JOBS, Page 2) .
ATTY. A. W. WILLIS. JR.
ATTY. R. B. SUGARMON
ATTY. H. T. LOCKARD
JESSE H. TURNER
5 Names Mentioned As
Likely Nominees For
Democrat Club Prexy
A large crowd is expected tolPresently, he is chairman of the
be attracted to a special meet-club's finance committee. He is
ing of the Shelby County Dem-I also president of the Memphis
ocratic club which is sched-
uled to be held at 7:30 p.m.
tomorrow (Thursday) at the
Ford Local Union Hall, 1190
Walker ave. Several "delicate
issues" are expected to be dis-
cussed.
The issues expected to draw
great concern are proposed
amendments to the club's by-
laws which, if adopted would
clear the way to elect a presi-
dent to fill the vacancy created
when A. Maceo Walker resign-
nation for the chairmanship, 0 p
however, I have not made any
personal bid for the position. 
resent Paper Al
He added, "I would be grateful
if it saw fit to have me serve
7.:7ence Conventionto the membership of the clu Sl ,them in that capacity."
Walker has been a member
ed during a meeting last Thurs- of the club since 1949. He is
day night. And the election of presently, third vice president.
a new president. He is employed at National
Under the present by-laws, Distillers Products Company,
of the club, Frank Kilpatrick,' where he is also a union of-
first vice chairman, would au- ficial. He is the husband of
tomatically serve out the un-I Mrs. Willa McWilliams Walk-
expired term of Walker. How- er, who is also an official of
ever, Kilpatrick has given nol the Democratic club.
indication that he is interested ; ATTY. H. T. LOCKARD of
in assuming chairmanship of11076 Greenwood st, said: "T
the Democratic club, have given some thought to
The five members whose' If I am persuaded to seek th,
names are most often mentioned, nomination, I would accept
as likely nominetes for the 'He is presently the club's par -
chairmanship are: Atty. RussepIliamentazian. He has been a
B. Sugarmon, Atty. Hosea T.I member of the club since 1951.
Lockard, Atty. A. W. Willis, jr., He is also state president of
James T. Walker, and Jesse the Tennessee Branch NAACP.
H. Turner. ATTY. A. W. WILLIS, JR..
Kilpatrick, who lives at 1395 of 881 Mississippi blvd., said:
Doris ave., told the Tri State "The general chairmanship of
Defender, "If I was interested the club is a very important
in becoming chairman of the spot. The person who fills it
club I would fight this pro- should be a person of strong
posed amendment. He added I convictions who will give posi-
have been a member since the five and forthright leadership
club was first organized. I --and not yield to petty hick-
have had several occasions tojering. The chairman should be
become chairman, but I re- 'somebody who can win the gen-
fused. I was first vice presi-
dent when Dr. J. E. Walker
died, but I was instrumental in




vacathnecychlaeifrtmbaynshisp fato will be
,ecfness and not by political
guided by brosdmind-
JESSE H. TURNER of 12781 manuevering which has been
Gill ave., said: I did not have1 present in other elections of of-
any previous knowledge thatl timers. Ofricers should he per-
-Mr. %lee() Walker was going sons who can serve the c "
to resign. At this time. I have' Negroes, and the whole corn-
l.° comment." Turner, execui munity with real democratic
Live vice president and cashier principals."
'
of Tri State Bank, has been al Willis added. "I am not to be
member of the Democratic club 
since it was organi7e (See NOMINEln, Page 2)d in 1948.i
Price 15c
Frank Kilpatrick Acting:
Wdker Step Down As
Democratic Club Head
feel 1 should comment on:
He said: "I was not appoint-
ed to the board of MTA in op-
position to Mr. A. W. Willis, jr.
i
He was illegally voted in and
when it was discovered, the
City Commissioners rescinded
their action and therefore Mr.
Willis did not have a single
chance of getting the appoint-
ment. I was contacted and also
informed that I was the only
Negro that the Commissioners




did not accept, MTA
I would not have any Negro
continued: "I accepted
even though I knew full well
I would be criticized. I accepted
I because two-thirds of the pas
' sengers of the city buses are
Negroes and a Negro should
be on the board. I accepted be-
In a surprise move, A. Maceo cause it will mean an a
dvantage
Walker, resigned as president of to the Shelby County Demo-
the Shelby County Democratic cratic club. I accepted 
because
club, during a regular meeting the door would have 
been
of the club at the Ford Local closed to other Negro 
appoint-
Union Hall, at 1190 Walker ments on the city boards and
ave., last Thursday night. we have labored so hard 
to
Walker, whose recent ap- get this done. History proved
pointment to the Memphis me absolutely correct. A 
few
Transit Authority resulted in days later, the charge was
controversial publicity, stated leveled at us that we did not
from the prepared script of his wish to carry our share of re-
resignation: "I have given sponsibility. Had I turned down
careful consideration to the the appointment, this 
charge
chairman of the Stelby County The second item Walker ex-
question of serving both as would have seemed true."
Democratic club, and as a mem- plained concerned his term as
ber of the City government. I chairman of the Democratic
am positive that occasionally a club. He said:
conflict of interest would arise. "I have enjoyed and appreci-
It is with regret that I tender atea your cooperation." He
my resignation . . to take ef- hastened to add, "I am as much
feet immediately." a part of the club as I have
Standing very erect and ever been." He th.m pledged
wearing a c,ery grave expres-I his support to "Any good
sion, Walker said. "before Democratic candidate, finan-
closing, there are two questions cially and otherwise." lie urged
the members to work for "a
bigger and better Democratic
club."
UNITY OF PURPOSE
Walker, who is the president
of the Universal Life Insurance
Company and the Tri State
Bank continued:
He revealed: "In sounding
out several persons of both
races, I see a good opportunity
of combining our strength with
the white Democrats in the not
too distant future and actually
place the names of Negroes on
the regular Democratic ballot
to be supported by all races.
When this is accomplished, we
will have achieved a solidarity
that will prevent any Republi-
can from carrying the state of
Tennessee. The entire south
and the nation will be benefited
by this unity of purpose."
chapter of the NAACP and a
Democratic Committee. Local Dentist's Wife
member of the Shelby County
JAMES T. WALKER of 1002j
Leath ave., said: "I've been ap-I
proached about seeking nomi- T
eral respect and confidence
of the total membership.
He continued: "When this
chairman is elected, I hope the
membership's final decision
Mrs. Nedra Jordan, depart-
mental research associate in
the department of pharmaco-
logy at Meharry Medical col-
lege in Nashville is scheduled
to present two scientific papers
in pharmacology research when
the American Society of Phar-
MRS. NEDRA JORDAN
macology and Experimental
Therapeutics meet at Rochester,
N. Y. Aug. 29-31.
She is the wife of a local
dentist, Dr. John E. Jordan who
has his offices at 1935 Chelsea
ave.
Two other Meharry scien-
tists will AND present papers at
the same conference to which
Mrs. Jordan has been invited.
There to deliver the two
scientific papers with her will
be Dr. Ralph J. Cazort, chair-
man of the pharmacolpgy de- (See DJ's, Page 2)
partment. He will represent
Meharry at the First Interna-
tional Parmacology meeting to
be held in Stockholm, Sweden,
from Aug. 21 through Aug. 24.
Mrs. Jordan is a graduate of
Tennessee A and I State uni-
versity, and holds both a bach-
elor and master of arts degree
in chemistry. She studied for
one year at the University of
Minnesota.
Mrs. Jordan has made plans
to join the faculty of Owen col-
lege this fall as a teacher of
physical sciences and mathe-
matics.
The Jordans are the parents




phis disc jockeys, Nat D. Wil-
1 lianas and A. C. Williams of
:Radio Station WDIA, were
I among the communication
workers cited at a two-day
I summer institute held on the
campus of Tennessee A and I
State university on Aug. 11-12.
This year's theme was the
recognition of Tennessee State
alumni and former students
connected with jouranlism and
allied fields.
Also taking part in the insti-
tute were Samuel Yette, direc-
tor of Tuskegee Institute's news
bureau; William Powell of
Pittsburgh's radio station




Two election officials and 14
poll workers in Telfair County,
Ga., were indicted by a Federal
grand jury in Savannah re-
cently on charges of casting
fraudulent ballots in the presi-
dential election last November.
Atty. General Robert F. Ken-
nedy said that besides return-
ing the two-count indictment,
the grand jury also issued a
resolution asserting that the
county's board of registrars and
the deputy registrar failed to
register voters properly or
purge voters' lists of ineligible
names.
The first count, charging con-
spiracy against the rights of
citizens, named 16 defendants.
These included Judge Eli Wil-
cox of the Court of Ordinary,
a probate court, who was re-
sponsible for general super-
vision of the elections, and
Lewis B. Seay, clerk of Telfair
County Superior Court. The
other 14 were pollworkers.
The second count charged the
14 pollworkers with executing
the conspiracy by casting and
counting the fictitious votes.
Maximum penalty for con-
spiracy charged in the first
count is a $5,000 fine and ten
years in prison. On the depri-
vation of rights charge in the
second count, the penalty is a ,
$1,000 fine and one year in)
prison.
By MARCUS H. BOULWARE
SINGING WAY TO SPEECH
Children's speech may oft-
en be corrected through the
device of singing. There
have been several books
written on the subject.
The following "Sing and
Do" records, while designed
for other purposes, may be
used to a great advantage by
a speech teacher:
(1) Sing 'N Do Songs by
Frank Ryerson, produced by
the Sing 'N Do Company,
"FOR COLORED ONLY"
sign gets the butt of satire
in original skit — "Freedom
Riders: 1775-1961" — pro-
duced by the Tuskegee In-
stitute Little Theater last
week. Written and directed
by Troy L. Jones, drama in-
Last night and this morn-
ing as I listened to a newscast
in which Mayor Henry Loeb
was quoted as saying "Full
Citizenship comes from the
toil of the level-headed peo-
ple of common sense and
moderation," I could not be-
lieve my ears. Therefore, I
was very anxious to read an
account of his speech in the
Commercial Appeal made to
the Memphis Rotary Club. If
I ZsilCionTellbeed"CirelaelUveearrnsa; Writing Expert Tax Appraiser
.
The word that poses such a Returns Home For Shelby Co.
within the fraternity. T h i s 
ITCHINIG,keTmortaguirce
citizenship as it pertains to After Confab public relations man and in-! When the Grand Chapter m. I. To help these young menLawrence Wade, 
35, former . BLOOMINGTON, I n d. — pronged goal:jective "Full" used to describe
Ridgewood, N. J. (For pri- sui ance agent, was virtually as-, Kappa Alpha Psi holds its pro  v i d e greater leadership
mary grades), Album I StoppedNegroes. The implication is, Mrs. Elizabeth D. Elrod of
(2) Sing 'N Do Songs (For 1331 Airways blvd., an eighth will cover fraternity problems, Here's blessed relief from tortures of vaginalgrade history teacher at Porterelementary grades), Album 3 goals, programs and improve- itch. rectal lid?,
primary grades), Album 2 turned home after having at- 2. To develop the leader- r., ms . 
chefing, tash.end,ecurna
(3) Sing 'N Do Songs (For Junior High school, has re- 
tended the 32nd Congress of 
with an *mating new scientific formula
graph records. and can be Graphonanalysts at the Pick- Kappa men. This effort in- 
LANACANE, This fast-acting, sant-
dicated creme kilH baneful bacteria
These are 45 rpm phono- ship potential of the young fre,1Zied,:,
cently. eludes instilling fraternal spir- 
Zih;ILIngit. irin. 47'scirratinde-s-nit
graphs. it in the youthful Kappa and risILAIn Ditens:xittuarli:sainl°dthr4":"..".
LAWRENCE IrADE
•
played by 3-speed phono- Congress hotel in Chicago re-
Benefit Musical
structor at Tennessee State
U., and visiting instructor at
Tuskegee this summer, the
skit depicted true-to-life sit-
in and freedom ride scenes,
and drew parallels between
today's rides and Paul Re-
vere's famous ride at outset
Memphis are something less
than citizens.
I hope that all of the "level-
headed" citizens of Memphis
will insist that the Mayor will
not by decree disqualify the





of w ur for American Inde-
pendence in 1775. Officers
shown are Tuskegee Insti-
tute security guards Eddie
Mahone (1.), Walter Kenne-
dy and Triphonia Good e.
Getting the "treatment" Is
student Glen Ware.
problem for me is the ad-
She was one of some 800
graphoanalysts from 50 states,
Canada, Europe and South; Effie rd., is the best qualified,
community areas.America who attended the/ LaManna said, "I have the
A staff of 14 men will con-"Turning to the Constitution meetings. authority to hire him. All I need
For Day Nursery ,,n, ththeeUtFotedurtZasths, 17n4f.ndd_icoumrrsse. iEnlisociciencce moll analysingletedii, htouddgoetisangedt tahpisprohvaasl solnreamdy men will gain experiences induct this conference. Youngproblem solving, fraternity
Five local musicians will be "- ---1 handwriting samples in 1959, 
been approved."
dynamics, criticism, evaluation
i ment the following: All
'persons born or naturalized in and plans to teach a course and projects.
He explained, "We have a
presented in a benefit outdoor! the United States and sub-
musical on Sunday afternoon,in the subject this fall. 
She great number of Negro subdi- The conference will cover
Aug. 24, at 4 p.m., for the Mary i of, are citizens of the United 
will also take a post-graduate visions in the county that re- Puses throughout the nation.
Harlan Randolph is director
ject to the jurisdiction there-
19 areas, ranging from phil-
course in the subject. quire special attention, a fewWayne school at 2212 Eldridge. States and of the State where- of the leadership school. Dr. osophy and finances to publicWhile at the international of them new, and I believe that
ave. E. Gregory M 00 r e, national relations and community ac-in they reside." meeting in Chicago she heard a Negro would do a good job
They are Miss Barbara Whit- Guide Right director, is co- tivity. Leadership will be dis-Following this Amendment noted experts and speakers for Shelby county in these
Icy, Mrs. Narine Dickens, Eu- director of the clinic. Dr. Cleo cussed on an individual basiswe find this descriptive state- give information on the sub- areas."
gene Nesbit and Noah B ,W.Blackburn is chairman of and on a group basis.ment: "The principle, perhaps, ject during workshops, semi-' KILPATRICK'S CHOICE
soloists, and Harry Winfield, the Undergraduate Leadership When the leadership confer-the sold purpose of this amend- n a r a, visual demonstrations, Wade, an Army veteran, is
instrumentalist. ment was to make the former and panel discussions, a graduate of LeMoyne college conference organization. 
ence is concluded, the Grand
Chapter will begin. More thanThe program will climax a slaves citizens and give them Morning sessions were given 1 and has done graduate work at, This conference has a two-
campaign to equip the nursery full civil rights." 1,000 brothers are expectedIf the above over to instruction and eve- Western Reserve university in
and kindergarten before it is true, then one is either a nings devoted to workshop Cleveland. He was employed from $350 to $375 a month. 
to attend.
opens for the fall term.
A non-profit institution, the and the state in which he
citizen of the United States! sessions. General assemblies with the Johnson Publishing The tax appraisers job will FACE APPEAL
featured speakers on such sub- company in Chicago before re-I be one of a number given to
Mary Wayne school is asking resides or he is not a citizen. HOLLYWOOD— A Beverlyjects as "Helping the Alcoho-
for funds to purchase such I will have to admit that, lies, "Emotional Problems of 
Hills department store picked
items as a deep freezer, canned after having read the Mayor's a photograph of Natalie Schafthe Child;" "Our Troubled
foods, juices and dried foods, statement of how the Negro er, character actress in WarnerYouth:" "The Right Man for
playground equipment, and must obtain citizenship, I am Bros.' "Su s a n Slade," tothe Job;" "Questioned Docu-
such educational supplies as completely flabbergasted. Herments," and "The Psycholo- 
mount in the picture frames
crayons, paint, books, art pa- is, by decree, consigning more that are on sale. 
The store
gist and Graphoanalysis."
Per, brushes, magnets, aqua- than one-third of the citizens 
manager explained that Miss
riums and terrariums. of the great city of Memphis; Schafer has 
the kind of face
•1 that appeals to customers of
Mrs. Wayne S. Jones is to something less than citizen-1 Terrorists Kul
founder and president of the ship. Undoubtedly. the Mayor   
all ages.
school, is a victim of his past success‘
in coercing the other four city! 20 Tribesmen
commissioners into submission
on the question of placing a
Negro on the Memphis Transit
Authority. This is a clear ex-
ample of what authority can
Continued From Page I) do to an individual. in North Luanda, ANI News
If it were not for the fact
Some have been hesitant to that the Mayor is so well 
Agency reports said Sunday.
admit that they are unable to versed in the Enelish language 
The agency said four farrre
read and write. If such per- and is so well equipped with 
were destroyed at Nova Cai-
sons names are submitted to the ability to use it. I could 
pmba and Cormona within the
the local chapter, someone will con c 1 u d e that it was un-. 
last 24 hours and a Portuguese
urge them to take the course. fortunate choice of words. Buts 
force was pursuing the raid-
quite, era.
After completing the course, knowing Mr. Loeb is
a student will be able to write: intelligent. I know he said 
and read on the fourth grade what he intended to say. Phone 0. Z. EVERS!
level, or better. namely that the Negroes of
Nominees
Continued From Page 11
Thaddeus T. Stokes not available, a tax-free allow-
AS SOLID AS THE HAND far more "serious nature" than
The political waters were would appear on the surface
troubled last week. The little from a quick glance. In the first
fishes in the pond were so place it is composed of both
astounded by the fight among Democratic and Republicans.
the big fishes until they floated There is a rumor which has
by with mouths agaped, won- grown to dangerous propor-
dering what it was all about. tions that the Republican stal-
1 doubt whether the little fish- warts are enjoying the fruits
es still understand all of the of a Democratic victory in the
ramifications of the political last presidential elections. How
rnanuevers effected, some of the Democratic mem-
Several changes have been bers of the Volunteer Citizens
Committee feel about the p0-
the 
for the by-laws of
litical prestige of some of theShelby County Democratic
"for the Rucenpiusbrliiyeasnsfieris intowsasecre 
sake of unity." However, I am t  publiclyP a
club—as it is stated
opposed to the proposed change, voiced during a recent meeting
which was attended by ansimply because it could lead to
a bad practice. It intra-club estimated 150 persons.
unity cannot be obtained with- However, my opinion is this:
out a change in the by-laws, Negroes in Memphis cannot af-
then unity surely will not be ford the luxury of playing par-
obtained by the proposed tisan politics at the sacrifice
change, of destroying unity of the Civil
Of course, I am fully aware Rights Front, which will have a
that unity is not the only rea- direct enfluence on Negroes oh-
son a change is proposed. At taming equal job opportuni-
stake is the chairmanship of ties, full educational benefits
the Democratic club. Several which have been denied them
names have been mentioned as many years.
qualified persons to give lead- Plans are being made to ef-
ership to the club. Most of the feet a "surprise move" at the
five persons mentioned are be- Democratic meeting Thursday
ing very cautious about making night. As I understand the plan,
any statements concerning a it sounds very sensible,
desire to seek the position. How- The plan would effect the
ever, the five, no doubt, have "new-line" as well as the "old-
thought through the situation line" intra-party club members.
and have concluded that if Both are needed very badly if
strife explodes in the ranks, it Negroes in Memphis are to pro-
would seriously damage the duce votes during next sum-
prestige of the Democratic mer's election as well as the
club. They are right because city election summer after next.
open strife in the ranks at this But we will not be able to
time would equal suicide, produce votes unless we re-
SERIOUS NATURE main as solid as the hand, yet
However, the tremor in the independent i n intra-party
ranks of the Volunteer Citizens thinking as the several fing-
Committee appears to be of era of the hand.
Kappas Preparing For
Golden Anniversary Meet with other civil rights actions.
that a Negro is something less
than a citizen which is con-
trary to the definition of a
citizen by Webster and the
description of a citizen by the
Constitution of the United
States.
According to Webster a
itizen is a "person, native or
naturalized, who owes allegi-
ance to a government, and is
entitled to protection from it."
The streamlined reading
course had its beginning in,
February 1930, when Dr./
Frank Laubach started it with!
13 Mohammedans. Since then,'
more than a million persons in
all parts of the world have
learned to read by the phonetic,
method.
The local chapter is located
In Suite 207, the Union build-















LUANDA. Angola — (UP!)
-- Terrorists have slaughtered
more than 20 Bailundo Tribe,
farm workers at Bindo and'
are attacking isolated farms
For All Your
Exterminating Work
Special! $2.00 per Room
ROACHES and WATERBUGS
"We control terroltes, ants, fleas, bed
bugs, and All Other PestS "




in the frosty bottlel
sured of a job with the Shelby
County Tax Assessor's office
this week when the county
assessor said he was the "best
qualified" applicant for the
appraiser's job.
George C. LaManna said this
week that he had interviewed,
several persons for the job, and/
that Wade, who lives at 1271
turning to Memphis.
He is reportedly to have been
the first choice of Frank Kil-
patrick, first vice president of
the Shelby County Democratic
club, who got Negroes to vote
for LaManna in last year's
election.
A beginner in the job is paid
Cibres Distilled Lawlor Dry Gm 90 Proof 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. W. g
Cilbey, Ltd., Cincinnati, Oleo. Distributed by National Distillers Products Compaey. I
!Golden Anniversary Conven-
tion Aug. 27-30, it probably
will have its largest delega-
tion of undergraduate broth-
ers in history.
The Grand Chapter will
meet at Indiana universtiy,
where the fraternity was
founded 50 years ago. The
reason for the large attend-
ance of college men is the
Kappas' first Undergraduate
Leadership conference.
This conference, financed by
the fraternity, will be a train-
ing clinic for top officials of
the Kappas' 104 undergradu-
ate chapters from college cam-
Negroes during the past year.
Negroes are employed in the
Public Defender's office, coun-
ty trustee's office and with the
sheriffs department as depu-
ties.
Mr. and Mrs. Wade are the
parents of two children. He is




encouraging them to partici-
































































































































ance is provided to cover the
cost of rent, heat, light, fuel
and water, required to be a good chairmsn.
However, I'll serve whereeverA tax-free allowance is
granted at poets where living the club wishes me to serve
costs are in excess of those in I'll serve with honesty, integ-
Washington, D.C.; and a sal- rity and forthrightly. I'll not
ary differential of from 10 to be involved in intra-political
25 per cent the base salary maneuvers—and will not ens
is paid to employees who are gage in a struggle for power
assigned to certain posts where within the club. I have been,
Icluhbaveforneethneetelactaut:
ed to one office during that:
eathrse.
etra-ordinarily difficult living sevrvenmgy
conditions prevail.
Persons interested in Foreign time. I have served on many.
Service, and at least 21 years important committees. I have'of age, single, with no depend-
ents, an American citizen for 5
years, available on a world-
wide basis, in excellent health,
a high school graduate, able to
pass qualifying tests, and sub-
ject to a background investi-
gation, may obtain appropri-
ate application forms and ad-





(Continued From Page i
the judge of whether or noli
have such magnitude whictt,
never set myself up as a lead-
er. What leadership 1 might‘
have given grows from my a9.-,
tivities in working toward -N,.,
better club and to bring Dees
mocracy and freedom to Mem-
phis."
tive director of the club sin.
Sugarmon has been exec
the new constitution was
adopted in 1958.
(See page 2 for full text o'
proposed amendments).
Hear Vote Case s
In Mississippi
JACKSON, alms. — (UPI)
—Federal Judge Harold Cox
heard a justice department
motion Monday asking that
registrars in Clarke and For-
rest counties be ordered to
produce voting records.
The Justice Department
has filed suit in U.S. District
Court here seeking an injunc-
tion to end alleged discrimi-
nation against Negroes by the
registrars.
Cox rejected a motion Sat-
urday by State Atty. Gen. Joe
Continued From Page 1)
editor of the Southern Universi-
ty Bulletin, Baton Rouge, La.
Delivering the keynote ad-
dress for the Alumni Council
was C. J. Smith, III, athletic
publicity director of Florida
A and M university.
Smith, a 1947 graduate of
Tennessee State and holder of
a master of arts degree
the State University of lot.
spoke on the subject, "The
Alumni Can Use Mass Media."
The meeting was the second
of its kind held on the school's
Patterson for a 40-day delay campus.
in the hearing. Patterson had 
protested on the grounds that
his office had been flooded flPP
Open 5 717 1710 p17
Friday and Saturday II p rn.
7 a.m. to 10130 a.m. Sun.
Friendly Courteous Service





"From its roof -top suspense to Its back-alley violence...
MUM, MIMS pnrAls
'HMI IS A till Y STANLEY BAKER
MO COMORO DOKALD Mauna • *wino is us nut • In. ft, • ment, to, liAvnel Mon
....et,. moon Conan Warted l• ft AMP A WOOER F11.11 PKOUCTION SHAMMEASCOPt
FARM FOR SALE!
Near Cairo, III. 120 Acres
$14,000 TERMSFULL SET OF TOOLS
CONTACT:
PARKER HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.
4605 S. State St., Chicago 9,111., KE 81112
naCardi makes good drinks. That's one reason
that among the thousands of liquor brands in
the world—whiskies. gins, vodkas and the rest—
Bacardi °Wiens every brand but lived Have
Bacardi Highball. Youil enjoy it I



































































Chief Emanuel A. A. Fada-
yiro. Minister of Informa-
tion of Western Nig•ria
(center), is joined by Chief
T. T. Solaru (right). chair-
man, Western Nigeria Gov-
erment Broadcasting Corp-
oration. and A. Y. Eke, Chief
of Information, at opening
of Western Nigeria Infor-
mation and Industrial De-
Humboldt, Tenn.  Tenn. University
velopment Office. 385 Madi-
son Avenue. N•w York.
The three Nigerians are cur-
rently visiting communica-
tions facilities in the United
States.
The Gillespie Kindergarten
opened four weeks ago with
an enrollment of 37 and an
average daily attendance of
twenty-nine. The Board of Di-
rectors wish to thank the fol-
lowing persons and organiza-
tions for the contributions
made since school has been in
session. We are especially
grateful because without their
help we could not have open-
ed the doors and the children
would have been deprived of
this training. The contributors
were Miss Mabel Northcross,
St. Louis, Rev. and Mrs, M.
H. Burnett, Gertis Stewar t,
Fred Jacob. Mr. and Mrs. A.
H. Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Carr, W. R. Deloach,
J. H. Stokley, Mrs. Martha La-
cey, Mrs. Mossie Dennis, Mr.
and Mrs. K. P. Bradford, T. S.
Reid, Rev. and Mrs. W. A.
Owens, James McLilly, Mrs.
Jennie M. Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Andy L. Bills, Shannon Dol-
lar Store, Mr. and Mrs. G. T.
Burnett, Jimmy Robinson,
Clyde Bethshares, James Wal-
lace, Curt Patrick, Chester
Bryson, Reuben Taylor, Sher-
win Williams Paint store, Mrs.
V. P. Pulliam, Plum Orchard
Community Club, Sigma Gam-
ma Rho Sorority, Inc., City
Federation of Colored Wom-
en's Club, William Baskervill,
and Men's Progressive Club.
white 
and 
blue badges being 
Hold Rites For This is not a complete list of
111 the persons who have made
iwnd town. Stated on the
by a number of people Nurse At Crump a contribution.
badge is "FREEDOM RID- 
Funeral services for Mrs. The Ladies Auxiliary of
Lee-Wilkins Post 134 held its
ERS — CORE." 
Johnnie Mae Hill. a registered
WHICH ONE WILL IT BE? nurs
e at Crump Memorial hos- omfomntrhlyanmdemetirang Ninormthaenh vvorjir-
That is, who will obtain the
coveted presidency of t h e
Shelby County Democratic
Club now that A. Maceo Wal-
ker has stepped down and
Frank Kilpatrick doesn't want
Left Side
DOWN FRONT!
A FAMOUS NAME "Spot past president accused the
Air Cooler" requires "Potas-
sium Permanganate" f o r
cleansing: A prescription is
required to purchase "Potas-
sium Permangnate." Mr. Doe
of 1871 Keltner is requesting
the services of any local doc-
tor who is capable of diag-
nosing his "Spot Air Cooler"
so that he might obtain the
prescription, needed to keep
cool the remainder of the sum-
mer.
A. C. WILLIAMS. a member
of the Abe Scharff Branch
YMCA's committe of manage-
ment, put on a big dine-and-
dance fashion show for the
benefit of the Branch YMCA
last year. It was a big success.
ill C. is busy making plans to
Illit on a similar affair on Oct.
29 at South-hall in the City
Auditorium. Boy, were those
models pretty last year—wow!
THE BRANCH YMCA is
having trouble keeping its
Committee of Management
Members well. Several weeks
ago, the chairman, J. T. Chand-
ler was suddenly strickened
with an illness which ground-
ed him for several weeks But
as soon as he is well, the sec-
retary, J. H. Roland, under-
goes an operation. He is at
home now recovering. We wish
you a speedy recovery.
A. MACE() WALKER'S
resignation as president of the
Shelby County Democratic
Club last Thursday night
ended a Walker administra-
tion which started with his
0
1 e father, Dr. J. E. Walker..
'RANK KILPATRICK has respondent.
.en there before—where? In:
the vice president post but he
has never served out ater m.
in the absences of a president.
He is now, first vice president
of the Shelby County Demo-
cratic club, but there is a
move underway to elect a
president to replace Maceo
Walker. When Dr. J. E. Wal-
ker died, Kilpatrick thought
he would have served out the
term. An election was held
after reorganization and Kil-
patrick didn't get to serve out
the term.
"DANCE EXTRAVAGAN-
ZA" is the name given the so-
cial which is being sponsored
by the Memphis Social Club
at Currie's Club Tropicana,
Aug. 19. Proceeds will be ear- MRS. JOHNNIE MAE HILL
marked for a charitable cause.
DID YOU notice those big
elected officers of the thing he
is guilty of himmself. Remem
ber—"He who lives in a glass
house should not throw
stones."
THREE OMEGA MEN left
for the national convention of
the Omega Psi Phi Fraterni-
ty's annual meeting which is
being held in D. C. They are
Dr. E. Frank White, C. C
Sawyer and Sam Helm.
LOCAL POLITICS is still
the conversation-piece on the
street. If we continue to talk
about it enough, maybe we
can come up a solution
to many of the intra-party
problems.
BETTER NOT MISS the
meeting of the Shelby Coun-
ty Democratic Club tomorrow
night (Thursday at 7:30 p.m.)
at Ford Local Union hall on
Walker ave. We are expecting
to see and hear some surprise
moves.
THE GREAT Civil Rights
fighter, James Forman, a Chi-
cago school teacher, was in
Memphis this week after hav-
ing made an on-the-scene in-
vestigation of some Negroes
attempting to integrated a
swimming pool in Monroe, N.
C. He found the swimming
pool closed in that locale just
a little bit north of South
Carolina. Forman will be re-
membered as the self-ap-
pointed spokesman of Fayette
County's "Freedom Village."
He was en route to Jackson,
Miss., for the trial of the
Freedom Riders, and offered
his services as a special cor-
Louis.
Mrs. Katie Maxwell, Jack-
son, was guest of Mr. and Mrs.
John W. Thomas. Mr. and
Mrs. William C. Donald, jr.,
and sons were guest of their
parents, Rev. Slid Mrs. Wil-
liam C. Donald, Sr. and Mrs.
Ida Locke. They also visited
their sisters and brothers.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Dou-
glass, Detroit visited their
mothers Mrs. Lonnie B. Dou-
glass and Mrs. Ida Locke, Mrs.
Maggie Hurst and daughter
Miss Jennie Hurst, Cleveland
visited Mrs. Hurst's brother
and wife Rev. and Mrs. L. M.
P. Robinson.
Mrs. Margaret W. Huddles-
ton, St. Louis, spent a few days
with her brother and wife
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Mays.
Mrs. Nelda Estelle and chil-
dren of Kansas City are visit-
ing her grand-parents Mr. and
Mrs. L. C. Cunningham and
her aunts and uncles Mr. and
Mrs. C. H. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Motley
and Mrs. Lee Williams, Mr.
and Mrs. Luther Robinson of
Los Angeles and children and
Charles Lee Robinson, Hart-
ford, Conn., spent several days
with their parents Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Robinson.
Mrs. Jimmie Manley Seay is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Mary
Manley and her sister and
brother in-law Mr. and Mrs.
L G Bonds.
NASHVILLE — More than
1500 spectators witnessed the
Walking Horse Show, high-
light of Tennessee State uni-
versity's Fourth Annual Farm
and Home institute at the
campus' W. J. Hale stadium
last week.
First place winner from a
field of 20 two, three, and
four year old champions in
the stallion, mare and gelding
classes was Little Hoosier
from Springfield, Tennessee's
Hayne Haven Stable with rid-
er James Ezell up.
Go Boy Honeycomb, ridden
by Robert Peacock, was sec-
ond; Maid's Midnight Sis, rid-
den by Charles Hayes was
third and fourth place went to
Pride of Paradise with rider
Frank Nunley aboard.
Fayetteville's James Lem-
ons, a Tennessee State agri-
culture graduate was master
of ceremonies for the show
which was judged by Hern-
don, Kentucky's W. Percy
Adams, with assistant pro- '
fessor of extension in animal
husbandry W. E. Officer serv-
ing as director.
The motorcade left Humboldt
early in the morning stopped in
Trenton and were joined by
members and guest. Upon ar-
rival at the Lake the first ord-
er of the day was to preparel
breakfast of Ham and eggs,
rolls, and coffee. After break-
Annual Men's Day was oh- fast the fishermen in the group
served at Lane Chapel CME took to the water for fishing.
c h u re h. Sunday, July 30th. The rest of us engaged in
Rev. Lorain Johnson was guest games, reading and just plain
speaker at the 11 a.m. Music relaxing.
was funished by the Men's Later in the afternoon the
chorus with Mrs. Carolyn Gar- dinner was prepared. The serv-
rett at the organ. At 3 p.m. log table was filled with baked
Rev. W. H. Burrell and mem- ham, barbecue chickens, Mac-
bers of St. James Baptist aroni Salad, cold slaw, sliced
`uneral home. 
very interesting report of her
to step up. Contenders are 
church worshipped at Lane tomatoes, pickles, olives, stuf-
t'vities at Girls State, Nash-
Russell B. Sugarmon, Jimmy Mrs. Hill died Aug. 3 at he
r ac i Chapel. The after noon service fed eggs, home made ca
ke and
Tenn Mary Jo was 
I
Walker, A. W. Willis, jr., home, 1234 Neptune st.. after 
yule, .. • was very inspiring. drinks and ice tea. Of course,
elected to fill several positions
Hosea T. Lockard. Jesse a 30-day illness. A native of 
The Flower Gardens in the a picnic would not be a picnic
Turner is not to be overlook- Greenville, Miss., 
she was and - offices among
 them ' part of town known as Ar- without ice cold watermelon.
ad,
Mayor of Robinson City, May-
pr,WAS VERY INTEREST-
ING-"to hear some of the testi-
mon%s recited by members of
/Ceki nary Methodist Church
last unday morning — par-
ticu rly the one by the young
teacher. We were surprised to
rilver that he possesses




for in-service training. Many
of them are delighted by the
idea of returning to class-
rooms. We cannot help but
wonder if the long summer
months have whittled t h e
pUrse to practically nothing.
Or are the teachers excited
about greeting their students?
OVERDUE MASTERS DE-
GREES were awarded several
county principals last Sun- rence Leon; and two daughters,
day. We congratulate them on Shelia Denise and Rita Joyce;
completing their work satis- her mother. Mrs. Bessie M.
factorily.
A PAST PRESIDENT OF A Wells' 
and an uncle, Lucious
Pruitt, and a stepfather. Lou
prominent organization
professional and businessmeonf 
Gay Wells.
was heard making disparag-
ing
cently elected to office. T h e Dancer's Futureremarks about men re-
• '10.00 PER MONTH
155.
Ours You A Fine
HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)









pital. were held at Olivet Bap-
tist church, Sunday. Aug. 6,
with Rev. E. W. Williamson, of-
ficiating. Interment followed in
New Park cemetery under di-
rection of the S. W. Qualls
brought to Memphis by her
parents at the age of nine. She
was graduated from Booker T.
Washington high school after
attending Porter school. Her
training as a nurse was receiv-
ed at Tuskegee Institute in
Alabama. Prior, she studied
nursing in New York City.
After receiving her degree
in nursing, she started her
training at John Gaston hospi-
tal. She also worked at VA
hospital in Tuskegee before be-
coming employed at Crump
hospital where she remained
until her death.
She was a member of the
Olivet church, president of the
Nurses' Guild and the Tuskegee
Alumni association.
Among survivors are her
husband, Leon Hill, whom she





dancer who was the lone
survivor in an accident, which
took the lives of five other
people, may be released from
Columbus Hospital (here) in
another 30 days.
llama on Trenton Highway
with Mrs. Williams as hostess.
The business was conducted
by Pres. Mrs. Louise Cooper.
Miss Mary Jo Bonds gave a
or and Inspector of Jefferson-
ian Party. She received several
awards for her participation in
all the program.
CLIUB NEWS
The Jessie White and Pro-
fessional Beautician Club
sponsored a tea Sunday after-
noon in the home of the pres-
sident Mrs. Z. M. Landers.
Special Musical selection
were given by James Thomas,
a fisk graduate and former
Jubilee Singer who sang folk
songs and spirituals. The Es-
tellita Music club also gave
several numbers. Mrs. Carolyn,
Garrett is leader of the Es-
tellita Grou p. M r s. Z. M.
Landers is president and Mrs.
Pearl Harrington, reporter of
the club.
The High Society Girls Fe-
derated Club met Wednesday
evening at 7:30 in the home of
the former president Donna
Jean Fly.
The secretary gave the laws
and purposes of the club so
the new members would be-
come acquainted with them.
New members welcomed into
the club were Daisy M. Har-
rison, Arnie Donaldson, Mat-
tie Cleaves, and Evelyn F
Broyles. Business of import-
ance was conducted by Mary
Jo Bonds. A delicious menu
was enjoyed. Mrs. Nelda Wil-
liems is Advisor.
The month of August is va-
cation month for many people.
A number of vacationers have
visited. Among them were
Mrs. Alice Sheets and son
Bruce, Chicago; and Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Seay, East St.
LEARN TO DRIVE
If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
In Getting Driver's License
Call Tenn. State Driving School
BR 6-4121
Horse Show At
ansas were judged Monday Guests enjoying the day with
afternoon by members of The
Gloxinia Flower and Garden
Club. Yards entered in the con-
test were Mrs. Gertie Black,
Mrs. Mozella Huddleston, Mr.
and Mrs. James Thomas, Mr.
and Mrs. Willie McLin, Mr.
and Mrs. M. C. Bryson, Mr.
and Mrs. Flem Thomas. The
Marker for the month was re-
ceived by Mr. and Mrs. Flem
Thomas. Club members yards
judged were Rev. and Mrs. W.
H Burrell and Mr. and Mrs.
Troy Lacey. The Lacey's yard:
received honorable mention.
SECRET PALS
The Gloxinia Flower and
Garden Club held its monthly,
meeting in the lovely home of!
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Johnsw
on the old Trenton Road. MA
Johnson and Mrs. Ora L. Gen-I
try were hostesses. The John-
son home is surrounded by
huge flower beds of more than
a dozen variety of Summer
plants. The flowers made a
border line for the spacious
yard.
The hostesses served a sum-
mer salad plate with fresh
tomatoes and ritz. eoco-colas,
ice cream and cookies. After
the business session birthday
gifts were exchanged by secret
pals.
The Bookers Lovers Club
went to Reelfoot Lake Satur-
day for their annual picnic.
members were Mesdames Mar-
tha Lacey. Naiomi Crisp. Lot-
tie Richardson. Josephine Bar-
nett, Jennie Vance, Olga Has-
kerville Velva Pulliam, Jew-
ell Ridey, Lerlia Cunningham,
Anna Bryson, Mary Gillespie,
Aurdey Burrell, Erma Jones,
Ora Gentry, and Elizabeth Bal-
lard. Members present were
Mesdames Mattie Davis, Pres.
Johnella Bryant, Dorothy Mc-
Kinney, Nelda Williams, Car-
rie Seat, Esther Johnson, Dru-
cilia Tuggle and your scribe:
(Cottrell Thomas). We missed
Mesdames Louise Cooper and
Lavern Radford who were un-
able to attend. A good time
was had by all.
NO MONEY DOWN
10 Ft. G.E. ReIrerrater $219.95
14 Ft. C.f. Refrigerator 279.9$
12 lb. Aetoinatic G.E. Wailer.  229.95
19 Inch G.E. TV 179.95
Enjoy o Florida Vocation
at
Miami BeAch, Florida
with a $450 Purchase of
Furniture or aaphances.











NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
I
1 Final Rites For I
NoraceBowen,91
Horace Bowen, 91-year-old
patriarch of one of Memphis'
well known families, died at his
residence, 1448 College Street.
August 8. Funeral services
were held Sunday afternoon,
August 13. from Temple Church
of God in Christ with Elders
Robert McNeil, and Harvey
Jones officiating.
A native of North Mississippi,
Mr. Bowen spent most of his
years as a resident of Memphis.
He was employed by Fischer
Lime and Cement Company for MISS EDNA B. MADISON
more than a half century, hav-
ing remained with this pioneer
industry until he was beyond
his 80th birthday.
And even then Mr. Bowen
and officials of the company re-
garded his retirement something
of an inactive leave. His out-
standing record made it possi-
ble for him to return for light
duty anytime he felt up to it.
Mr. Bowen was married to
the former Miss Mary Scruggs
and the couple became parents
of fourteen children, eight of
whom survived him. His wife
died in October, 1951, after the
couple had been married close
to 50 years.
One of Mr. Bowen's daugh-
ters, Mrs. Emma Bowen West-
brooks, was selected as the
1961 "Mother of the Year" by
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority for
having mothered four children
. . . two daughters and two
sons who completed their col-
lege training with high schol-
arship and other meritorious
campus records. The daughters
finished LeMone College and
presently are teachers in the
Memphis schools. The two sons.
Alfonso, jr., and Logan, are
graduates of Lincoln University,
Mo,
Alfronso Westbrooks, jr. also
holds the Master's Degree from
Chicago University. While in
the armed services in Germany;
Alonzo was promoted to rank
of first lieutenant in recogni-
tion of his distinctive services
in the field of mass communica-
tion.
One of Mr. Bowen's own
sons, SP-I Joseph E. Bowen, is
a veteran of World War II and
the Korean War. Just recently
he was featured in a national
magazine as one of the suc-
cessful servicement making a
career of the U. S. Armed
Forces. Joseph Bowen, and the
four Westbrooks children grad-
uated from Booker T. Washing-
ton High School with honors.
Four mounths ago Mr. Bow-
en lost one of his daughters,
Mrs. Augusta B. Williams, who
with her husband lived at the
dude:— 
NOW YOU KNOW
Bowen residence on College st. The first ruler to consoli-
His eight surviving children in-
I 
date the Slav tribes in Russia 
th
New York; Mrs. Erma West- 
was Rurik, leader of e Russ,
Mrs. Callie Mae Lynch, of who established himself in
INovgorod in 882. —(UPI)
brooks, Arthur Bowen, Mrs.!.. 
Lillie B. Anderson, Charles E. 
Bowen, and Fred Bowen, • all
of Memphis; SP-L Joseph
Bowen. of the U. S. Army; an''
Mrs. Bernice B. Jones, of Mo
bile. Alabama.





A 1960 Manassas high school
graduate will return to Mi-
chigan State university this
fall for her sophomore year
on her second grant from the
National Scholarship Service
and Fund for Negro Students.
She is Miss Edna B. Madi-
son, the daughter of Rev. and
Mrs. Walter L. Madison of
355 Leath St., who is majoring
in mathematics. Rev. Madison
is pastor of Shiloh Baptist
church at 658 Court St.
Miss Madison is one of 77
sophomore and junior college
students who will be receiving
NSSFNS support at 59 inter-
racial colleges this year. As a
freshman she was granted al-
most $700 for her studies, and
she will receive a similar sum
this year.
While home this summer,
Miss Madison has been doing
secretarial work at the Cor-
nette Realty company at 334
Vance ave. After completing
her college work, she hopes
to teach mathematics on the
high school or college level.
Since it was founded 13
years ago, the National Schol-
arship Service and Fund for
Negro Students has sought
out and helped potentially
talented young Negro students
receive higher education. It
has awarded more than $400,
000 in supplementary scholar-
ships to almost 1,200 freshmen
and upperclassmen.
Of the present 77 recipients
27 are concentrating on en-
gineering, mathematics and
science, 18 are in- one of the
social sciences, nine in pre-
medical and nursing, six n
English literature, six in edu-
cation. five in languages, two
in architecture, and the other.
undecided.
I six great grandchildren, a 'lost
of nephews, nieces, and cousins,
four sons-in-law, and four
daughters- in-law.
Interment took place in New
Park Cemetery with Southern














NEW YORK — In light
of the Berlin crisis, the con-
tinued exclusion of Negroes
from National Guard units
in southern states "comes
very close to being sabotage
of the national interest,"
NAACP Executive Secre-
tary Roy Wilkins warns in
a letter to President Ken-
nedy.
The letter, dispatched to
the White House recently,
urges that "appropriate
steps be taken without de-
lay to insure the inclusion,
on a non-discriminatory
basis, of all citizens in all





ous spot is tenable if brave
men will make it so" in his
July 25 address to the na-
tion, Wilkins pointed out
that "Negro Americans ask
simply that they be given
the opportunity to fit them-
selves, in honor, to join the
company of brave men who
will resist the enfilading of
our position and make our
danger spot tenable."
The denial of National
Guard enlistment and train-
ing the NAACP leader told
the President, is "a partic-
ularly humiliating insult to
Negro citizens since it re-
jects in a crude and sum-
mary fashion the gifts (in-
cluding their lives) which
they would place at the dis-
posal of their country in
the event of national emer-
gency."
"Moreover," he added,
"it is at variance with the
national policy with respect
to the acceptance, training
and advancement of Negro
personnel in the armed
services."
In this critical period, Mr.
Wilkins asserted, "the na-
tion is in need of the sup-
port of every citizen . . •
and no state or group of
states would seem to have
the right to place its region-
al traditios above the
national welfare. . .
"The threat to our coun-
try is not one to the North
or to the South, to black or
to white, to rich or to poor,
to farmer or to city dweller.
It is total."
Galvanizing is the process by
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"And H. coaneth unto the .
disciples, and findeth them
asleep, and saith unto 'Peter,
could ye not watch with me
ono hour?' " — Matt. 26:40
One of the greatest tragedies.
of this day or any day is the
fact that indifference is over-
taking our world. In spite of
the darkness of the hour many
of us have no concern for which'
this hour might have for us.
With clouds of darkness, fear,
and anxieties hovering over all,
of our skies many of us pay
little or no attention to the
signs of the times. The critical
hours of our day hold no mean-
ing for us.
The rising tide of immorality,
lack of spirituality, and little
intellectuality make no differ-
ence to far too many of us. In
spite of all that has a meaning
is being threatened many of us
have no concern. The founda-
tion of our society must be
spared at all cost. The only way
for sparing this great foundation
is dependent upon each of us
holding on to that which means
most during these critical hours.
The challenge of our day is
wrapped up in the fact that
as never before all diet is mean-
ingful in our day must be saved
at all cost. Jesus who meant so
much to so many was on the
verge of being crucified. He
went into the Garden of Geth-
samane to pray. He placed His
disciples at points along the
way that they might pray with.
Him. Much to His dismay when,
He came back He found them"
asleep. How dismal it must be
to place faith in ona that in an
hour of darkness he will desert
you. So it was with Jesus — the !
clouds of darkness had gathered
all about. The hour for needing
friends and sympathizers was
at hand. Suddenly Jesus found
Himself alone. Those upon
whom He had depended for
comfort were now fast asleep.
PARALLELISM
In this world of ours today
there is a great parallelism
people are sleeping while the
greatest decay known to his-
tory is taking place. The foun-
dation of morality and spirit-
uality are being shaken. The
basis for goodness has been
so altered until no one can
recognize it as goodness any
more. The rising tide of in-
difference has taken hold of
our world. In the midst of all
of this we lull ourselves to
sleep under the illusion that
'everyone else is doing it'. So
it was with these disciples.
The world today must learn
a lesson from these sleeping
disciples. Like these men —
we, the disciples of Jesus to-
day are sleeping in the hour
of greatest opportunity. Never
has our world been so full of
scholars, leaders, talented peo-
ple as of today but on the other
.hand never has the level of
morality and spirituality been
lower. While a decay of the
best is taking place many of us
are asleep. Today as never be-
fore the world needs shining
towers of morality and spirit-
,uality. The world needs such
people.
Materially we have come
along way. The things of my
bs,yhood are ancient now. No
one would think of using them
The trimmed lamps, the old coal
burners, the horse and buggy
are all gone. We gloat of the
progress we have made. Yet
while we gloat over such ma-
terial gains we are hanging our
heads in the mortl and spirit-
ual decay that has taken place.
One wonders had the non-
material gains kept pace with
the material in all probability
we would now have heaven on
earth.
MUST GO ON
The trouble with our out-
look in this world is blamed
entirely upon the fact that our
whole perspectives have become
warped. Jesus was concerned
about us. His welfare was most
removed. In the terms of mod-
ern psychology. Jesus was an
extrovert. In a like manner we;
too must become extroverts'
that the program must go on.
Today we must forget our-
selves the darkness of the hour,
dictates to each of us that we
must concern ourselves with the'
welfare of the whole group. No
longer must we think in terms,
of ourselves but the welfare ofi
the whole group must be our(
to; ernost thinking of each of us.
Until we measure up to the
stature of Jesus our world will,
always be short of that which'
will mean most to all of us. The
challenge therefore rests with
each of us in this dark hour.
We must forget the critical hour
and think in terms of what
contribution we can make to
make it better.
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PILGRIM REST
Mrs. Inez Brooks will be the
principal speaker when annual
Women's Day is celebrated at
the church on Sunday. Aug.
27.
The chairman for the program
is Mrs. R. M. Williams. Dr. C.
M Lee is pastor of the church.
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
Annual Women's Day will be
celebrated on Sunday, Aug. 27,
at Progressive Baptist church,,
394 Vance, with Mrs. Hattie
Bush, a member of Mt. Vernon
Baptistchurch, as the guest
G. Lusk, in charge of the ser-
vice.
MISS BLVD. SDA
The annual Sabbath School
picnic of the Miss, Blvd.
Seventh-Day Adventist church
was held in Fuller State park
on Sunday. Aug. 6. and the
members reported they had a
very enjoyable outing.
A cooperative dinner was
served by the Food Committee.i
with members bringing o n e
special dish each.
Co-chairmen of the Food.
Committee were Mrs. Myrth-1
o Meet Cummings
The seventy-seventh annual
session of the West Tennessee
Baptist Missionary and Educa-
tional Association, Sunday
School. Baptist Training Union,
Women's Auxiliary and L a y-
men Movement, along with Or-
ganized Choirs, Ushers and Min-
isters' Wives is being held at
the Cummings St. Baptist
church from Aug. 15 through
18
The session is held each year
to promote the educational and
missionary objectives of t h e
church.
Among the courses offered
this year by the Department
of Christian Leadership Edu-
cation, directed by Rev. A. Mc-
Ewen Williams, and the instruc-
tor, arc "Personal Christian Liv-
ing," Rev, W. A. Owen; "Chris-
tian Stewardship," Rev. W. C.
Holmes; "Life of Christ," Rev.
William Fields, jr.; and "Mean-
ing of Church Membership,"
Clifton Satterfield.
Others are "Planning a n d
Leading Christian Worship,"
Mrs. Essie Mae McClinton;
"Mission Education in the Lo-
cal Church," Mrs. Bertha Bas-
kin; "Music in the Sunday
School," Mrs. Rosetta Peter-
son; "Planning for the Children
in the Church;" Mrs. Ernestine
Simmons; "Teaching Youth,"
Mrs. Maudden Steward; "The
Youth Fellowship," Mrs. Alta
Lemon; "Adult Class in the Sun-
day School," Mrs. Jennie B.
Vance; "Role of the Usher in
Christian Worship," Mrs. Thel-
ma Coleman; and "Improving
the Sunday School," Rev. S. H.
Herring.
Subjects in the Baptist Train-
ing Union and the teachers are
"Administering the Baptist
Young People's Union," Mrs.
Katie M. Terrell; and "Admin-
istering the Baptist Adult Un-
ion," Rev. W. T. Grafton.
Mrs. M. E. Fisher is directing
discussions on Vacation Bible
Samella Bowden will talk on
stick craft and Mrs. Julia Pul-
liam will discuss the flannel
board.
Seminars on "The Baptist
Witness In Its Preaching a n d
Teaching Ministry" will be con-
ducted by Dr. H. C. Nabrit; "In
its Doctrine and Democracy,
Rev. A. L. McCargo, and "In
Its Social and Civic Implica-
tions," Rev. E. L. Currie.
Officers of the annual ses-
sion include Revs. S. A. Owen,
moderator; A. L. McC,argo, first
vice moderator; W. T. Grafton,
second vice moderator; E. L.
Currie, secretary; J. P. Jones,,
assistant secretary; H. C. Na-
brit, executive secretary; A.
Terrell, treasurer; and S. H.
Herring, president of the Sun-'
day School convention.
Also Revs. W. A. Owens, vice
president of the Sunday School
Convention; J. H. Seward, pres-
ident of the Baptist Training
Union Convention; W. C.
Holmes, vice president of the
Baptist Training Union Conven-
tion; A. McEwen Williams, di-
rector; and Mrs. Artie G. Nel-
son, secretary of the Board.
Mrs. Bertha Estes is presi-
dent of the Woman's Auxiliary;
Mrs. Ethel Crittenden president
of the choirs, Thomas Hallibur-
ton president of laymen; a n d





A revival is scheduled to
start at Avery Chapel AME
churc h, 882 E. Trigg ave.,
Monday, Aug. 21, according to
an announcement. Further in-
formation can be obtained in
speaker. The program wilt start arvn Powell and Mrs. Maxine' Schools. In the skill shop Mrs. the next issue.at 3 p.m. Weir.
Rev. 0. C. Collin is pastor
of the church.
MnRNING GROVE Choir Directors
A lawn party. sponsored by
the churek. will be given at the I Conventionhome of Mrs. Lola Mae Boyd IU 
of 1898 Farrington on Saturday.
Aug. 19. Church organists, choir HI
SPEED STREET rectors and singers from
Members of the Speed Street;states will convene Aug. 15 .•
Church of God in Christ will Gulfside, Methodist assens
observe Women's Day on Sun- grounds at Waveland, Miss .
day, Sept. 10. for a five-day institute on
Evangelist Emma Johnson ,churchmusic.
will be the speaker at the after- The annual institute, now innoon service. Elder Charles H. its ninth year, is sponsored by•Moore is pastor of the church. Methodist Churches of theHOUSE OF PRAYER
Central Jurisdiction of Louis-The International House of iana. Texas, Mississippi, Ala. PrayerSpiritual Association,
bama, Tennessee and a por-1868 Castex, will hold its state lion of West Virginia. partici
convention here from Sept. 20
through 27, with the pastor and
nation
sici 
is open to church 
ans of all denominations
mu-
founder of the church, Bishop ,




— at an economy price!
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
i ,500PM COMPANY
3 4 50 1.4515 55 IA 6,36+,
HONOR DOUGLASS — A
bill to make the home of
Frederick Douglass a na-
tional shrine has been intro-
duced in Congress by Sen-
ator Phillip A. Hart and
Congressman Charles C.
Diggs, jr., both Michigan
Democrats. Seen here, after
participating in a luncheon
sponsored by the National
Association of Colored Wom-
ens Clubs, from left. are
James Lewis, head of art
department, Morgan State
college, Baltimore: Dr. Rosa
L. Gregg. president of the
women's association; Sena-
tor Hart, and Dr. Joseph
Douglass, grandson of Fred-
erick Douglass. Douglass was
an abolition leader and





Two officlais of North Car-
olina Mutual Life Insurance
company met with represen-
tatives of the African Meth-
odist Episcopal church in
Naahville recently to iron out
the details of a proposed life
and hospitalization insurance
plan for ministers of the deno-
mination and their depend-
ents.
They were N. H. Bennett,
vice president and actuary of
the company, W. A. Clement,
agency director of the firm,
and Bishop Ernest L. Hick-
man, Dr. Jesse E. Beard and
Rev. Melvin C. Swann of the
AME church.
The General Board of the
AME church accepted the pro-
posal which was presented to
the Board by Rev. Swann, sec-
retary of the denomination's
Pension Commission during
the annual meeting held dur-
ing June in Indianapolis.
The proposal was a part of
the "Quadrennium of Deci-
sion," edited by Rev. Swann.
At a July Committee meet-
ing, it was agreed that each
es w
Episcopal district would en-
enn. Ba tist roll as a unit, with the Thir-teenth district to start imme-
diately.
•
Under this plan, all minis-
ters and employees of the
African Methodist Episcopal
church and their dependents
will be eligible for coverage.
Surprise Party On Birthday Anniv.
A popular Memphis photo-
grapher, who has popped off
numerous flash bulbs to cap-
ture the surprise on the faces
of hundreds of recipients of sur-
prise birthday parties found
himself on the receiving e n d
last Saturday night when he
was "summoned" home to take
a picture of his wife's "club."
The surprised cameraman
was Ernest C. Withers, sr., of
480 W. Brooks Road, Walker
Homes, who has his offices at
319 Beale st.
Engineering the deal was his
wife, Mrs. Dorothy Withers, and
all eight of their children.
After rushing home to take
the picture, Withers found the
guests and seven of his chil-
dren on the backyard lawn all
ready to sing the "Happy Birth-
day" greetings.
Even Ernest, jr., a LeMoyne
college sophomore working in
Washington, D.C., for the sum-
mer was in on the scheme, and
called his father during the af-
fair to wish him a "happy
birthday."
Hanging on the backyard
fence during the party was a
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Memphis Tenn
BIRTHDAY, DADDY."
Guests included Levalle Mil-
ler, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Wel-
lington, Samuel Minor, Mr. and
Mrs. Lawyer Cox, Gene Robin-
son, A. E. Withers, Sr., the
photographer's father; Mr. a n d
Mrs. Luther Robinson and Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Williamson,
Also Joe Lipford, McCann L.
Reid, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Brazen, Miss Helen Warren, Lu-
ther Roberson, jr., Clifford
Banks, Miss Jacqueline Rober-
son, Thaddeus T. Stokes, John-
son Saulsberry, Obsie Howard,
Daniel Partee, Charles Cooper-
wood, and Charles Ware.
Bluff City PTA
Plans Workshop
The Bluff City PTA Council
has made plans to conduct a
workship for all new PTA
presidents and committee chair-
men Thursday, Aug. 17, at the
North Branch Library, locatia.
at the corner of Vollentine
and Bellevue ave., according
to an announcement from Mrs.
A. M. Able, reporter for the
council.
The workshop is set to start
at 9 a.m, and continue until 12
noon. All presidents and com-
mittee chairmen are urged by
the president, Mrs. Lucile
Price, to attend.
••••• hoommts an •i .....
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"The Only Thing We Make Is Donuts,









PURCHASE OF I DOZEN RAY'S DONUTS
•
•••1•11= •INMEIM =MIMI
Special Roles to Clubs, Churches
the country as well, according
to Rev. Robert F. Harrington.
, pastor of Mt. Zion Methodist
(church, New Orleans, mana-
ger of the institute.
Dr. Frederick Hall, profes-
sor of music at Dillard Uni-
versity, New Orleans, is direc-i
tor of the institute.
1 We accept any burial policy, old age funeral





You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defen-ler
—
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
A DEPENDABLE SOURCE FOR SATISFACTORY SERVICE
N. J. Ford and Sons Funeral Parlor
219 JOUBERT AVE.
EXPERIENCED AND RESPONSIRIE FUNERAL DIECTORS
N. 1 FORD, Licensed Embalmer
Established 1939
24 HOUR AMBULANCE SERVICE













each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK,








BIG STAR QUALITY CONTROLLED HEAVY SAVORY AGED BEEF
ROUND SIRLOIN T-BONE
Lb.







Price Not Good in Min. Prim good in Mph,.
ICE CREAM
RED or WHITE CALIF.
SEALTEST 5
1/2 Gal.
W Malls and Shelby County Only.
HYDE PARK
'ra Gal.
love 'em cause they
are deliciously sweet!
Kids of all ages
KRAFT
FROZEN BEEF, CHICKEN or
TEMORTON DINNERs  
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Three Boys Will Win An-All Expense Paid Trip To
St. Louis To See Major League Baseball In Action








6th—BOW AND ARROW SET
7th—BASEBALL BAT & FIELDERS GLOVE







CONTEST BEGINS WITH THIS ISSUE! READ RULES ON THIS PAGE: ONE OF THE TRIPS
TO ST. LOUIS WILL GO TO A NEW CARRIER!
RULES:
1—The contest will be based on the number of your average increase OWN
your base.
2—Your base will be the number of papers you sold for May 27.
3—The base for any new boy will be 0.
4—Your complete report must be made every week.
5—You must sell papers each week of the contest.






Base Number of Papers for Old Boys Will Be That Of May 27 — For New Boys, the
Week they Start. Contest will Close the Week Of August 27 - September 2.
FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!!
MAIL OR BRING TO THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
— — -CLIP AND MAIL- — —1
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Memphis, Tennesse
I would like to become a Tri-State Defender Carrier. 1
understand that I will be eligible to earn extra spending
money and win valuable prizes.










I would like my son daughter to make some spend-
ing money and get early business training like most of
America's great men.
WIMP 
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Down With Rock 'N' Roll
Do Negroes in Memphis appreciate Negro response to the good music has
good music, or are they content with a been far beyond what the station's gen-
cultural diet of jazz, blues, and rock 'n' eral manager expected. Stations in other
roll? cities have written to him, he says, and
One would believe this from the type plan to start similar programs in their
of music one generally hears when he communities.
tunes in on the stations especially beam- The hostess on the program is Mrs.
ed to Negroes, and other stations too, to Gloria Pritchard. She says, "There's a
be perfectly frank.. great need to teach our children to en-
Well, just the other day we came across joy and appreciate the better things and
an article about a station in St. Louis this program is a step in that direction."that decided to offer as an experiment One lady wrote to the station and
a program of good music entitled, "Great said, "I never let my children listen to
Negro Artists." rock 'n' roll, but I insist they listen to
Each Sunday evening at 9:30, for a this program as a part of their cultural
half hour, Radio Station KATZ broad- education."
casts music by such opera and concert Music teachers and heads of music
stars as Marian Anderson, Leontyne schools have praised KATZ for start-Price, Mattiwilda Dobbs, Roland Hayes, ing such a program.
Robert McFerren and Grace Bumbry. A similar program in Memphis mightSymphony music conducted by Dean catch on. It would be a welcome changeDixon and William Dean is broadcast, to see a youngster walk into a drugstorealong with folk songs by Harry Bela- with one of those ubiquitous transistorfonte. radios playing the music of masters in-On one program, for example, the sta- stead of blasting that kind of music from
tion played "Sit Down and Let My you know where.
People Go," by Roland Hayes: "I It can be a part of the cultural educa-Know That My Redeemer Liveth" from tion of youngsters here too. St. LouisHandel's "The Messiah" by Adele Ad- is not very far above the intellectual
dison; selections from Gershwin's folk level of Memohis, or is it?
opera "Porgy and Bess" featuring Cab Compare the programs, and you willCalloway, Dorothy Dandridge and Sid- find just how the station managers haveney Poitier. you rated.
Visit Of Nigeria's Prime Minister
Nigeria's Prime Minister Sir Abubakar
Tafawa Balewa pleased official Washing-
ton with his solicitous attitude toward
America's wellbeing and its leadership
of the free democratic world. His polish-
ed speech, which he delivered in clipped
British accent before the joint session .of
the U.S. Congress, gained much praise
from the few members of Congress who
occupied their seats, and from the white
press in general.
Yet it was not a great speech in point
of oratory and political sagacity. It was a
quiet, sober, conservative speech full of
gracious words for U. S. foreign Policy,
and heavily larded with platitudes for
America's attempt at settling the race
problem here.
This was laying it a bit too thick, to
use the common parlance. The Negro
world looks to Africa. free Africa for the
needed impetus to hasten the end of
racial discrimination and segregation. For
an African of the high status and prestige
of Sir Abubakar to praise America for
trying to solve the race problem is really
disservice to the cause of freedom and
uality.
If America were truly making an
1-out effort to end segregation in all
ts of life in the American communi-
, laudatory comments would be timelynd even praiseworthy. In the face oftoken resistance to school integration inost states and massive resistance in
ississippi, Georgia, Alabama, South
arolina and in Prince Edward Countyin Virginia. it is closing one's eye to stark
eality to pat Uncle Sam's back—for whats at best a minimal, hesitant and slowttempt at resolving a most crucial social
roblem.
With the jails in Jackson, Mississippi.jammed to the hilt with sacrificial Free-om Riders, with the Sit-ins yet obligedto demonstrate for human equality andecognition, with lynching not yet legis-lated against as a national crime, with
private and public housing yet committed
to the pattern of segregation, how in
Jehovah's name can anyone find grounds
for adulations?
Nigeria's Prime Minister Sir Abubakar
Tafawa Balewa would have advanced for
us as well as for the Africans the cause
of liberation from U. S. racialism if he had
said to that joint-session of Congress:
"Modern Africa is searching earnestly
for a rational basis on which to justify
absorption either in whole or in part of
the American concept of democracy, free-
dom and individual rights. But not until
this civilization gives convincing proof
of its devotion to the principles of human
dignity and equality can we in Africa
wholeheartedly and unreservedly commit
ourselves to the Western camp.
"When we see your Negro citizensstill pleading, struggling for their ele-
mentary rights after nearly a hundred
years since your President Lincoln set had" by a weak, or ignorant,the slaves free, we begin to wonder if or scheming, or bad, or anx-
democracy was not meant for whites IOUS chick who aids and abetshim in chunking discretion toonly." 
Sir Abubakar might not have been 
the og wind
is 
until a sad swana
played on a "lap-applauded, but he would have told the organ," which the social work-truth. What's more, he would have jolted ers designate as an "illegiti-America into realizing more abundantly mate child."
the evil fruits of racial segregation. And they are right. The
Unfortunately, the Nigerian Prime word "illegitimate" is most
Minister elected to close his eyes to the appropriate from every angle
foibles and thistles that mar the land- 
liet near or tviheewanedg.loaAnida not tthoef
scape. One need not wonder why he was the boy who looks up justknighted by Queen Elizabeth. The British before he goes over the deepare not in the habit of wasting knight- end with a marriage licensehood on those who are inquisitive, sharp ... and takes it on the lam.and critical in their observations on the He immediately becomes clas-
father"
Abubakar 
civilization. In this context Sir sified as an "unwed 
Tafawa Balewa is probably " • guilty or not guilty. But
"
more British than he is African; and hisan 
ahnegle. oInwstoo






by the simple and elementaryAnglo-Saxon supremacy has nothing 
to demand that the girl pay
the whole cost. There're the
taxpayers. Unwed mothers do
have a hard, long row to hoe.
The squalling "evidence" rests
heavily on them. The unwed
mother is blamed in the Ne7
gro race with holding the
group up to shame and ridi-
cule. . .and contributing to the
continuance of the patterns of
segregation . . . however, un-
fairly untrue that may be.
She's to be pitied and helped.
But if the Negro is to get
that first-class citizenship he
so much hankers for . . ways
and means are going to have
to be found to hamstring, help,
or hang the black, brown, and
beige "unwed fathers" clut-
tering the ranks of the sepia
"saints," as they "go march- i
ing in" to the fabled Utopia '
of an integrated America. It's I
mandatory to find ways and
means of handling him.
But what? . . . that's the I
$64 question of the moment.'
What can be done about the
"unwed fathers" among "your
folks"? Should such a brother
gave all she had to some somebody's got to pay therampaging two-legged wolf fiddler. Society is right notwho "kissed, told, laughed,
ran off, and pointed."
Now, there's no deliberate
effort being made here to be
funny. And all due considera-
tion is given to the pitiful
plight of women, young, and
older, who find themselves
left holding the bag filled by
lust, looseness, and laziness.
And be it said for the record,
that full subscription is given
here to any effective program
for lasso-ing, lampooning, and
leg-ironing any man, whether
white, black, blue, green or
grisly, who carelessly or care-
fully contributes to the bas-
tardy statistics of the "popu-
lation explosion."
But let's face it. All the
sympathetic understanding of
the community should not be
solely directed to the "gab -
pin' gals." There's another
male.
to the picture. And it'sal
GOOD PARENTS
In the first place, most men
who contribute to the illegi-
timacy rate are victims of in-
effective or negligentoy oo
upbringing. Boys who are re- be "shot" literally or figura-ared right have a sense o ive y.
responsibility about the girls shot . . . the accusing gal's
with whom they associate. father,- brother, or other pro-
Their parents, both mother tective family member, most
and father, put this sense of likely wouldn't have to do too
responsibilty deep down in- much time . . . especially if
side their sons. Irresponsible, the shot guy was a paid-up
negligent, and no-good par- member of the NAACP.
ents fail to do this. Most un- Happily, most young NA-
wed fathers are the offspring ACP men may be "Freedom
of such parents. Riders" . . . but not "free
Oh yes, due recognition riders" . . . if they're worth
must be given to the anvil their NAACP salt. Of course,
chorus raised by the parents a lot of them do bear watch-who are convinced that they ing, girls! Some of THEM
brought up their boy to re- haven't had the "salt vaccine"
cognize this sense of responsi- of proper up-bringing in a
bility in regard to the girls sense of responsibilty, either.
with whom he associates. And NEGRO VARIETYyet, boys of such convinced But, what to do about theparents get caught in the web "unwed father"? . . . partic-of contributors to illegitimacy. ularly the Negro variety . • .So, maybe the parents failed especially since the major cri-to "convince" the boy? ticism of the nation is leveledBut not always. There are against the Negro "unweddevious tricks in the whole father" and his victims . . .pattern of illegitimacy. Some- and especially since so manytimes there are parents who unwed Negro girls are now
virtually "school" their girls being classified as "profession-in the awful art of entrapping al incubators" (ADA) andunsuspecting boys and men, mainly because of irresponsi-A guy glances at a come-on ble and criminally lustful Ne-eye, beamed by some schem- gm and white men and boys?ing female (often coached by Well, to make a long story
o
her mother) . . . and in the short and give a simplecourse of the "romantic man- answer to an involved ques-euvers" he finds himself get- tion .ting hogtied tighter and tight-
er. Yet, every sign and symbol
of the affair leads him to
conclude that he is "being
to fear: it will never be challenged from
that quarter of the African world over
which Balewa presides.
etraining Of Workers
The reopening of schools next month
hould be a good time to ask Congress to
tackle the problem of unemployment
rom new angles. Although college grad-
uates are still being snapped up by in-
dustry, less fortunate young people suf-
fer acutely from their lack of training.
At the beginning of this year nearly
17 per cent of those between 16 and 20
years of age were out of work, compared
with 7.7 percent for the labor force as a
whole. A few weeks ago President Ken-
nedy sent Congress the draft of legisla-
tion for an experimental scheme to help
such young people.
It involves on-the-job training, both
in private and public employment—a sort
f apprenticeship with the Federal gov-
ernment paying part of the wages—and
the creation of a Youth Corps to do land
conservation work for state and Federal
agencies.
During its three-year trial the scheme
is expected to cost about $275 million;
about 50,000 youths will be trained in the
first year and more in the later years.
The week before the President had
sent Congress a proposal to train or re-
train older workers who cannot find jobs
because they are unskilled or have skills
which are no longer needed in today's
fast-changing labor market.
There were signs, in May, chiefly in
the continued lengthening of the work-
week, that industrial recovery is about
to make inroads on the number of un-
ecnployed. This fell, though only in tune
with seasonal expectation, to 4.8 million.
But the hard core of those out of work
for 15 weeks or more rose-to a new post-
war peak for this time of the year, of 1.9
million. Obviously it would be better—
for the jobless, for the government and
for the economy—to spend money on
training such people for productive work
than on unemployment assistance.
right back to the community
in which the unwed father is
brought up. Boys . . partic-
ularly are
too much neglected. Negro
boys are the "throw away
cartons" of the nation. And
particularly are they "the
disinherited" when it comes
to the community's giving
them some of the interested
and informed attention . . .
character training . . . prac-
tical counselling . . . physical,
mental, and social guidance
. and just plain, every day
help ... that most of the boys
of other races receive.
The Negro boy and youth,
in general, has done a pretty
good job of pulling himself up
by his own bootstraps in most
aspects of American life. And
there's nothing wrong with
that. But it takes more
than "bootstraps" to get out
of the "unwed father" sex
trap. Now, whatchubet!
Ioloir I SAID I MY SMItrun...BN I'VR JUST ICY'F 1111IRST RIAIS ar IT I C'etrr HMV THEW*
MARK
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bj NAT D. WILLIAMS 
UNWED "FATHERS"
Why doesn't some church,
social organization or some-
thing start a program to help
the unwed fathers of the na-
tion?
It's something that's long
over-due in the community.
All the sympathy, comment,
council, and charitable cash
of the country .. . to date . . .
seems channeled in the direc-
tion of the "poor girl" who
process of some promiscuous
girl's just closing her eyes and
saying, "My mama told me
to choose that one." Guys who
have an aversion to being
"choosed" like that.., takes
it on the lam ... and become
unwed fathers.
GIRL DAYS
Yet, there are laws and
standards of right and wrong
which must be remembered
even in sex-mad America.
WW DADDY SAYS -NAT -CPIS CoONTRY COULD CATCH UPIN THE SPecE RACE WITH RUSSIA...BUT KEEPIN'UP
Aft 
/‘LWITH JIM CROW SEEMS -reE MORE IMPORTANT:
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
f ? If he were literally Beer Berlin And Simple
"If they can't talk it out,"
said Simple, "why do they
think I should fight it out?"
"Because you are expenda-
ble," I said. "Leaders never go
to war."
"Most of them are too old,"
said Simple. "Besides, I hear
that Generals never fight.
They just stand way back on
a hill somewhere and say,
'Charge on, mens!' When it
comes to President and Cabi-
net Members, they don't even
leave Washington."
"The theory is that leaders
have to live to lead," I said,
"otherwise who would be in
charge? Who would make poli-
cies"
"I cannot collect on no poli-
cies when I am dead," said
Simple. "And, being colored,
chances are one in a million I
will ever be a leader. No air-
cooled air raid shelter for me.
In the next war I will have to
be out there fighting for Ber-
lin. I had rather fight for
Birmingham."
"Shsss-ss-s!" I said. "You
will be declared subversive.
Are you anti-war?"
. "Aunty nothing." said Sim-
ple. "I am nobody's Aunt. I
guess I am nobody's Uncle in
this American country neither,
because I have never seen a
black Uncle Sam in no paper.
Yet and still, I am American.
Have you ever seen an Uncle
Sam painted to look like me?"
"No, I have not," I said.
"But then you are not a typi-
cal American. You are a long
ways from white. Like God,
Uncle Sam is drawn in his own
image.
"Then how come he claims
to be my Uncle," asked Simple,
"he bears no likeness to me,
and I bear none to him?"
1,
"Maybe you are his step
child," I said.
"I am not even his godchild,"
said Simple, "because he does
not give a so-and-so for me. I
were brought here black on a
slave ship against my will,
worked in the cotton fields
for 200 years for nothing. They
owe my great-grandparents
one billion dollars free labor
—and me, try as I might black,
I get nowhere. It is like run-
ning in a vicious circle. I run
backwards. White folks tell
me, 'Look at Ralph Bunche.'
"All I can say is, 'Look at
ME.'
"They say. 'In the past one
hundred years, colored folks
have made so much progress.'
I say, "White folks have
made ten thousand times more
progress stepping on my head.
You whites can vote in Way-
cross, Georgia. Can I? You can
ride from Atlanta to Macon
without setting in a Jim Crow
car. Can I? Yet and still, I am
supposed to go fight over
Germany, not Georgia. How do
you sound?'"
"If America says go fight
over Berlin, you are due to
fight.
"It were but a short time
ago that Berlin was fighting
me," said Simple, "also putting
Jews in gas ovens whilst Hit-
ler segregated Jesse Owens.
Tell me, please, why Negroes
and Jews, of all people, should
be wanting to fight for Ber-
lin?"
"When it comes to war," I
said, "we sink or swim to-
gether. Americans are not sep-
arated into races or religions
or classes. Against the enemy,
it is all for one and one for
all, white and colored."
"I'll bet Mississippi has
WHITE and COLORED air
raid shelters," said Simple.
"Also Georgia, Alabama, Lou-
isiana, and Texas."
"But air raid shelters will be
of little value against atoms
and hydrogen." I said. "Be-
sides, one would have to dig
up the whole American earth
to make enough shelters for
everybody. If I were you, I
would not worry about shel-
ters."
"Probably you are right,"
said Simple. 'The moon will
be the only safe place, so what
we Negroes should worry
about is, will there be Jim
Crow on them rockets to the
moon? Seems like all the
launching pads for rockets is
in Florida, which is a Jim-
Crow state. Space ships are
probably Jim Crow, and the
waiting rooms segregated. I
have not read yet about no
colored astronauts."
"Neither have I," I said.
"But I doubt if you yourself
have any great desire to ride
a rocket to the moon. Have
you?"
"Not as long as there is beer
on Lenox Avenue," said Sim-
ple.
NAACP's 52-Year Struggle For Negroes
Nigerian Prime Minister Told Of
NEW YORK.—The people
of Nigeria have a continuing
interest in the progress of the
colored people in the U.S., Sir
Abubaker Tafawa Balewa,
Prime Minister of the Federa-
tion of Nigeria, told an NA-
ACP delegation here.
In the NAACP group were
Arthur B. Spingarn, president;
Bishop Stephen Gill Spotts-
wood, chairman, Board of Di-
rectors; Roy Wilkins, executive
secretary; John A. Morsel,
assistant to the executive
secretary; and Henry Lee
Moon, director of public re-
lations.
Joining the Prime Minister
in the 35-minute conference
in a luxurious Waldorf-As-
toria Towers suite were Ni-
gerian statesmen Ja Jo Wa-
chtiku, Foreign Minister; J. M.
Odochi, Ambassador to the
United States; and muhamma-
Ngileruma, Ambassador to
the United Nations All mem-
bers of the party wore color-
ful robes of their homeland.
The conference was arranged
through the U.S. Department
of State at the request of the
Nigeria leader.
Wilkins explained the na-
ture and scope of the NAACP
program and goals as the
Prime Minister and members
of his party listened attentive-
ly The NAACP leader traced
briefly the 52-year struggle
of the Association for the
Negro's full constitutional
rights in the United States.
He told of the pride and in-
terest of Negro Americans in
the rapidly developing Afri-
can nations.
This interest in Africa, Mr.
Spingarn pointed out, was
originally stimulated by the
NAACP through the sponsor-
ship of a series of Pan-African
Congresses in the early days
of the Association. The NA-
ACP president represented
the Association at the In-
dependence Day celebration of
Nigeria last year.
Prime Minister Balewa
stressed the importance of
spiritual values in human re-
lations. If there is not under-
standing among peoples of
the world, he said, there is
little that high level con-
ferences between statesmen
can accomplish to achieve
world peace. These spiritual
values, he asserted, are uni-
versal among all religions in-
cluding paganism.
Bishop Spottswood, who
flew into New York for the
meeting from an AME Zion
Church conference in Pitts-
burgh, agreed with Sir Abu-
baker, a Moslem. on the sig-
nificance of spiritual values in
human relations. There will
come a time, he said, when
there will be unity among all
the religions.
Indicating an appreciation
of the progress made by
American Negroes and of the
difficulties remaining to be
overcome, the Prime Minister
expressed the opinion that
the goals of the colored peo-
ple in the U.S. can be achieved
without resort to extremism.
He said that he believed there
was need for constant effort
even though it may not be
spectacular.
Sir Abubakar recalled that
on a previous visit to the
United States he had been ap-
proached by some American
Negroes about changing their
racial name. He suggested that
there was no need for •
change in the racial designa-
tion. You are Americans, he
said, and the problems which
confront you will be worked
out by you as Americana.
The soft-spoken Nigerian
deprecated the existence of
racial, color and religious hos-
tilities anywhere in the world.
Fortunately, he said, there
has been very little racial ani-
mosity in Nigeria. This he
attributed, in part, to the ab-
sence of a large white settler
class. The people of all races,
nationalities and religions
mingle and commingle in
Nigeria, he said.
Words of the Wise
Even aa the generations of
)PFIVell. PO are also Mows of
men. As for the leaven, the
wind scatters some upon the
earth, but the forest as it
bud. brings forth new leaves
when the spring is sortie;
even at one generation Of


































































































































































































FINE BUNCH OF GENTLEMEN/
'YOU FELLOWS ARL_CD
WELL...1.HEARD 11....BLET... I LIKED We WAY




By GAYLORD P. GODWIN
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Sherman Briscoe is an infor-
mation specialist for the Agri-
culture department. His spe-
cialty is agricultural informa-
tion for Negroes.
Briscoe, 52, is a Negro, born
and reared on a sharecropper
farm in Mississippi. He won
an A.B. degree from Southern
university, Baton Rouge, La.,
and an A.M. degree from
American University, Wash-
ington. He taught school, edit-
ed a weekly newspaper in the
south, and once was city editor
of the Chicago Defender. He
joined the department in 1941
and immediately began writing
about agriculture as it affects
Negroes. His work won him a
superior service award.
"It is a work I love," Bris-
coe told United Press Interna-
tional. "If I had the money to
live otherwise, I'd do it for no-
thing."
Briscoe has a wide audience.
He mails copy once a week to
about leo Negro newspapers
and magazines. If he has a
feature story on the successful
achievements of a Negro farm-
er, the copy also goes to other
newspapers in the area.
VITAL SERVICE
His copy usually consists of a
collection of news stories im-
portant to Negro farmers. He
frequently explains the use of
department facilities, especial-
ly those relating to soil con-
servation, credit, and extens-
ion, or education, work.
04
 The feature story on a Ne-
ro's success is a must with
Briscoe.
"I want to help the Negro to
see the brighter side of Negro
life," he said. "I try to bring to
the Negro the success story
of Negro farmers. The Negro
already knows of his failures,
and he seldom sees stories of
the successes that Negroes
have racked up. Such stories
cheer them."
Briscoe said the role of the
Negro in American agriculture
is considerable. He said the po-
tential of the Negro farmer is
good because year by year he
is stepping up his farming
know-how through the aid of
some 400 Negro agricutural ex-
tension workers in the 17
states of the southern region.
Their work is buttressed, by
said, by about 400 Negro home
demonstration agents who
teach rural homemakers t,
grow year-round gardens, and
can or freeze fruits, vegetables
and meats to reduce out-of-
pocket living costs.
"Both the farm and home
agents are showing the fami-
lies how to save also through
careful planning, wise pur-
chasPs and realistic budgeting,"
he said.
There are about 300,000 Ne-
gro farmers in the United
States. Their numbers are
shrinking, just like the white
farmer population is declining.
There were 700,000 Negro
farmers in 1940.
About 150,000 Negroes own
their farms and there are about
135,000 Negro farmers on ten-
ant and sharecropper farms.
Some 10 million acres are
owned and about twice that
acreage is farmed by Negroes.
The renters and sharecrop-
pers have left the farm either
because there was little op-
portunity for thm there or be-
cause the city pastures seemed
greener, Brisecc.., said. Most of
the owners and a number of the
more substantial tenants have
remained
Briscoe said a casual drive
through the south on the main
highways does not give a cor-
rect impression of Negro agri-
culture.
"Go south by almost any
route," Briscoe said, "Through
the coastal plans, via the Car-
olina Piedmont, along the Mis-
issippi, or down from Kansas
to Houston, and one is likely to
see along the highways many
small farms whose operators
still walk behind a mule-drawn
plow."
A large proportion of these,
he said, are Negro farmers.
The number using the one-
row plow is decreasing and
many now ride multiple-row
tractors up and down the
fields. Land close to the high-
ways is high in price, he said,
and Negro owners and tenants
can't afford it. Naturally, the
ones who are there have shab-
by homes because of the econ-
omics of the situation. But this
does not present a true pic-
ture of Negro agriculture, ac-
cording to Briscoe.
LA sT N IWO" DURING TOAT BIG RAIN SibRAA I
NOT ONE Of 900 WOKE, UP/I NCO TO CLOSE
ALL OF WE WINDOWS.S) 
THE SON OF A sharecrop-
per. Sherman Briscoe is an
information specialist for the
Agriculture Departm e n t ,
whose job is to dispense ag-
riculture information to Ne-
groes. Briscoe, shown in his
office, mails copy each week
to about 180 Negro newspa-
pers and magazines. A form-
er school teacher and news-
man, he joined the depart-
ment in 1941.
YES WE ALL TALK
By MARCUS H. BOULWARE
DISCUSSION LEADER
A reader writes that he needs
help in learning how to con-
duct round table discussion.
This technique, he claims, will
serve him in good stead at
office board meetings.
The leader of the discussion
usually is the first speaker.
He states the problem as clear-
ly as possible. If it is necessary
to define unfamiliar terms, the
leader assumes this role. The
discussion should not begin
until everyone knows what
the problem is.
Some sub-topics he may
next call attention to include:
(1) what caused the problem?;
(2) what factors are involved';
(3) what are several solutions
to the problem?; and perhaps
(4) what is the best solution?
or what should be the group's
the participants.
Finally, if a vote is neces-
sary, the leader calls for the
vote upon the question.
READERS
For my group discussion
pamphlet, send two stamps
and a self-addressed long busi-
ness envelope to Dr. Marcus
Boulware, Florida A. At M.





annual Youth Assembly. spon-
sored by the North Carolina
Conference of the Methodist
Church, attracted 118 persons
according to registration fig-
ures released by the Rev.
decision. 
Joseph B. _Bethea. dean, of
The leader is neutral as he 
Reidsville, N C
listens to the pros and cons of Four courses of study for
youth and for adults were
offered this year. Teachers in-
cluded the Revs. Miles Mur-
phy, J. T. Jones. J. W. Gwyn,
A. E. Robinson, J. W. Ferree,
G. E. Hogue, G. A. Brooks, J.
H. McCallum and Mrs. 011ie
M. Evans. Platform messages
each day were delivered by
the Rev. R. C. Sharpe, of
Lenoir.
A communion service on
Saturday marked the closing
of the assembly.
Nat'l Conference On Atom
•To Be Held In Chicago
Some 50 investor-owner high school science students
electric utility corn panies and teachers an authoritative
throughout the United States and inspiring picture of the
are expected to send more promise of the peaceful atom
than 500 high school science in its various applications, and
students and their teachers to to help advance interest in
the 1961 National Youth Con- the study of science in the
ference on the Atom to be United States
. 1111 „
•
held at the Palmer House in The 1961 Conference is co-
Chicago from Thursday sponsored by the National
through Saturday, November Science Teachers Association
9-11. and the Future Scientists of
Each electric company will America Foundation. No less
sponsor a delegation of high than 14 other prominent na-
school students who have ex- tional scientific and academic
celled in science. These stu- organizations and institutions
dents and their teachers are are supporting the conference.
chosen by local education offi- These include: American As-
cials through competitive ex- sociation for the Advancement
animation, scholastic achieve- of Science; American Nuclear
ments, or some other accepta- Society; American Institute of
•
ble standards, and are then Physics; Argonne National
sent to , Chicago as guests of Laboratory; Armour Research
their local electric company. Foundation: Atomic Energy
The purpose of the National Commission; Atomic Indus-
Youth Conference on the trial Forum; B7ookhaven Na-
Atom, "is to present to a tional Laboratory; Illinois I
ns-
rnu of the nation's most able titute of Te
chnology.
Milton L. Kapp, president,
Interstate Power Company
and chairman of the Steering
Committee of the Electric
Companies Public Information
Program, will be General
Chairman of the Conference.
Murray Joslin, vice president,
Commonwealth Edison Com-
pany of Chicago, will welcome
the delegates.
The Conference program
will be strictly a scientific
and educational one. Subjects
will range from the physical
to the biological scientists,
with emphasis on pure re-
search and the accumulation
of new knowledge. All peace-
ful aspects of the atom will
be covered.
NEW YORK (UPI) — When
the mercury soars, serve chilled
olive-vegetable soup. Mix to-
gether 4 cups of canned vege-
table juice cocktail, 1-3 cup
each of lemon juice, chopped
parsley and chopped pimiento-
stuffed olives and 1-2 tea-
spoon each of celery seed,
celery salt and onion sell.
Chill. Serves 8.
I
Dear Mme Chante: I hope
you will be kind enough to
print this letter. I am in my
mid 30's, interested in marri-
age; a college graduate and
have a good job. Age or color
is of no importance to me.
Under 20 or over 40 it's the
individual who counts. — John
Marshall, 5610 South Dorchester,
Chicago 37, Ill.
• • •
Dear alme Chante: You have
helped so many lonely ones find
happiness. So I am asking you
to please help me. I am a
single man, 44, dark brown
skin, 200 lbs. I am interested in
marriage. Please send photo in
first letter. — A. Bolden, jr.,
503 Prospect, S. E., Apt, 2,
Grand Rapids 3, Mich.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I would
like to meet a sincere and
honest man between the ages of
40 and 50 who is interested in
marriage and loves children.
Please send photo. All letters
will be promptly answered. —
Ora Brantley, 1204 E. 12th Ave.,
Columbus, Ohio.
• • •
Dear Mine Chante: Would
like very much to hear from a
nice lady. I am a single man 39,
with a good job, 5 feet, 9 inches
tall, 197 lbs, brownskin. Would
like lady to be tall, clean,
weigh 120 to 130 lbs., between
the ages of 22 and 30 — William
Gholston, 5022 Forrestville ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante. I would
like very much if you would
put my letter in your lovelorn
corner. Would like to write to
ladies. I am 38 years old, 5
feet, 81/2 inches tall, light brown
skin, hazel eyes, 135 lbs, have
.6
a good job and car. Love sports
and jazz records. Please send
photo in first letter. I will
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Color or race does not
matter. — Arthur Spears, 740
E. Wood St., Flint 3, Mich.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
newcomer to this city and would
like very much to meet some
nice, respectable gentlemen. I
am in my early 40's, small,
neat, fair education, employed,
one daughter. Would like the
gentleman to be between the
ages of 45 and 55, intelligent
with a good background. He
may have a child, be employed
and want a happy and peaceful
home life. Will consider mar-
riage. — Miss Meta Mechiel,
6319 Harper, Chicago 37, 111.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I would
like to correspond with ladies
and gentlemen between the
ages of 24 and 40. I am a lady
24 years of age, 5 feet 7 es
inches tall, weigh 137 lbs, brown
complexion. Will answer all
letters. Exchange photos. —Miss
Lula B. Barr, c-o Rice, General
Delivery, Crenshaw, Miss.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am in-
terested in meeting a nice busi-
nessman between 35 and 40. I
am 33 years of age, divorced,
have no children; 5 feet, 3
inches tall, weigh 135 lbs and
have my own business. I am
not interested in meeting a man
here in Chicago. Race or color
do not matter. I am light brown-
skin; have been told to be very
attractive. Will exchange photos.
I am only Interested in mar-
riage. — Miss Joyce Frankling,
8030 Cottage Grove, Chicago 19,
2 Scientists At Howard U.
Come Up With Cancer Data
WASHINGTON, D. C. — A
physicist enrolled in Howard
University's graduate school
and his colleague in science
at the U.S. Geological Survey
had a space geology experi-
ment in progress last May
when "blind research" led
them into a significant dis-
covery about magnetism in
the dreaded cancer cell.
Cancer study was not a part
of the original project, but the
Thorpe wondered, couldn't the
instrument be used to deter-
mine whether or not there is
a detectable difference in the
magnetic properties of normal
and cancerous cells?—an ex-
tension of the project assigned
to young Garrett.
TAKE STAB AT IT
Measuring magnetism was
familiar to the physicists, but
the penetrating studies in
cancer research was not their
shot in the dark brought re- field. They decided to take a
sults which give promise of stab at it anyway. proach toward the goal of
aiding medical men with Setting up the equipment identifying and arresting the
another means of identifying and getting cancer-innoculated spread of cancer, Thorpe said.
malignant tissues in the all- live animals from the National In their experiment, Thorpe
out war against cancer. Institute of Health, the ;mien- and Senftle relied on a quartz
Originally, scientists Arthur Hats began work in the lab- spring in the "balance" to
Thorpe of Howard and Frank oratories of Howard's Depart- measure the magnetic proper-
Senftle of the Geological ment of Physics. The experi- ties of the cells. Finer than
Survey wanted to know about mental animals had been in- a strand of hair, the spring is
the chemical composition and noculated with human tissue the nucleus of the instrument
magnetic properties of crystals —part normal, part cancerous. —stretching vertically in a
formed by the fusion of The innoculations produced glass tube about two-feet long.
several types of terrestrial cancerous liver tissue in the The spring is sensitive enough
rocks or sands at a temper- animals, to measure individual parts of
ature of more than 2,000 "We were experimenting in a tiny, single grain of mineral
degrees centigrade. an unfamiliar field, although matter.
AIM OF TEST we had always wanted to Tests with the gauge showed
Their aim was to test a measure the magnetic suscep- cancerous liver tissue in rats
new, highly-sensitive gauge tibility of can tissue," to be "unquestionably" less
which they had developed Thorpe declared, adding: magnetic than normal cells.
called a "magnetic suscep- "We took out the cancerous Further tests, according to
tibility balance," and to see if liver tissue before the animals Thorpe, revealed that t h e
magnetic susceptibility could died and measured the mag- cause for this surprising dif-
be used in geological research. netism of it in contrast with ference was the type of ice
The physicists were work- that of normal tissue after formed within the frozen cells
ing simultaneously on this and freezing it in liquid nitrogen studied. Water in normal cells
other projects when Marshall to temperatures as low as -350 is apparently held in a differ-
Garrett, a high school student degrees below zero Fahren- ant way than is water in can-
from Charlottesville, V a., heit." cer cells, leading to a different
sought their aid in finding a Breaking off pieces of the way than is water in cancer
research project which he frozen tissue to measure its cells, leading to a different
might enter in a national high magnetism on the "balance," kind of ice when frozen, the
school science scholarship the physicists discovered that physicists discovered.
contest. This was in June, there was a marked difference NEXT STEP
1959. in the magnetism of normal This investigation, Thorpe
Thorpe also employed by and cancer cells. They found says, indicates that the next
the Geological Survey, mo- that there was also a differ- step to a better understanding
mentarily suspended his oh- ence in the way the cells of the initial observations
servations of tektites, calcites, froze, should be a more penetrat-
and other mineral substances Senftle stated: ing study of the magnetic
to assist the youngster. He "Analysis seems to indicate properties of various kinds of
tutored the student and as- that the chemical bonds be- cells, normal as well as cancer,
signed him to a research pro- tween water and other mole- and a fundamental examina-
ject on dry tissues. Soon, the cules in normal tissue are tion of the magnetic proper-
ties of ice formed in the frozen
cells.
Thorpe, a 28-year-old native
of Durham, N. C., who earned
the Bachelor of Science degree
(1954) and the Master of
Science in physics (1959) from
Howard, puts it this way:
kafggr ProF.Dood I e
..1-AE)4 THERCS A -(ERPA USED AS WHIPPING
TRERE's sucg qTgING. AS CHEWING GUM...
GUM! Now 'NE SAFEST WAY To SECURE A Jog,
115... LEAVE 'Me GuM OuISIDE!-NE,
PERSON YOU welt SEE.-- mi:04 -NINK%-iou
NAvE BaDBREANE.. 11441 qOU'Re
  NEZIOuS!
Mrs. Valerie L. McCaw.
former Art teacher of 1712
Sprague Stret, Omaha, Neb..
and the Honorable Obe C.
D. Akran, Minister of Eco-
nomic Planning and Com-
munity Development, West-
ern Region. Nigeria, at a ses-
sion of the Inter-Regional
Conference on Community




tives from 14 countries was
the first international confer-
ence in the fields of econom-
ic and social development
ever held in Korea. Mrs.
McCaw is on the Audiovis-
ual staff of the International
Cooperation Administration
mission and provided the ex-
hibits and decorations.
youngster gained the informa-
tion he needed and left.
Several weeks later, Thorpe
and Senftle found that their
new 'balance' could be used
effectively to measure mag-
netic susceptibility in geolo-
gical research. Why, then,




with the knowledge that
cancer cells contain more
water than normal cells, sug-
gests a new avenue of ap-
"Our results seem promis-
ing, but much more research
must be done before an opin-
ion can be offered. It seems
that we can now correlate
more facts than we could be-
fore, but more study is still
needed.
"Currently, we are not en-
gaged in active research on
the cancer project, but are
theorizing. Our work to date
has only involved measure-
ment of the magnetism of can-
cer tissue, but I hope within
another month or so we can
direct active research toward
finding out specifically what
is wrong in cancer cells."
Thorpe has been invited to
participate in an "Interna-
tional Conference on High
Magnetic Fields," next No-
vember at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Their valuable research ex-
periment was not the first
time that magnetic fields have
been used in the study of
cancer, but it was the first
time that such positive in-
formation regarding the mag-
netism of cancer cells has
been established, according to
the U.S. Department of In-
terior.
Senftle, a scientist with the
Geological Survey for more
than 10 years, was group chief
of Nucleonics when he
teamed up with Thorpe to do
research at Howard in 1958.
He is a 1947 graduate of the
University of Toronto.
Thorpe and Senftle have
opened a new avenue and
perhaps a new era in man's
fight against cancer. What do
they think is needed now to
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-▪ foe -froettRN Dovas4 11,4e SNOW ̀ 4A.,
  SIREET?
HI! I JUST PICKED
UP MY COSTUME
FOR 'THE
ND! DON'TASQUERADE, TELL metwANT 
WE'LL SURFRIS
EACH C7THER!
I'LL GET DORA AwAV
ywom ROGERS AND
DANGERFIELD — IF / HAVE
TO SRFAK RIW ROSES
DoIN' IT:
SIT A MOVE ON, DORA: YOU















DORA ACTS LIKE %HES ArRAIDDEAR LAD! WE
0M RS. /MARTIN, J.L.— Pews'? (ADEMI)
 CATTA TO MRS.
MARTIN AMR ALL,
I. SRC DOES OWN THE
SHOW .
"It was a mistake, celebrating your raise, my birth.
day and our wk4-1ing anniversary all at once!"

















•{Ou Pur IN MY POCKET
TO CARRY WHEN WE
LE FT
• s
THOSE COWBotE DON -RV),
covrit n4Eie MC_ IC
THEY'RE REALLY GOING AFTER
Geoor, THIS PART ISW€I.
JUDOE,WE'RE LAW-A9CA'
CITIZENS. WE THINK MURDERERS
SHOULD BE PUN16tIED,
AFTER A FAIR-AND-SQUARE
TRIAL BY JURY, 'YOU SENTENCED
MuTTON FOR EXECLITICN •
WELL,THAT EXECUTION AIN'T
SEEN cARRIED OUT! THE swesIss
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VETERAN STAGE TROUPER Dale, of Smith and Dale,
V tells about a ramshackle, wooden walled theater in Osh-
kosh in the good old days. There, one evening, a young lady
excused herself to go to
the powder room. It was
unoccupied, save for a
maid industriously dust-
ing some furniture.
The young lady ad-
justed the seams of her
stockings, remarked rue-
fully to the maid," I sure
look shot this evening,"
and resumed her seat in
the orchestra next to her
boyfriend. "What's the
plot so far?" she whis-
pered.
"It's hard to follow,"
he admitted. "A maid was dusting when sonic i!irl walked
In, fixed her stockings, said '1 look shot this r,ccing,' and
walked off. I just don't get It'
• • •
There's a delicatessen on Sunset Boulevard in Ft. wood that
features a sandwich containing smoked salmon, Cl -'es, onions,
lettuce arid tomatoes. It's called "The Lox-Bow Inn t,,"




SOUTHL AND NEW EM-
PLOYEES to be picked from
this group. are, left-right;
Joit Turmon. Jethro Terrell.
Natha ni e 1 Morris, Sam
TRACK SECURITY OFFI-
CER positions are also fill-
ed by Negro employees at
Southland. as evidenced in
• 1
0:7hVfitt '2 QUINCA
Montgomery, R. B. Phelix,
Joseph Grisham, Cato How-
ard, Bernard Riley, Para-
Mutuel Boss, Will Bass,
Leo Tate, W. Gaines, M.
the above photo. Shown
congratulating the new offi-
cers are: D. J. Thomas, po-
pular track P. R. official,
Lane. Gene Dickson. Back
Row-Left to Right, A. R.
Robins. Bennie Williams, J.
Eubanks. Donald Horton, S.
Whiting. Leo C hit m an,
Carnell Jackson, Andrew
Bass, West Memphis b u s i-
nessman, J. R. Arnold Jr.
P. R. director for the track
and Nathan Ridgley.
MR. BERNARD RILEY, employees and Southland's D. J. Thomas, right, install-
center, one of the men re- Mutuel director, is shown ing new Negro Mutual sell-
sponsible for hiring Negro with J. R. Arnold, left and ers and cashiers.
di LUCKY—CANINES: Beau-
tiful Ruby Butler, left (36-
22-36) from Orlando. Fla.,
and Bernice "Bunny" Brink-
ly 136-22-361, • 1961 grad-
uate of Emerson univer-
sity in Boston, Mass., was
trapped on their recent
visit with the greyhounds.
Ohl What Lucky Dogsl
Thomas Vaughn. J. W.
Cooper. S. E. Johnson, W.
Higgins, Ezra Scoggins and
John Walls.
ABOVE IS A PARTIAL
VIEW of the throng of rac-






BOYD RHODES CHARLES UPTON
FIRST TICKET SOLD: The KAI club by one or hr o
first mutual ticket sold in mutual employees
th• downstairs part of the
ly activities at Southland nightly, enjoy the world's Ultra modern West Mem.
Greyhound Park. More than fastest growing sport at the phis race track.
5 0 0 0 racing enthusiastic',
PROMINENT ARKANSANS
enjoying a night in the K•9
Club are from left to sight;
Mrs. M. S. Johnson, Mrs. R. U. S. Bonds of Madison,
D. Doggett. Mrs. J. E. Burke Ark., Dr. J. E. Burke. Mr.
of Forrest City, Ark., Mrs. H. 0. Clommons and Mr.




SOUTHLAND'S NEW MU- shown in action as long
TUEL CASHIERS are lines form at the paying
,,iRL AND GREYHOUND: dine Douthit (36-21-38) • college indicates that beau.
Beautiful, elver-too.. recent graduate of LeMoyne hr. greyhounds and brain.
can all go together.





• Summertime and the reduc-
• ing is easy! If there is any such
• • time as an easy time to reduce,GoRound • hot weather days would be it.- 10 During this season the appetite• is at its lowest ebb and nature
• cooperates by yielding a large
• 
111 variety of low-calorie veget-
• a bles.
• Calorie-wise green and yel-
1•1.11IN Mill• 111.1.• 11.• an LI In low vegetables are nature's
ERMA LEE LAWS Shirley Finnie, Henry Mitch_ gift to the weight loser. They
GUEST COLUMNIST ell, James Barrington West- are quite low in calories, but
Hi, I'm at it again, pinch brook s, Bill Bartholomew, are little mines of vitamins and
hitting for your regular scribe, Josephine Isabel, James Sod- minerals. These two factors
Marjorie. This time she's off duth, and Clifford Stockton. make them very important
to the AKA Houle at the Wednesday night Mesdames items on the reducer's diet list.
swank Sheraton Towers in Phillip Booth, John Arnold Unlike canned and frozen
Chicago. Majorie is, as you and Clai borne Davi s, all vegetables, when buying fresh
know, Basileus of the local friends of the bride elect's
AKA grad chapter. Other
AICAs attending the meet are
Sorors Velma Lois Jones, Al-
lie Mae Roberts, Elma Mardis,
Ethel Perkins, Alma Booth,
Callie Stevens, and Cleoteal
Toles.
BEFORE THE BELLS
The pre-nuptial parties and
showers for Clara Ann Twigg
who was married Saturday
evening in a brilliant cere-
mony at St. Mary's Cathedral
to Gebrge Legrande Mims of
Florida, highlighted and dom-
inanted last week's activities.
Starting off the gay whirl
of parties that complimented
charming Clara Ann was the
kitchen shower given by Car-
ole and Alva Jamison, their
mother, Mrs. Harold Jamison
and Mrs. Charles Washburn.
The Jamison and Washburns
are next door neighbors on
Quinn Avenue and the party
was held on the Washburn's
pretty brick-walled back lawn.
The drive way leading to
the back was dotted with
pretty multi colored lanterns
and guests were very compli-
mentary about the lovely de-
corations which were ingenio-
usly done by Carole Jamison.
A pretty pastel colored um-
brella with streamers going
from its corners to the cor-
ners of the table covered with
beautiful pink roses was a
perfect backdrop for the re-
freshment table. Atop the gift
table was a dainty little show-
er tree from which hung mi-
niature pink and white pack-
ages.
HAPPY GROUP
The pink and white decora-
tions were a perfect foil for
the pink outfit the bride elect
chose for that night. Radiat-
ing the happiness of the bride-
elect was her mother, Mrs.
Lewis H. Twigg.
Otitee's sharing the joy of
the bride-elect as she opened
the many lovely gifts were:
Roberta Ratcliffe, Betty Wash-
burn, Gwen Moyse of Cincin-
nati, Ohio, Ida Gammon s,
Marie Edmondson, Barbara
Nelson, Joyce Lynom, Shirley
Finnie, Etoile Clift, Sallye
June Bowma n, Rosemarie
Whalum, both cousins of the
bride-elect, Mary Cole Nich-
ols, a recent bride, and Cons-
tance Guice of Birmingham,
Alabama.
Chatting with the mother of
the bride-elect were Mesdames
Doris Bodden, J. C. Bowman,
aunt of the bride-elect, Louise
Davis, Lillian Newman, Leoda
Gammons and Misses Jewel
Gentry and Geraldine Dia-
mond.
DANCE PARTY
On Tuesday night Mrs.
John (Ida) Gammons or Mari-
anna, Arkansa s, and her
daughter, Ida, gave a linen
shower followed by a dancing






• BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
Being concerned with the
content of vegetables the ex-
perienced shopper looks for
two properties that are related
to high vitamin content of:
vegetables — 1. The degree of
yellow or green color, and 2.
the freshness or state of pre-
servation.
RETAIN FRESHNESS
Freshness is the most im-
portant factor when selecting
Carole and Alva Jam iso n, fresh vegetables. If they are'
Betty Washburn, Roberta Rat- withered, bruised or show signs
cliffe, Pat Lynn Walker, Ida
Gammons, Marie Edmondson,
Joyce Lynom, Constance
Guice, Helen Whalum, Tillie
Whalum, Sallye June Bow-
man, Rose Marie Whalu m.
Friends of the Mrs. Twigg'slm the store are of higher quali-
there were Mesdames Lonnie ty than those which are not.
Rouge, La., Charlesteen Miles, ed in the home in a closed con- Teacher JoinsBriscoe, Robert Lee, of Baton These should also be refrigerat-
Sam Brown, Lillian Crowder, tamer. Vegetable crispers, coy-
John Outlaw and Fred Jordan. ered containers or transparent '
BREAKFAST PARTY bags help to retain the fresh- PR St ft Of
On Wednesday night fol- nem.
lowing the shower, Lewis 
"Tippy" Twigg, Jr., broth-- 
-ror maximum vitamin re-
the bride elect feted the bridal
er -f tention peel and prepare the Gas Company
vegetables just before you are
party and friends of the couple ready to use them. If you are
with a breakfast party at the
South Parkway home of Mil-
going to cook them, remember
dred and Onzie Horne In ad-
the rule: a very small amount
dition to those previously 
.
of water and cooked until just
named at the Gammmons .
dancing party were Bonnie . 
The weight watcher will
Van Pelt, Andrenetta and Bill 
find that adding a teaspoon of
Jones, Wendell Whalum, cous-
butter to vegetables makes
in of the bride elect. T. H.
them more palatable. One tea-
Hayes, jr., and Frederick Let-
spoon of butter contains forty-
cher. 
five calories.
Assisting Tippy in receiving
his guests were genial Mildred
and Onzie Horne. Breakfast
was served from bountiful
buffet tables after which
guests enjoyed dancing in the
beautiful modernistic recrea-
tion rooms of the home.
Thursday night found the
bridal party at the rehearsal
dinner given by the Bride
elect's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis H. Twigg, at the home
of their neighbors, Mr. and is a service provided for the
Mrs. Johnnie Currie on South
vegetables the shopper can't
mother and her SKC club rely on labels and brand names
members gave a miscellan- as an indication of quality, she
eous shower at the Davis' must make selections accord-
beautiful South Parkway ing to her experience and the
home. The table overlaid with appearance of the fruit.
a white madiera cloth was
dazzlingly beautiful with an
array of lovely silver. There
was a centerpiece of yellow
gladiolus, silver trays with
delicious hors d'eourves, silver
punch bowl filled with cham-
pagne punch and silver can-
dlebras with gleming white
tapers.
Watching the bride elect
open her many gifts were
Gwen Moyse, Barbara Nelson,
of spoilage they are no bargain
at any price. It is better to
select either canned or frozen
vegetables than old fresh ones.
Leafy and green vegetables
which are refrigerated or iced,
readers of the Tri-State De-
fender through the cooperation
of the Memphis Dairy Council.
Mrs. Williams is a teacher of
Home Economics at Manassas
high school.
the appointment of Velma
Lindsey Johnson, as Principal
of Trier Department School in
Trier, Germany, where her
husband, Edward is stationed.
Vivacious Velma is a member
of the popular Little Club and
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
Mrs. Jean Letting Bailey of
Chicago, Illinois flew in Satur-
day morning to visit her
brother, Atty. A. A. Latting
and from here they motored
party at the swank air con- entertained the wedding party to Helena, Arkansas to visit
ditioned Top Hats and Tails and family with a party °n their mother. Mrs. Elizabeth
Clubhouse of South Parkway. the lovely lawns of the Bar- Letting a n d brother, Mark
Mrs. Gammons chose pink and old Whalums. Latting.
green as her color scheme IN OUR MIDST Coming in on the same
and it was very beautifully Visiting in our midst is'flight as Mrs. Bailey was Lu-
1
20i. 
h Centurylah McEwen who was return-
ing from a two week vacation
in Chicago. Lulah looked Club Entertains
quite glamorous as she step-
a
Lincoln.
CHICAGO — Lance Jeffers,
author and teacher, has joined
the public relations department
of the American Oil Company
as a staff writer.
Jeffers has published short
stories, poems, and feature ar-
ticles and is a contributing edi-
tor of Dasein, a literary maga-
zine unofficiallly associated
with Howard University. OneFor the low calorie salad try
our cottage cheese dressing. One of
 his works will be published
tablespoon equals twelve calo- in a 
forthcoming anthology of
ries. contemporary American writ-
COTTAGE CHEESE ing. Another of his stories was
DRESSING selected for inclusion in The
Combine one cup of cottage Best American Short Stories of
cheese, 1-4 cup lemon juice, 1-2 1948'
teaspoon sugar and 1-4 tea- A former member of the de-
spoon salt. Serve with tomatoes partment of English at Howard
or as a dressing for tossed University and, earlier. at Tus-
salad. Makes 1 1-4 cups. kegee Institute, Jeffers re-
"A Guide To Good Eating" ccived his bachelor's in English
cum laude from Columbia Uni-
versity. He also holds a mas-
ter's degree from the same 6 Meet Affischool. Born in Fremont, Ne-
braska, he attended schools in
Stromsberg, Neb., and San prime piti
MR. AND MRS. JAMES lated imm •d iat•ly after
BELL are being congratu- their marriage by Dr. C. Eric
LANCE JEFFERS
Ala. Dist. CourtFreedom Riders
'Tell Truth' Says
Southern Priest
NEW YORK — A Southern
priest recently expressed "high-
est admiration" for the Free-
dom Riders for uncovering
some of the real truth about
the real "Southern hospitality."
Father Albert S. Foley, S. J.,
professor of sociology at Spring
Hill college, Mobile, Ala., spoke
to about 100 at a meeting of the
newly - formed Bronx chapter
of the Catholic Interracial.
Council.
He said the Freedom Riders
had put an end to several
Southern illusions and false
traditions, and had laid bare for
all to see "the bitter and die-
hard resistance" of Alabama of-
ficials to the orderly process of
law enforcement and court de-
cisions.
The Riders also revealed, he
said, "the glaring discrepancy
between the legend of southern
hospitality for visitors and the
stark fact that some southern-
ers, notably the members of
the violent mobs, are savagely
inhospitable to other American
citizens, regardless of their
high rank or clergy status."
Father Foley, the chairman
of the Alabama Advisory Com-
mittee for the U. S. Civil Rights
Commission and president of
Alabama's Council on Human
Relations, felt that the move-
ment has a good chance to suc-
ceed if its leaders coordinate





During World War II, he
At TVA Dinnerserved as a first lieutenant inthe Army Medical Administra-
tion Corps. In 1947 he worked
as a staff reporter on the old
People's Voice of New York.
Jeffers is a member of Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity and holds
membership in several literary
and professional societies,
among them Phi Delta Kappa
and Kappa Delta Pi, scholastic-
honors societies for educators.
He resides in Chicago with
his wife, Trellie. and their two
children. Lance, jr., 5, and Val-
jeanne, 2.
Parkway. The Curries patio
and lovely back gardens was
a perfect setting for the beau-
tifully planned dinner party.
After this party the groom
held his bachelor's party at
the South Parkway home of
Mrs. T. H. Hayes. Jr. Here
gathered Lewis Twigs, Jr.,
Henry Mitchell, Hollis Price,
Jr., George Graham, I. J. Gra-
ham. Gene Washburn, Em-
manuel Roussackis, Harold
Whalum, Kenneth Wh a 1 urn,
Wendell Whalum, Kenneth
Cole, and Benjamin Harrell.
Friday evening Mesdames
Harold Whalum, H. D. Whal-
um Sr. and J. C. Bowman
carried out. The table was Mrs Richard (Lavada) Hob-
overlaid with a white lace son, who is visiting her mother
cloth centered with a beauti-I and friends from Baltimore,
ful three tiered centerpiece oil Maryland. Mrs. Hobson a t-
fern and pink gladiolus. This tended the wedding of her ped from the plane in a smart The Twentieth Century So-
was flanked by long-stemmed' schoolmate. Mrs. Lewis H. black and beige outfit featur-
crystals filled with pink color-,[ Twigg's daughter. ing the new length. 
cial club held a "Treasure
ed oil which gave off a de- Hunt" last Sunda
y. Club mem-Also visiting her is Miss We wish to extend deepest
lightful fragance and in the Marian Speight who is visit- hers, along with 
guests, played
ards, told tales and sipped
cocktails.
Then came the special event
the evening, the moment
that people who had come from
all parts of the city, had im-
patiently awaited. The guest
finding numbers written on
cards hidden in the yard were
to win a certain beverage. At
the mention of liquor every
knee bowed and tongue yelled,
'where's them booze." People
crawled under houses, stuck
their noses in garbage cans and
cut all sorts of capers.
The party was well planned.
center was a flame casting a ing her parents. Dr. and Mrs.
pink reflection. W. 0. Speight, Sr.
The bride elect was radiant Dr. E. M. M. Wilkins has
as she opened each of her
pretty and useful linen gifts
and was surrounded by Cons-
tance Guice, Alva and Carole
Jamison, Pat Lynn Walker of
Baton Rouge, La., and her
cousin Gwen Moyse, Joyce
Lynom, Marie Edmondson,
Barbara Nelson. Roberta Rat-
cliffe, Etoile Cliff, Sally June
Bowman, Rosemarie Whalum,
and Mrs. Carl Corley, grand-
mother of the groom elect from
Deland, Florida.
The dancing party follow-
ing the shower marked the
initial appearance of the
groom elect, George Mims, as Dorothy Westbrooks and their
he joined his future wife fo i children. Mrs. Jolene Sawyer,
dancing. Others enjoying danc- Dianne and Joseph West-
ing were Tillie and Harold brooks and Mrs. Bernice Bar-
Whalum, Helen and Kenneth
Whalum, all cousins of the
bride elect, Barbara and Ken-
neth Cole. and the bride elect's
parents, the Lewis H. Twiggs.
CHAMPAGNE PUNCH
Partaking of the delecatable was a dear friend of the
horn d'eourves and cha m- bride's grandmother. the late
pagne punch were Lewis Tw- Mrs. E. M. M. Wright, whose
igg. Jr., brother of the bride late husband, Rev Wright Was
elect, Betty and Gene Wash- a former rector of Emman-
burn. George Graham. Patricia uei Episcopal Church.
Toney. Emmanuel Rousaackis, We were proud to read 1,1
sympathy to Mrs. Lessye Tay-
lor on the loss of her husband. c
Mr. William Taylor who was
buried from S t. Augustine
Catholic Church Saturday
where he was a faithful mem-
ber. Sympathy is also extend-
ed to their daughter and son-
in-law, Mr and Mrs. A. L. Mc
Corkle, who were vacationing
here from their home in De-
troit and their grandson and
his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Arvis
A. Letting who were on leave
from Ft. Jackson, South Caro-
lina, where Arvis is stationed,
and to Mrs. Nannie Santos
sister in law of the deceased..
KNOXVILLE, TENN.— Six
local Negro citizens were
among dinner guests of the
Board of Directors of the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority which
entertained Sir Abubakar Taf-
awe Balewa, prime minister
of the Federation of Nigeria,
at the Andrew Johnson Hotel
here July 29.
They were Dr. and Mrs.
James A. Colston, Dr. and Mrs.
J. Herman Daves, and Mr. and
Mrs. James Jefferson. Dr.
Daves and Mr. Jefferson are
personnel and information of-
ficers, respectively, of TVA.
On meeting President Cols-
ton of Knoxville College, Dr.
K. 0. Mbadiwe, personal ad-
viser to the prime minister
on African affairs, was re-
minded of how small the world
is today in terms of human
relations. Both are friends of
Dr. William Lloyd Imes, presi-
dent of Knoxville college,
1943-47. And, since Dr. Mba-
diwe is a graduate of Lincoln
University (Pa.) where he
met Dr. Imes, another warm
friendship was established be-
tween Drs. Mbadiwe and
Colston, out of their expressed
mutual interest in the educa-




NEW ORLEANS — The
U.S. Court of Appeals recent-
ly reversed an Alabama Fed-
eral District Court which had
upheld the Controversial ex-
pulsion of nine Alabama State
college Negro students for par-
ticipation in "sit-ins" in Feb-
ruary of last year.
The Fifth Circuit Court, sit-
ting in New Orleans, ruled
that "due process requires no-
tice and some opportunity for
hearing before students of a
tax-supported college are ex-
pelled for misconduct."
"It is an extremely impor-
tant decision," commented
Jack Greenberg, NAACP Le-
gal Def ense Fund counsel,
who argued the case for the
students. "This case firmly
establishes that there must be
adequate hearing before ex-
pulsion of a student from a
state college for misconduct."
The students were expelled
in March, 1960, for "sitting-
in" at the Montgomery Court-
house lunchroom the previous
month, and for further dem-
onstrations, although they
were never convicted by an
Alabama state court.
Nine of the students, includ-
ing leaders Bernard Lee of
Norfolk, Va., St. John Dixon
of National City, Calif., and
Edward E. Jones of Pitts-
burgh, Pa., received a letter
from Alabama State President
H. Councill Trenholm on
March 5, 1960, in which he
stated that the students were
expelled on orders from the
State Board of Education.
The expelled students then
sued the State Board in the
U.S. District Court, charging
that they had no notice of ex-
pulsion nor opportunity to de-
fend themselves. The District
Court upheld the Board, but
in last week's Court of Ap-
peals decision, the Court ruled
that the students should be
%liven the names of witnesses
who testified against them, a
report of their testimony, and
an opportunity to present their
side of the picture to the
Board, including winesses and
written affidavits in their be-
half.
NAACP Legal Defense Fund
attorneys for the students were
Fred Gray of Montgomery,
Ala.: Thurgood Marshall, Jack
Greenberg and Deric A. Bell,




306 Paplar Al Lauderdale
Phone JA. 5 6348
Miss Rose M. Whalum
Weds Michael Tucker n
Mrs. H. David Whalum, ar.,
of 1096 Neptune at., announces
the recent marriage of her
daughter, Rose Marie, to Mi-
chael Boyd Tucker of Durham,
N. C. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John T. Tucker of Dur-
ham.
The bride is also the daugh-
ter of the late Mr. H. David
Whalum, founder and first
president of Union Protective
Life Insurance company.
The new Mrs. Tucker is
presently a junior at Spelman
college in Atlanta, Ga., where
she is a soloist in the Spelman
glee club and the Atlanta Uni-
versity-Morehouse - Spelmar,
chorus. She is a graduate of
Hamilton high school.
The bridegroom graduated
from Morehouse college with
honors in June. He was ac-
companist for the famed
Morehouse Glee club, student
director of the college's band
and oboist. He is a member
of the Omega Psi Phi. fratern-





for our Present-day World"
was the theme of a three-
day congress when members
of the Pleasant Grove Sun-
day School and Baptist Train-
in g Union, Grand Junction,
Tenn., met in an annual ses-
sion with the Pulliam Chapel
Baptist church in Somerville
recently.
Host pastor for the meeting
was Rev. W. E. Scott. Rev. J.
Dowdy is president of the
Congress.
In his keynote address, Rev.
Scott told the members and
visitors that "The gospel of
Christ is sufficient for all
ages."
Classes held during the ses-
sion were "The Meaning of
Church Membership," taught
by A. A. King of LaGrange;
"Improving the Sunday
School," by E. Z. Shaw, Oak-
land; and "Planning and Lead-
ing Christian Worship," R. H.
Scott, Grand Junction.
A Ministers' Seminar was
conducted by Revs. R. L.
Lambert of Whiteville and S.
Townsend of Memphis.
On the three nights of the
meeting special programs
were presented by the Sun-
day School, Baptist Training
Union and choir under the
leadership of Mrs. U. D. Lew-
is, Mrs. Roosevelt Turner, Mrs.
Julia Barbee and others.
In an effort to organize new
schools, the delegates elected
two missionaries who were
assigned the duties of cov-
ering the district to encour-
age present schools as well as
help start new ones.
At the election, Rev. Dowdy
was elected for his eleventh
term as president of the con-
gress, Rev. W. E. Scott was
elected dean for the tenth
straight year, and A. A. King
was named secretary
The introductory sermon
was given by Rev. W. Watkins
of Moscow. Other inspiring
messages were given by Revs.
W. Johnson, S. Townsend







10 - 10 p.m. Week Days
8 - 10 psn. Sundays
When Better Service is
Given . . . We'll Give Itl
in 1957 as an early admiasseri
student after winning a MI%
rill Scholarship award.
was graduated from Hillside
high school in Durham.
The newlyweds, Mr. and
Mrs. Tucker are at home at





1. In the event of a vacancy,
for any reason, in any of the
elective offices of the Shelby
County Democratic Club, t
said vacancy shall be fille
immediately by vote of the
Central Committee of the
Shelby County Democratic
Club by holding a special elec-
tion as herein set out in these
amendments.
2. In the event a vacancy
occurs in any office, the chair-
man, along with all vice-
chairmen, shall immediately
appoint a nominating commit-
tee whose function shall be
to recommend a candidate or
candidates to fill said vacancy
or vacancies and make a re-
port to the Central Committee
at the earliest practical time,
not to exceed thirty days.
3. TheCentral Committee -
shall vote on nominees in the
same manner as prescribed by -
the By-Laws for the electiomik
of officers in the regular eleW
tions. At this special electi6t1-.
meeting, nominations may be
made from the floor.
4. Notice for said special'
election meeting shall be givt-St.".
in accordance with the Byry'''
Laws as set out in Article
STRAIGHTEN •
YOUR HAIR
at HOME in one quick,
EASY APPLICATION.;_.
You can have natural-looking
straight hair the safe, easy
SILKY STRATE way. Do it
yourself at home and save time
and money. The easy-to-follow
directions assure professional.
like results. Your hair stays
straight and easy-to-manage for;
months ... will not go bacit-̂ '
even when wet. L9:
FOR MEN: Regular Strength for shOols
coarse hair.
FOR WOMEN end Children: Swellj ., .
Strength for long, fine hair.
0E1 UXI KIT $,1 98 PLUS TAX
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
In every package
We Telegraph Flowers Anywhere
HENLEY FLORAL SHOP
Flowers for all Occasions
Mrs. Addle Henley Crawford, Pray.
1089 THOMAS ST.
Sus Ph. JA 6-9390 Rot JA 6.8357
WHEN YOU THINK OF FLOWERS--
THINK OF HENLEY'S
had guest in the person of his
daugther, Mrs. Minnie John-
son.
Ann Bartholomew Harris
has returned home after stu-
dying at Atlanta University
this summer. Mrs. Addie
Jones and Mrs. Ethel Tarpley
have returned from a Guid-
ance Counseling Workshop at
Tennessee State University.
GRADUATES
Getting their Masters this
weekend from Tennessee State
University were Joseph West-
brooks and Jake Barber. On'
hand to witness were MTS.
ber.
Mrs. Hassle* Greene of San
Diego, Calif.. is visiting her
daughter. Mrs. Joseph West-
brooks and was here for the







1 390 Wilson at Quinn
YETT'S SPECIAL
Hamburger or Hot Dog, French Fries
and Salad 45c
HOT DOGS 13c MALT





Planning a Party, Banquet, or Special Event',
Use Our Spacious Dining Room








For Watches and Other Valuable Prizes
EACH MONDAY NIGHT at 9:30
Meet Your Friends at BELLEVUE For
Fun and Relaxation!
RR RR am 
FREE GAME..
For One Lady When Accompanlid
By A Gentleman
Good Tuesday Wednesday - Thursday
BELLEVUE MINIATURE GOLF COURSE
1099 South Bellevue
Expire August 3, 1961
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Williams Re-Elected
Grand Master Of Masons
dit 91st Convention
Memphis, was the unanimous
choice of Tennessee Prince
Hall Masons F&AM, for the
high office of Grand Master
of 25,000 Prince Hall Masons
in the State of Tennessee dur- FREEDOM RIDERS
ing the third session of the "We commend that valiant,
91st and 79th Grand Commun-, courageous group of young
ication of the Most Worship- Americans called 'Freedom,
ful Prince Hall Grand Lodge Riders' for daring to write, ml
SWAM, of Tennessee and Ex- color, another heroic chapter'
celsior Grand Chapter, OES, in the history of our country
in Memphis, Aug. 7, 8, 9, at the, where we ourselves have aris-
Olivet Baptist church for the en to purge our own house-
Masons; and Mt. Vernon Bap- hold and provide a better way
list church for the Eastern of life for our own citizens."
Stars.
Adam Watkins of Clarks-
ville, was elected R. W. Depu-
Rev. Charles F. Williams of and white students who are
working together in America
to make democracy a reality
for every person regardless of
race, color or creed. Special
paise was given by Rev. Wil-
liams to the Freedom Riders. I
Grand Master Williams pre-
sented, the strong courageous
Prince Hall leaders of Mem-
0 Grand Master; E. V. Bu- Phis who are working towardd of Nashville, R. W. Sen. a "new America" in the city
ior Grand Warden; Leroy W. of Memphis: Atty. B. L. Hooks,
Porter of Knoxville, Junior' a "City Defender" in the At-
Grand Warden; C. F. Oglesby torney General's office; Atty.
of Memphis, R. W. Grand Sec- H. T. Lockard, state president,
retary, and Roy Hayes of of the NAACP; Atty. B. F.
Memphis, R. W. Grand Treas., Jones, civic leader; Taylor C.
urer. D. Hayes, civic leader and fu-
The elected trustees includel neral director, and Jesse H.
John F. Malone of Middle' Turner, banker and leader of
Tennessee and Leo Hale oft the present student boycott
West Tennessee. Near thel movement for better jobs and
Grand Master named 45 ap- Grand Master Williams stat-1 NI
pointed officers to various high ed that the voting strength of: Masonic Grand Lodge
close of the communication the equality.
posts. Negroes in Memphis is now
lar Services" on Sunday, more The Scholarship Commission! Takes National Poll OfDuring the "Knights Temp- nearly 100,000.than 1000 Masons and Eastern was granted $2500 in scholar-
Stars were welcomed to the ships for the 1961-62 school
I g
city of Memphis by Dr. Maceo Year to worthy undergradu- 
0utstandin NegroesWalker, president of the UM_ ate and graduate students.versal Life Insurance com- STUDENT AID 
pany and the Tri-State Bank, 1 The Educational committee
AL behalf of the City govern- proposed a $25,000 graduate
Mint. . loan service for high ranking
PERSON-HOOD i Negro graduate students to at-
The welcome on behalf of tend such state institutions as,
businesses and the professions Tennessee A&I State univer-
was given by Atty. Russell D. sity, Vanderbilt, Peabody, Uni- 
shipful Prince Hall Grand
Sugarman; and welcome on, versity of Tennessee, Fisk, 
Lodge of Free and Accepted
behalf of churches by Rev. S.I East Tennessee State Teachers 
Masons of Pennsylvania.
A. Owens; and welcome on college, Meharry Medical col- 
The ten top vote receivers
behalf of education by Elder lege, Au s t i n Peay college, will be honored during an
Blair T. Hunt, the first Negro Memphis State university and Awards Dinner when the or- 
Salem, N. C.
to serve on the Shelby Coun-; o t h e r integrated institutions ganization holds its 146th an- In the field of sports the DEDICATE NEW POOL — A cost of about $1,600, a n dnual session in Philadelphia, candidates listed are Floydty Board of Education. in Tennessee. The r e g u 1 a r
The response was given by scholarship program will con- from Oct. 8 through Oct. 10. I Patterson, boxing; Bill White, 
new baptistry has been placed here the pastor.Rev. W E
A list of names has been sent' St. Louis Cardinals, baseball;Ragsdale, is seen standing. in.
in the Emmanuel Baptist
Dr. Thomas E. Poag, educe- tinue to aid students who are! church. 245 Ayers it.. at * water on recent Sunday whentional director for the Grand sons and daughters of Masons to some 142 editors throughout Oscar Robertson, Cincinnati - -- '
Lodge. The very soul-stirring and other high ranking stu- the United States for them to Royals, basketball; William' ' the baptistry was dedicated.
The Youth Program under I left for a write-in candidate. Wilma Rudolph, track; and the publisher OnI select the top nominee. Space is O'Ree, Boston Bruins, hockey; Several persons were baptiz-ed. — (Withers Photo)
the direction of Prof. W. F. The categories include lit- golfer, Clifford Sifford. ,
Butler of Tennessee A&I State erature, business, sports, re- Selected in the religious field I 
university will continue to aid ligion, labor, government,
boys who are in need of guid- 
are Dr. Martin Luther King, I Delegation Of 4
EXCELSIOR CHAPTER of
the Beautician Association
held its annual "Beautician
Day" at the Greater White
Stone Baptist church on
Long at., last week. Photo-
graphed during the celebra-
tion were the following:
Front row, lett to right: Mos-
DEFENDER
dam•s Amanda Webster,
Carlotta Stewart Wat so n,
the keynote speaker; Mehl*
Brooks, Pearl Jaelson, vice
president; Margaret P.m-
br ok e. president; Priscilla
Burk a. business manager;
Elizabeth Brook s, Viola
Laid, Florence McGinnis
music for the occasion was
rendered by the Memphis OES
chorus, and the Masonic Male
chorus.
Grand Master Charles F.
Williams in his very challeng-
ing. annual address, speaking
on :the subject "To Regions
Beyond We Must Go;" stated
t "we rejoice that sub-
ged peoples in many parts
.
a in our own nation are ris-
ing to claim the full stature'
and rights of person-hood. In
a world of emerging new na-
tions, strained between op-
science, fraternal, fine arts and
education.
Candidates in the field of lit-
erature are Carl Rowan, Wil-
lard Motley, Frank McCoy,
Lewis Lomax, P. B. Young and
J. A. Rogers.
ev. r u eswor , ev.
Wyatt Tee Walker, director of
the Southern Christian Lead-
ership Conference; and Cardi-
nal Rugwumba, the first Ne-
gro cardinal in the Roman Cath-
olic Church.
Labor candidates are A.
Sent To Africa
leaders for this program will Last Rites For Daniels of Baltimore; Daniel G. (represent President John F.
posed power blocks, our race be held at Tennessee A&I Kean, Pittsburgh; and Theodore I F. Kennedy when the Ivory
'Coast observed its first inde-
identification with millions of college and Knoxville college Wm Fe Taylor Named in government are I6peandnden7ce anniversary on Aug.
mankind striving for justice under the sponsorship of the Kwame Nkrumah, Premier of
Other members of the dele-and freedom." Most Worshipful Prince Hall A Requiem High Mass for Ghana, West Africa; Robert
Praise was given by the Grand Lodge F&AM, of Ten- William F. Taylor, 78, long-time Weaver, Congressman Adam C. 
gation sent to the African na-
; tion were G. Mennen Williams,Grand Master to both Negro nessee. instructor for the Pullman corn- Powell, and Otis M. Smith, audi-
Assistant Secretary of State forpany was said at St. Augustine tor general for the state of African Affairs, and R. Borden• Catholic church on last Satur- • igan.
Reams, U. S. Ambassador to
and our _raft are called to
ance.
The program plans a cam-
paign to reach 5000 boys in
the state during 1961-82. This
program will stress a curb on
juvenile delinquency, a stay,
in school program, and the!
finding of jobs for Negro •
youth. Workshops to train
State university, LeMoyne
New Jaycee Officers
Urged: 'Ever Be Ready
The new president of thel
Junior Chamber of I
erce, Rufus Jones,
pledged himself to produc-
ing a progressive program
which will include an in-
crease in membership, when
he was installed last Tues-
day night during a dinner-
meeting at Tony's Inn.
Keynote speaker, Samuel;
Penile, a past president of
the urged mem-
bers to "always be ready,"
which was the title of his
speech. He went on to tell
members and guests that
"we are living in times
when demands of today
necessitate immediate decis-
ions." He added new
phraseology has resulted
from the rapid change of
order — new words like executive vice president of
astronaut, cosmonaut have internal affairs; Hosea
come into use to describe Bridges, vice president o f Installing the 
officers
advancement. ,was Rev. James Netters,Westbrook, membership,
ere told his audience to internal affairs; Charles 
pastor of Mt. Vernon Bap-
tist church.
 W. Westbrook, membership •
day morning with Father Miro
Wiese officiating.
I Relatives said that Mr. Tay-
, lor, who had been in poor
health for about two years, died
'shortly after retiring on Wed-
nesday night, Aug. 9.
"be ready to leave the
pleasant and the sad read- Mr. Taylor was an 
instructor
of Pullman porters for the Pull-
man company here for about 40
He warned "don't live in years before he retired in 1953.
a state of unreadiness. Don't His wife, Mrs. Leslie Porter,
live a refugee's life." was principal of the Leath
Turning his attention to elementary school until she re-
racial conditions in Ameri- tired about seven ears ago
ca, Peace said "Negroes A large number of Mr. Tay-
have been denied freedom. lor's relatives were in the city
But we must continue to for a family reunion at the:
push forward until all time of his death. Irights as a citizen have been
obtained." Aside from 
his wife, he isl
The outgoing president, 
ed b daughterd
Sam W. Qualls, said "it has McCorcle, of Detroit, Mich.; a i
been a pleasure to have
worked with you as presi-I 
frandson, Pfc. and Mrs. A. A.
dent. I pledge my whole- 
atting of Fort Jackson, S. C.,
hearted support to the new 
and others.
I Interment was in Elmwood
administration." ;cemetery. R. S. Lewis and Son
Other officers installed ' '
included: William 
Willet,.funeral home was in charge of I
arrangements.
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
T-K's
DRIVE IN
A national poll of editors ol
Negro newspapers to determine
the top person in ten different
vocations is presently being
conducted by the Most Wor-
Appearing on the pro-
procurement chairman; Dr. gram were Mack Winston,
John E. Jordan, treasurer; Noah W. Bond, who sang a
Onzie 0. Horne, chairman solo, Thaddeus T. Stokes,
of finance committee; Noah Willard Bell, who intro-
Bond, public relations di- duced the main speaker,
SNACK AT T-K's rector; Robert Richmond Charles W. Westbrook, who












Sot Owe Thurs. 100 a.m.
Fri. I. Sot. 2,00 osst
WH 6-0189
Florida at Trigg
I hers-at-large and Joe At-
lkins, vice president of ex-
ternal affairs.
E. Brown.
was toastmaster, and On-
zie Horne, who accompan-
ied Bond on the organ. (See
additional story on 'Page 10)
ANNOUNCING NEWLY OPENED
DANDRIDGE BEAUTY SHOP
50% OFF ON REGULAR HAIR-DO'S
for two weeks only—August 12 • 26
1110 AZAL1A WH 6-7117
JOETTA DANDRIDGE, Owner
Business nominees are Wil-
liams Russell, investor in Li-
beria; Martin V. Waters, vice
president of Guaranteed Title
and Mortgage Company, New
York; James Cohen Del Rio,
owner of Associate Brokers In-
vestment company, Detroit; and
John M. Adams, president of
Safe Bus company, Winston-
Phillip Randolph, Samuel P.
From the world of science
were suggested Dr. Percy Ju-
lian, chemist; Myra Willard, re-
search chemist for Hughes Air-
craft company; and Lester E.
Florant, supervisor of the Mis-
sile and Space program.
Fraternal nominees are John
Wesley Dobbs, Hobson Reyn-
olds, George Crawford and
Booker T. Alexander.
Fine arts candidates are
William Warfield, Leontyne
Price, E. Simms Campbell and
John Lewis, leader of the Mod-
ern Jazz quartet.
Listed in the field of educa-
tion are Dr. Catherine Coleman,
Dr. Benjamin Mays, Elizabeth
Koontz, the first Negro na-
tional secretary of the Class-
room Teachers of the National
Education Association; and
Norma Anderson. television
teacher on the program, "World
of Numbers," Westbury, N. Y.
The contest will close on
Sept. 1.
John H. Johnson, publisher
of Ebony and Jet magazines,
was a member of the four-man
delegation headed by Attorney
General Robert F. Kennedy to
and Aline Jefferson. Second
row: Mesdames Lucile Per-
ry, Etta Flowers. Earline
Riley, Ester Gilcrest. Jessie
Henderson, Jimmie Ella
K y I • s. Third row: Mes-
dames Elizabeth Logan, Cor-
nellia Butler. Lola Bonds,
Annie Ray Johnson, Alma
Davis, Gloria Moses, Geneva
Williams, Terthie Downey,
Francis Hill. Back row: Mes-
dames Myrtle White, Ruby.
Stanback, Juanita Catron,
Rubye Lee Bankhead, Lu-
dyle Shields and Olivia Mos-
by.
! the Ivory Coast.
As chief of the delegation,
the Atty. General carried with
him a personal invitation from
the President to Ivory Coast
President Felix Houphoet-Boig-
ny to pay a state visit to the
United States next year.
The White House said Presi-
dent Kennedy was "particular-
ly pleased that the Attorney
General could undertake the
mission." The country gained
its independence in 1960.
Words of the Wise
A modest man often seems
conceited. because he is de-
lighted with what he has
done, thinking It better than
anything of which he be-
haved lishimaelf capable,
whereas the conceited man
is Inclined to express dis-
matirsfaction with his per-
formances, thinking them
unworthy of his genius.
—(Heaketh Pearson)
ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523
YMCA
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOV!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I. 19-Dormitory Rooms: — Clean, Comfortable, Modern Furniture.
Private Bath — Clean Wash Rooms - Showers . .
Weekly Rates, $5 — $10
2. Modern Swimming Pool - Year Round Swimming: 75,30 O. —
Diving — Swimming -- Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting -
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
3 Reguletior Gym Equipped with Stagss: Spectators Section with
1200 seating capacity For Leagues, Tournaments, Competative
Matches, Cl  Boeing Community Programs
4. 7.Larg• Club Rooms: Club Meetings Classes Forums
Conferences Teas — Socials
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
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Your columnist. husband. News of great social interest
and daughter have just re-' last week was the beautiful
I turned from an exciting week- wedding ceremony performed
at St. Paul CME church when
eonf dsisInteSrt.aLndotIlisa,n111. iloy.: ems 
Mr.
do
came the bride of Thomas
Miss Marquita Boulden be.
Mrs. Harry Jones. During our Alphanse Harris. Jr.. of Chat-
stay we saw the Cardinals etan jouongea, Tenn. Miss isef BoKunIdeexn.
I got a chance to see the famed
,
whip Philadelphia twice an 
ville college, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Buford Hurst
'newly opened and much talk- of this city. Mr. and Mrs. Har-
ed about "Gas Light Square." ris left Monday to honeymoon
, Returning home at the same l in Atlanta: We hope to have
I time was Miss Barbara Ann' 
weedkciing pictures for you next
Jones, niece of this columnist
who had spent several days Our sympathy goes out to
I in Jackson. Mrs. Maggie Kate Smith in
I Still on the go are the W.' the loss of her mother, Mrs.
I R. Bells and the W. E 
Mc-, Josephine Collier, who made
Kissacks who are now in. New 
her home with Mrs. Smith
York after the close of the Na. 
on Mays Ave. Even though
tional D e n t a 1 Association' 
she had reached a ripe old
meeting in Washington, D. C 
age, Mrs. Collier had become
where Mrs. Bell presided si.t.' 
very well known since being
I the National Dental Auxiliary, 
in Jackson; especially w it h
' Souvenirs for t h e 
board orl church groups at Berean Bap-
directors were hand made by
the charming president before
, she left Jackson. I know they
I were very well accepted for
I wanted to give her a run
for one myself.
The two couples will return to
Washington this week to at- 
wonderful and exciting sum-
tend the Omega Psi Phi con-
' 
mer for ours will be long re-
f
rof. C. N. Berry, principal
rom the Jackson chapter. Al-Al
serve as the official delegate
so attending a r e James F. 
of Merry High School, will be
teachers and stu-
accompanied by Mesdames ' 
dmeiisistsedthbi is 
by
year. He has beenHughes and S. H. Bronaugh
i Haugh and oil 
granted a year's leave of ab-
ughes and Bron
I
sence to do post-graduate
course Little Michael. The
Bronaughs will visit their sistant p
' work. Prof. T. R. White, as-
daughter, Janice, in New York 
rincipal, will assume
, before returning home, 
duties of principal during his
absence.
I Sigma Gamma Rho Boulel
I in Philadelphia this week will' 
Received a communcation
from Mr. and Mrs. Alansan
!find Mrs. Gracie Hurst and 
. , 
Porter who are enjoying sights
I Mrs. Fannie A Dobbins of 
!J 
in upper state New York. They
ackson attending. Mrs. Hurst are expected to return to
I will be the voting delegate 
from this chapter. 
Jackson this week. Also re-
turning this week will be Mrs.
' HOLLYWOOD— Holly 
woodlOedvessa C. Beck who has reach-
is talking about the strange 
si 
New York after an exten-
I triangle i n Warner    Bros.'  
e tour of Puerto Rico with
, "Susan Slade" that has both 
New York party.
' Connie Stevens and Dorothy
McGuire, who plays Connie's
mother, claiming to be the
mother of the same baby.
ust Church. a
Vacation for all public




Is Now Open Both For Ice Cream And
A MEAT MARKET
Located . 1814 JACKSON
WEST MEMPHIS, ARK.
SPECIALS:
4 barbecues $1.00 - 1 hamburgers $1.00
MEATS OF ALL KINDS
come to a close with In-Serv-
ice training for Jackson City
teachers beginning on August


















4 to 6, 10 to 11, 1:30 to 2
GOLDEN GIRL





Sunday — Sign On
To Sign Off
HUNKY DORY
6 to 8:30, 11 to 1:30
CANE COLE





By A. L. FOSTER
EX ECUTI V E DIRECTOR
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
!Formerly Chicago Negro Chamber of Commerce)
Churches in Chicago under people to acquire real propert
dynamic ministerial leadership for investment and for the:
have made substantial contri- individual enjoyment; (3) to
butions to the development and educate its membership re-
growth of Negro-owned and garding the methods of main-j
operated businesses in Chicago. taming, acquiring and dispos-
In truth without the aid of ing of real property; (4) to
many church congregations, maintain a public relations
many successful businesses as program of education between
we know them today would. tenants and owners; (5) toj
have not reached their present promote the well-being of,
heights of glory at least as property owners and instruct•
soon as they did. (them in the latest methods of
I can recall that in the earlyjmaintenance and cooperative
twenties, Liberty Life, Victoryibuying; (6) to work toward the
Life, Underwriters and Pyralefficient operation of govern-
mids insurance companies sent,ment for the benefit of all
representatives to churches' citizens.
Sunday after Sunday where'IGROCERS DIVISIONthey were permitted to explain,
President of the Cosmnpoli-the sale of insurance stock and,
tan Chamber of Commerce,to actually take orders. They,
Lewis A. H. Caldwell, has ap-Ialso preached the gospel of
pointed a committee which willthrift through life insurance
organize a Grocers Division.Several pastors held regular •Already the Chamber has a,
, p
I 
effectively under the guid-I
ance of Helen Maybelle, pro-
chairman.
prietor of the H & H Cafe. of C
AN EXHIBITION OF latest
hair styles demonstrated by
models from the Madame
Walker beauty school was
caught by the camera in this
picture taken at the D & S
Super Mart at 85th Street
and Cottage Grove. Shown
helping Norm Spaulding
P b
Federal Government Steps Into One Big
Headache—Untangling Traffic Tangles
By EDWARD COWAN :less susceptible to back-up de-iway of entering and leavis.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —'lays which result on trains' the city.
.A heedful of government of-land street car lines when there The mass transit prov, 0ficials are doing the spade- is a breakdown. (But, as any,of the housing act are I.
'''' 'work for what they hope will motorist knows, a flat tire °' administeredlone day be a big federal as-sa heavily traveled road 
canj  by the Housus
and Home Finance agencyi Isn't to cities choked withicause plenty of back-up.) i which is looking for a man I .' heavy daily flows of autos, Congress included in therun the new program.
draw the lucky number out
of the fish bowl is Miss
Sandra Cole, recently named
Miss Satin Tress of 1961,
specialSunday sessions where
Restaurants Division o 
erat-IResearchers Busily ro inbusinessmen were guests.These pastors constantly urged,
their members to patronize
Negro-owned business enter-
prises.
aoming from and returning to 1961 housing bill money for, he suburbs. 'mass transit studies, demon-Inquire into how these few 
ass
grants and loans tosfficials believe the govern- public bodies. The amounts areintent can help and you quick- small in relation to other fed-;ly find there is no single, ape- eral programs and in relation'cific answer. As a generaliza- to the enormity of the nationalton, the planners--in the ex- urban - suburban transport next year after Congress votes,ecutive branch and Congress— problem. The lawmakers voted —it is hoped—a lot more,speak of the possibilities of $75 million for study grants, money for the program. More-!mass transit. $25 million for demonstration over, with presently availableThat term is a capsule grants and $50 million for loans funds limited, officials want to
. 
i phrase for the broad idea of to buy, build and improve be sure they are spent and
I
'persuading the suburban mo- transportation facilities and loaned for projects which willtorist to leave his car home, equpiment. help to point up useful massl or in a parking lot near home, Massl and travel into the central citythese 
ese 
provisions
tran si s t poefc 
the 
ha lei s bt t cl ilairme t r aTnnsei t gtreacnhtn imq uoense. y




'of their actual contents but of experimental transit serv-commonly mentioned are buses because they establish the ices—express buses from sub-
,
, and rail cars. Each has ad- principle that the federal gov-jurbia downtown, for example.I vantages and disadvantages,jernment must help the com- or "feeder" bus operations independing partly on the job munities solve their transpor- thinly populated, outlyingto be done. Itation problems. suburbs.1 Rail cars require heavy capi
Moreover, according to Ar- Loan funds might pay for
ital investment in right-of-way dee Ames, legislative assistant purchase of modern buses and
and roadbed. But they do not t 
Harrison Williams, the rail cars to replace old equip-
REV. T. E. BROWN The grocers division will 
have to fight vehicular traf-INew jersey Democrat who islment which costs too much to
activities intended to By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS 'lowed by top coat of any good' nel alloy screws. Internal
higher speds.
fic and can safely travel at,
Foremost among the pastors promote 
. 
Congress' leading proponent of maintain. Or, they might fi-
faucet corrosion—and the leak
mass transit, cities will not go nance construction of a mu-
LESS DELAYS . .. 'into transit ventures without' nicipal parking lot on the
Buses are cheaper initially,Ifederal aid. Ames, who at 30 edge of town. As in many
reamer to scrape away cor- permit 
made a name for himself cities already, rapid transit
flexible routing and areAlthough just getting startedlually-owned grocery stores are your wrought iron furniture, ky look appears (not too long, roded material and smooth off, -
in this field, believes that fed- would be available from the
himself and with a tremend-'Chamber members. All adhere Your oil storage tank, or may-(0r rusting will start), then re- the roughened surface of thel
•ously big p r 0 g r a m, Rev.Ito a fair employment policyibe the doorknob out front. 'move residue with household valve seat.
Brown opened the doors of his and cooperate with the Cham-i International Nickel corn- I'vinegar and a stiff brush, rinse HOTBED OF CORROSIONchurch to every worthy cause ber in its various programs. ,pany, which operates extens- and dry thoroughly. 
The basement is the real hot-and he considered the devel- Retail store Chamber mem- ive corrosion research facili- Aluminum calls for similaropment of business by Negroes bers are expressing satisfaction'ties at two ocean-front sites treatment especially near very worthy indeed, with the establishment of Illi- in North Carolina. say re- salt water and industrial at-Water tanks.When Burr Oak cemetery nois' new Consumer Fraud search some day may give us mospheres.was being created, Rev, Brown,
and his congregation pur-
chased a tract to be resold to
and congregations dedicated to
the support of these businesses
were Rev. T. E. Brown and
the Progressive Baptist church
protect its members from at-
tacks by unscrupulous groups.
The major chain food compa-
nies as well as many individ-
Bureau at 160 N. La Salle
orrosionOf Furniture
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
Chances are that right now,
'corrosion is doing battle msth
completely rust-free homes.
But until that day, it warns.
eternal vigilance is the price
, 
I tom through condensation of
themselves at a small profit, swindlers may register corn- of freedom from corrosion.
necessary. !moisture from air taken in
thereby helping Burr Oak and plaints. INCO exjerts say you can save
Progressive church members. The Chamber will exr.ell a lot of trouble by starting out 
Brass will tarnish once thethrough the delivery pipe.
': with corrosion-resistant metals protective lacquer coating isi
Treating water as it comes
Some of us recall the thrilling 
York, has announced the open- nate the urban scene without non-commuting citizens asked
members who are found guiltyi
of employing unethical meth-1 
wherever possible and by giv-,worn off, The remedy: Remove .
nto the house by adding an; g
sight of hundreds of Progres- 
in of a service office in Wash- providing a quick, convenient to cough up extra local taxes.their intrepid pastor, marching With'the expulsion of aPmem:'metals that are vulnerable to as paint brush cleaner; polish
any good brass polish; 05I way 
much the same!
l water is softened—will Fxpansion of " specialized serv-
sive Church members led by ods in dealing with the ublic ,ing 
proper maintenance to all lacquer with solvent such' , ington, D. C , as part of an
to the Illinois Federal Savings ber, the Chamber's sticker will corrosion, I help, especially where water is ices' 
• •and Loan Asssociation offices be removed from the store) 
INCO advises the homeown- with lacquer.
. soft. Strangely, hard water is' 
In announcing the new of-
exterior paint. New galvanized
must weather three to six
months before it will take
paint. Wait until a white, chal-
Causes
which results—calls for a trip
to the hardware store for a
bed of corrosion with its water
ices,fuel storageand hot
P' . R. Firm iifturiisdseXelatdayi abreec:. because federal aaZea thinking which  on seemsmamasss t o transit per-'funds  
Meanwhile, there is no evi-
dent sense of hurry about dis-
bursing the newly authorized
funds. Weaver's staff feels it
is more important to set up a
mass transit office which will
be ready to roll into high gear
eral assistance for mass trans- parking lot to downtown.
where citizens who think they
have been victimized by credit
pens
An inhibitor in fuel tanks1
prevent possible staining o
Copper requires painting toIwill reduce corrosivity of wa n
t but 
-.f 'ter which collects in the hot-house
NEW YORK. —
Gibson, Public Eel
highway construction. •is that the motorist will notice, pay a fare high enough toDOMINATE SCENEAmes and other mass transit a rapid trainsit system!enthusiasts feel that cities have self-sustaining. Therefore, it sput too much emphasis on said, the federal governn,building highways and too lit- must take the lead in delis_ -We on alternative means ofling a system of public sub-transportation, They say autos, sidy. Subsidy is an idea whichD. Parke highways a n d costly inter- will be hotly debated in theations, New changes have come to domi- coming years, especially by
where the church out of its 
!I ss corrosive than soft. 
f ice, D. Parke Gibson said,'window. The Chamber regards 
er to make a careful inspection' INCO's outdoor check list
ii a function to protect the — indoor and out — at least includes an'ought iron lawn, e
high rate of water ow
treasury deposited an extreme- •t
!buying public from shoddy every three months to spot furniture and railings, roof
may be erosive on pipes.
ly large sum and individual'
members made individual de- practices and supported the trouble before it can gain any drainage gutters and down-
thousands of dollars.
posits, the total representing legislation. 'real headway.
The telltale signs of cor- knobs and other metal hard-
spouts, garbage cans, door- 'Where water pressures a r e
much higher than required, a
and one of the women's aux-
Last week, Mrs. T. E. Brown m'" THE PICKETING
A recent news release told l and steel develop a reddish or Unless scl'Oens are of nickel a
rosion vary with metals. Iron ware, and insect screening. Pressure-reducing valve is
good idea.
iliaries of which Mrs- Willie about the picketing of the citytbrown rust. Copper will ac- stainless steel, it recommends1 Fluctuation in water tern-E. Lee is president, sponsoredihall in Danville by that city'slquire either a dark brown hue they be washed thoroughly ,perature may interfere withan Annual Business M' chapter in protest or greenish patina. When with fresh water before storing protective films in pipe in-program. Atty. Esdras Turner, over the raiding of an Elksj aluminum corrodes, it takes on in a dry place. A coat of thin tenors. Copper piping canpresided and Andrew R. Leak, club. If it is true as the press a white, chalky appearance. iscreen enamel will give pro-, take the high temperaturesjr.. was master-of-ceremonies.
An excellent program was
presented and businessmen
were introduced and given am
opportunity to make donations
to the church which has been'
of such great help to them.'
Members of the Cosmopolitan
Chamber of Commerce were.
much in evidence with Earll
B. Dickerson, president of Su-
preme Life Insurance Company
of America presenting $220.
SUCCEEDS TO JOB
reports that many of those ar- Rusting black iron calls forrested had pleaded guilty and.a scraping down to clean metalbeen (...e.1 and that gamblinglth stiff wire brush, a primer'paraohanalia had been confis-icoat of inhibitive pigmentedlcated. I ask for. what was the paint, followed by a top coat.NAACP picketing? NEEDS PAINTING
Surely the NAACP in Dan- Galvanized steel — widely,
ville doesn't condone gamblingl used in rain gutters and down-
and other law violations. It isispouts and in items such as
said that Danville police havelgarbage cans—needs painting
violated the rights of innocent with lead chromate primer fol-
colored People for the past 
decade. Such violations should'
be vigorously attacked and
John Morning of the same checked but if there were evi-
company spoke and W. 0. dence of law violations when,
Haynes was introduced. Also the raid was made, the NAACP,
presented was Calvin Bismale. appears silly picketing the
graduate of the City College of city hall in protest.
New York and a CLU man I have just received a copy
who, upon the retirement of of the 1960 annual report of
William F. Savoy at the end the San Francisco Police De-
of the year, will succeed to the partment and look forward toi
position of Director of Educa-ireviewing it for the readers of
tion. Welcome to Chicago Mr. this column.
Tiismale. The corner of 47th and Cot-
Della Mae Collins, book- tage Grove has been made
keeper at the Crook Funeral brighter at nights with the new
Home. is in Detroit attending South Side Bank brilliantly'
the National Penticostal As- lighted new sign and revolvingl
sembly of the World where she clock.
conducted the 300-voice choir. A new Chamber Member is
She was selected to conduct the McDonald Funeral Home
this choir by Rev. Charles at 851 E. 75th st. John S. Mc-
Walker of San Antonio. Texas.IDonald. son of Dr. E. K. Mc-'
National Minister of Music of Donald. well-known physician.,
the Assembly. ,is owner. McDonald qualifiedl
Prior to going to Detroit' as a licensed embalmer and
Mrs. Collins spent two weekslfuneral director by attending'
on vacation in Hot Springs. 'the Worsham College of Mor-I
Ark. She is the minister of tuary Science. The Chamber'
music for the Apostolic Faith is proud to have young meni
church in Chicago and recentlyllike McDonald become active'
celebrated her 23rd anniversa-:and it is expected that he will
ry as director of that church's work closely with the Chat-
65-voice choir. ham-Avalon, Park Manor Unit
made a hurried visit to Mil- mittees.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crook as well as on city-wide corn-
on business. Caldwell is appointing al
HOUSING PLAN committe to mvake a study ofl
writes that he and his law ture and program.
Atty. Frank A. Anglin. j1 the Chamber's present struc-
partner Atty. William C.'
Ing a Unit of the Cosmopoli-
tan 
Starke will assist in develop-i Esps
Chamber of Commerce in
the Oakwood - 39th - Cottage
Grove - Drexel community.
Their offices are housed in
their own building at 765 Oak-
wood. New public housing'
projects are nearing comnle-,
tion in that community and a'
resergence of business activi-
ty is expected.
Anglin says: "the work of
the C C of C is well known
to us and we are particularly
brim-eased with the devotion
you have shown to this worthy
cause."
The Urban Property Owners
Association has been organ-
ized with headquarters at 7 W.
Madison. Stated purposes are:
(1) to educate property
owners in the full exerciae of
their 01 to encourage station at 84th it. and S.
tection for at least a year. It needed to get dirty clothes
is recommended especially for! really clean and copper-nickell
galvanized iron. 'alloy or glass-lined water,
Indoors, faucets are a prime tanks will insure rust-free
spot for corrosion. A corroded water
brass screw holding faucet
washers can give the home
handyman a really Tough time
because the head snaps off
easily when pressure is ap- active metal to a less activeplied. INCO recommends modmetal with which it is in con-
'tact. For instance, a galvanized
iron tank or pipe should nev-
er be hooked directly to cop-....-s.:./ , ,per piping, but joined with aas' a. I hard rubber coupling or black I
• iron waster nipple which is
replaced periodically as it cor-,
irodes.
IMPROVEMENTS SLATED
FOR FREE PORT OF MON-
ROVIA: Vice Admiral
George Wauchope, USNR
(Ref.), president of Monro-
via Port Management Co.
Ltd. (left), shows model of
port to Liberian Consul Gen-
eral David M. Thomas, New
York City. with major im-
provements designed to
speed cargo handling and
entry of vessels into the
rapidly expanding West Af-
rican port. Improvements.
shown in white on model, in.
dude a greatly enlarged
shore-side area built up from
fill from harbor dredging •
operation, two new modern
ore-loading piers, and farther I
to right in front of Thomas,
a 1600-loot petroleum pier.
Admiral Wauchope points to
855.foot long pier on which
construction began July 29.
When completed in January,
1962, it will be utilized by
Liberia Mining company. A
third ore pier, not shown in
picture, is also being built.
United Nations Drive, shown
as heavy dark line running
across top of model, and
railroad paralleling it. serve
port area.
NEARING COMPLETION— Kest's)* ave. This 171I snfl-
Superstructure of ultr lion gallon per day station
modern Southwest Pumping will supply 2S0,000 users in
Mew and II nearby sub.,
urbs which purchasa city
water.
One other danger in the,
basement is galvanic corrosion,
—that caused by the flow of




WHITE PLAINS, N. Y. —
Reichhold Chemicals, Inc., re-
ported that its second quarter
sales — the highest in the
corporation's history — topped
that of the same period in 1960
by over one million dollars.
Comparative figures for 1961
were $27,678,000 against $26,-'
665,000 for the second quarter
of 1960.
Sales for the six months!
ended June 30, 1961 amounted1
to $51,468,000 compared to!
$51,841.000 for the same period'
in 1960. Net income for the
first half of 1961 amounted \
to $296,000 or 7 cents a share
compared to $1,722,000 or.
forty-five cents a share in
1960.
As previously reported,
earnings of the corporation
have been affected by some
non-recurring losses, due to the
world-shortages of naphtha-
lene and the start-up expenses
of Reichhold's two new large
plants in New Jersey.
Commitmentsichaseof  
hthigh-priced 
r forog d thep importedur-
naphthalene were made in
order to assure the corporation'
of its supply of this vital raw
'material and enable the cor-
poration to maintain its po-
sition in the market during
this crucial period.
To learn more AbIlUt eras+)
euaaants the Coast anti flan-
/Lola •...-yey of the V. S. De-
. nartment of Commerce !nal
i year released more than •
7.500 drift bottles. One that.
f VMS rir000e4 near Mexico was1.,vaaert 375 days later in
ana 1st African Nation9




office since it will not be theStage U. S. Trade Exhibit
office rather than a branch
h ith York dwe aye n e New  an
San Francisco offices, but it
is expected to eventually grow j
into a profitable branch of-
fice."
Gibson pointed to the 53.9,
per cent Negro population, and
a Washington client as rea-
sons for establishing an opera-
tion in the nation's capital. 1
The Gibson firm is retained'




James A. Horton who will
supervise the Washington
operation, was for seven years
an account supervisor with
Lewis Giles & Associates.
His responsibilities included
planning, coordinating, and
carrying out public relations
programs for the Republic of
Liberia, The American Truck-
ing Association, and the Na-
tional Council of Negro
Women.
Horton. a graduate of the
School of Joqrnalism, Lincoln
University (Mo.) has done
postgraduate work at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota.
In addition to counseling
Delta Sigma Theta, the Na-
tional Negro Radio Associa-
tion and other corporate
clients, the Gibson firm pub-
lishes, in cooperation with San
Francisco affiliate John L.
Wilks & Associates, the
monthly newsletter "Confiden-
tial Report on the Negro
Market," which is circulated
to management and marketing
executives throughout the U.S.
New Toastmasters
Board Member
SEATTLE, Wash. — William
B. Gobel, Sante Fe Railway
public relations official, Clar-
endon Hills, has been elected
to the board of directors of
To masters International.
electionHis announced
Thursday at the 30th annual
Toastmasters convention here.
Gobel was among more than
1,000 delegates from 50 states
and several foreign countries
who met at Seattle's Olympic
Hotel for the three-day con-
vention.
The new Toastmasters board
member is president of Gale-
wood Civic Improvement As-
sociation of Chicago, now serv-
ing his fourth term.
Take DeWirr" m 'Awe sorb treabla
ewe newel by 0,1gt,,, novae.
PIM ,ecre.0 k.drry antpnv le IWO one
ern* free des Wene D'r noel, e wile%
Mewed Mad frne b•rkerbr, mild 1.1.delai
ientstions, st slat
✓im. DeWitt's diftn, doureue Phe




first U. S. Trade Exhibition
held in any of the West Afri-
can republics will be staged at
Accra, Ghana, next Novem-
ber, Secretary of Commerce
Luther H. Hodges announced.
Secretary Hodges said: "Our
Exhibition will be a practical,
working, do-it-yourself dem-
onstration of American tech..;
niques and equipment whichl
other new countries have
found helpful in achieving
their goals of economic and
social progress.
"Under the theme 'Small
Industries Are Big Business ,'1
the Exhibition is designed to
illustrate the real interest ofl
the U. S. Government in as-
sisting the Republic of Ghana
to develop its industry by
providing both visual and,
manual examples of what can 1
be done by using basic toolsl
and production techniques."
MACHINE SHOP
To demonstrate the indus-
trial training of workers, a
complete small machine shop
and sheet metal shop, a wood
working and heat treating
shop, and an automotive re-
pair shop will provide on-the-
spot courses for students who
will be "graded" on the prod-
ucts they turn out.
Another training school will
provide a 30-day course in
communications and audio-
visual training aids, covering
assembly, operation and main-
tenance.
The latest methods in educe-




Unwise eaUng or drinking may be aenure, of mild, but annoying bladder irri-tations-making you feel restless, tense.and uncomfortable. And if "sties. ntehis,
with nagging backache. headache or mus-enlar adieu and pains duet° over-exertion. '
your miaery--don't wait-try Doan's Pills.
strain or emotional utatet, are lidding to
Deares Pills sat 3 ways for speedy re-lief, I —They have a soothing effect on
bledder Irritation.. 2- A fast Delo-reliev-
ing action on nagging backache. kewd-
aches, muscular 'Idles and pains. S- A
wonderfully mild 
to 
 action th the
kidney', tending incretwe e output of
the lb miles of kidney tubes. So. get the
earne happy relief rnllions have enjoyed
for moor 60 years. New, lance, economy
ate saess money. Get Dosn'e Pills today
onstrated in a school-room set
up for teaching elementary
grades.
A variety of housewares
suitable for Ghanaian homes
—aluminum awnings, vene-
tian blinds, window shades,
draperies furniture and fold-
ing doors—will be manufac-
tured in small but complik
"plants" on the exhibifflpf
grounds.
Other exhibits designed to
interest everyone from in-
dustrialists and businessmen
to white collar workers and





A special exhibit will show
how Americans use cocoa,
Ghana's top export, of which
the U. S. is the world's top
consumer.






Start using Black and White
Bleaching Cream as directed
and see your dull, dark skin
, take on a lighter, brighter,
smoother and softer look.
Its bleaching action works
Inside your skin. Modern sci-
ence knows no faster way of








Pay Your Defender Boy Promptly
if you buy your Defenders trom a saiesboy please
pay him promptly.
He is a young merchant who owns and operates his
awn business As such be has Ms obligations to meet. 1.3
you don't nave your money ready - if you ask him to 17-.
will tor ale cash-you place great hardship On him
Owes.. ne Days promptly tor nis papers ne will lose
my opportunity to earn liberal profits Valuable Prizes -1
and a real Business training Anti the Defender's reg
mar visits to your nome would be interrupted.
PLEAS,. PAY HIM PROMPTLY
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In Boston University's Inter-
national Living Seminar
meet for coffee and informal
discussion in the office of
Jack Roth, Buffalo, N. Y..
graduate student at the Uni-
versity's School of Theology
and resident counselor at the
dormitory. Chatting with
Mr. Roth are Fred Shopler
(left), Lynn, Mass., junior at
the University's College of
Liberal Arts, and Renzo Sy-
lender of Storrs Leone, stu-
Mississippi
BATES VILLE
By CLEY W. WOODS
New Hope M. B. church
conducted a musical program
the first Sunday in July with
the following choirs partici-
pating: Mt. Zion M. B. church,
Batesville; Pilgrim Rest; Li-
berty Hill; Johnson Chapel,
Courtland; Rev. C. W. Joiner
delivered the welcome address.
Harrisonville M. B. church
recently closed a successful re-
vival.
Bethlehem M. B. church
closed a successful meeting
with three new members
added to the church.
The first regular Sunday
School Convention was held at
Mt. Eva M. B. church.
STARKVILLE, Mississippi
By FANNIE MOORE
Mrs. Mary Nell Harrell and
boys, Dennis and Joel, have
returned home after visiting
relatives in Bowson, Carroll-
ton and Aatlanta, Ga., and
Hobson City, Ala. She was
accompained by Mr. Glenn
Elliott who spent the week-
end.
• • •
Mrs. Mary Nell Harrell. Mrs.
Francis Jones of Griffin Chapel
Methodist church and Mrs.
Laura Mae Hilliard, Dist.
Children's Worker and Rev.
B. H. Ashford attended the
Leadership Training of the
General Jurisdiction, Nash-
ville—Birmingham Area July
31, to August 5.
• • •
Mrs. Sarah Hickman and
daughter, Nettie Lue, left
Sunday, July 30, for Gary, Ind.,
to visit her mother, Mrs. Lil-
lian Sherman and other rela-
tives.
• • •
Miss Ella L. Harris, of
Columbus, Miss., was weekend
guest of Miss Ella Rieves.
• • •
Mrs. Mabel Eddins returned
home Saturday after spending
three weeks in Chicago with
her son and daughter-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Eddins.
Before leaving she spent
a few days in Denver, Colo.,
visiting a granddaughter.
WATER VALLEY
By C. A. HAWKINS, JR.
Mrs. Ozerl Jordon of St.
Louis visited her grandmother,
Mrs. Mamie Waters and her
aunt, Mrs. Lillie Hawkins
after attending her brother's
funeral, the late Rev. P. P.
Stockard.
Stanley Hawkins and chil-
dren of Gary visited his par-
ents. Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Hawkins.
Mrs. Hadee Steen is visiting
her children in Omaha.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Z. Steen
and children recently visited
relative:: in Omaha.
Jocylyn Robinson suffered
a broken jaw bone as a result
of an auto accident.
This reporter attended the
District Conference at Perry
Chapel CME church in Green-
wood.
Roosevelt Waters and family
stopped by to see his mother.
Mrs. Mamie Waters after at-
tending Rev. P. P. Stockard's
funeral in Winona.
Rev. C. D. Watkins, pastor
of Oak Grove and Miles Mem-
orial CME church conducted
revival for the Rev. Aaron
Wilkins at Oakland Cerra
Chapel CME church.
dent in the University's Di-
vision of Containing Educa-
tion. Project is sponsored by
the University's Student
Christian Association. —(Boa-




JACKSON , berta Anderson and husband,
By C. A. AGNEW 
:James Anderson at 536 Wil-'
Mrs. Viola Bynum of Cleve
-1 son st.
• • •
I land, Ohio is here visiting her.
I sick brother, John Henry I Mr.
 Otis Price was resting
Thompson who was somewhat' 
comfortably at Jackson—Mad-
improved at this writing. Mrs. i
son County General Hospital
1 Bynum will also visit her at this writing, 
after having!
'relatives and friends in Oko- undergone 
a very serious'
Ions, Miss. Mrs. Bynum has operation 
several days ago. W
been living in Cleveland, Ohio 
.
are hoping for him a full an
for 43 years. complete recovery.
.
,
. • • 
I
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. George Givens' Mrs. Fannie McNair of 512j
of 114 Donovan at., left last Day at, entertained several'
Friday nite to spend their of her relatives last weekend
vacation in Kansas City, Kan., including three sisters, Mrs.
St. Louis, Mo., Rockford, Ul., Mentrie Forest of Alton, Ill.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., and Chicago, Mrs. Effie Currie of Memphis,
Ill., with relatives and friends. Tenn., and Mrs. Georgia Gip-
• • •






vine, Ill., was a recent visitor Lee Haves and son of Cm-
in thethe home of her sister-in-, cinnati, .0., brother-in-law, Mr.
law, Mrs. Mary Pinkston at Walter Bond and family of
1256 Southern at. They attended Cincinnati. Ohio, two step-
worship services at the First daughters, Mrs. Delphia Rich-
Baptist church on Madison st. ard and Mrs. Ada Giles, both• • • 
of East St. Louis, Ill. They all
Revival services closed at had a nice time together and -
Mt. Olive Baptist church last attended the revival meeting
week-end after a very success- 
'
were converted and added to day. By 
began at D e n m a r k
ful meeting. Several souls
the church. The Rev. Felix 
Baptist church on last Sun- BATON ROUGE
1 MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD
• • • I Illness for some time has
Jarman, pastor of Mt. Moriah 
Baptist church was the evange- 
Mrs. Pearl Scott of 519 S. 
prevented as much news from
Baton Rouge being sent as
L'b t t ith her daughter
PL AN HOUSING WORK-
SHOP — This group last
week worked out prelim-
inary plans for an Urban
Renewal and Housing Work-
shop proposed to be held at
college n early
ember. In the group from
y s wlist. The Rev. P. T. Northern, 
er 
pastor. Mrs. Turner 
and granddaugh- w
as • desired, but being 
treated
• ter, returned home last week '
so kindly by friends and rela-
Mr. and Mrs. James 
Brownrom Birmingham, Ala
' 
where I tives increas
es ones desire to• • 
Iand daughter, Cheryl, (of 
f .,
Flint, Mich.) were guest last 
thy e spent a nice vacation
get better and to send news
Brown's sister, Mrs. Annie 
d friends, 
from our city where so many
week in the home of Mr.' 
with relative: :no kindly friends deserve men-
Hunt at 127 Farrar st. 
Mr., Mr. Jim Glenn of 406 S. 
tion and many, many thanks
Liberty at., is resting com 
for their thoughtful kindness.
•
and Mrs. Brown visited '°"'-''Y 
at home after 
spend-
- We enjoyed a
 short visit
several other friends. I in
g several days at the hos-
from Mrs. Bertram Pratt, who
• • • pital. 
has just undergone such a
I terrible loss. i.e. both mother
and father died last month.
Her mother, a teacher in Cap-
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry ital High school, — her father,
dona Missionary Baptist Ky., Cornelius Salters, Bea- her daughter, Mrs. Mildred Eva Wade
Johnson of Nashville, spent a Baton Rougean died enrout
e
Monday with her mother, Mrs. to a doctor's office. Mrs. Prat
t,
leading figures at the Massa-
Other survivors include ink over her trip 
the former "Geraldine" Bry-
church men's club. trice, Ala. Smith. Mrs. Key was tickled
The Charity Society held a 
Miss Freda Mae Wade of ant, will return 
with her
Brewton and stepson, Richard Services for the late Mrs. d M
Pontiac, Michigan, is visiting husband to their 
home in
daughter, Annie 13 • • ii .
the Synagogue Missionary 
I her grandparents, Messrs. Eva 1 Chicago.
•
wonderful spiritual meeting at 
Mae Jones,
Baptist church. Rev. Warren is 
Wade. Cathey, an father, r.'
pastor, Rev. W. C. Cummings 
Demore Wade.
Mrs. Wilma Sam and daugh- i
is president; Lee Ganes, vice
president; Mrs. Ella James,




By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
Robert L. White of Cham-
paign visited his mother and
sister, Mrs. Carlean B Tens-
ley here last week.
Mrs. Lena Robertson is up
and around again.
Rev. and Mrs. W. W. Ham-
ilton were recent guests of
Mrs. Annie Bell Carter.
Bill Keyes is one of the
STARK VILLE
By WILLA DuPEE
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Parker
returned from their vacation
in St. Louis,
Mrs. Mary Alice Brown and
children left for Chicago.
Mrs. Marie Rettig returned
to Chicago.
Mrs. Dorothy Page was week
end guest of her sister and fa-
ther. Mrs. Page lives in Chi-
cago and is the daughter of
the late Mrs. Emma Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Nash Watts
and Mrs. Esletta Williams mo-
tored to Memphis where Mrs.
Williams will join her sister
Miss Rebecca Stallion of Los
Angeles. They will motor to
Zenia, Ohio to be at the bed-
side of their ill father. During
their stay in Memphis they
will be at the home of their
sister, Mrs. Cornelius Pearson.
Ira Jean McGhee and
Charles DeLoach had a birth-
day party at the home of their
parents Rev. and Mrs. Patton.
Mrs. Dora Zuber was injured
in an auto accident.
The Maben Church o
Christ prese.ited a singing
group over Station WSSO. To
get in touch with this group
contact Evangelist Quinn,
Route 2, Box 599, Maben, Miss.
Joe Hill, jr., reinlisted in
the army.
Mrs. Mary Hampton was
killed in an auto accident in
West Point, Miss.
Mrs. Mary Logan is vaca-
tioning in St. Louis.
Mrs. Willie Mae Brown and
husband motored here to visit
with her sisters and family,
Mrs. Laura Carter and Mrs.
Doxie M. Harris.
Issiah Tabb has volunteered
for the U. S. Army.
You may get your Defender
at Dockins Grocery, Gillespie
and Spring sts.
ITTA RENA
By REV. L. L. LOVE
The Greenwood district con-
ference was recently held at
Perry Chapel CME church,
with Rev. L. L. Love presid-
ing.
All pastors were present. The
following ministers preached:
Rev. C. A. Hawkins, Jr. Rev.
V. L. Thomas, Rev Abraham
Love.
Visiting were Rev. S. B.
Richardson of the Columbus
district; Rev. T. M. Coleman
of Sanders Chapel, E. D. 
Has-






Funeral for Mrs. Anna
Jones was held at Pine Grove
Baptist church. Mrs. Jones was
one of the oldest citizens of
Brewton.
Survivors include E noch
Jones, Mrs. Bessie Stallworth, Mrs. Nettie Ruth Key of
Donald and Lurtissia Spencer 136 Lawler st., returned home
Brown of Cleveland; Leo last week from Detroit, Mich.,
Jones of Pensacola; Mrs. Mary where she visited her son, Mr.
A. L. Campbell officiating,
assisted by the Rev. C. F. 
grandparents, Messers. Ethel,
Odom. Burial was in Elmwood CatheY' 
Katie Sam, and other
Mr. and Mrs. Annie Mae cemetery. S u r v i v or s are: 
relatives.
Owens were recently in Mobile daughter, Mrs. M. K. Smith 
Miss Mary Frances Lusk,
son, Mr. J. B. Callier of 
of Memphis, spent the week-
on business.
Mrs. Callie Chappell and: Youngstown, 0., six grand- 
end with her mother. Mrs.
grandsons are visiting in Phila. children, five great-grand- 
Joe Willie Lusk. and other
children and other relatives relatives'delphia. 1 Mrs. Barbara Wilson and
Mrs. D. Hardy's club had a and friends.
party at her home last week. 
• • • Ilittle son, of Indianapolis, Ind.,
j are visiting her mother, Mrs. I
Mrs. Mary Biggs is on the Funeral services for Mx.
Joseph Savage were held last 
Reba Patton. I
sick list. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Baxter,'
Charlie Harris had a day at Sunday at 12: noon at the
First Baptist church on Madi- of 
Detroit, Mich., and Mrs.
the beach last Sunday. Daisy B. Bishop of Indiana- I
D. Robinson's son-in-law son st.; the Rev. J. M. Cunning-I
ha,,, and Rev C P' Odorn polis, 
Ind., are visiting their,
Jones, Pensacola, Fla. Mrs. Josephine Callier were last
Jones was a member of Pine Sunday at 1:30 p.m., from the
Grove Baptist church since Chapel of Stephenson and
1909. She was buried at Pine Shaw Funeral Home with Rev.
Grove Cemetery. Rev. W. L
Hobbs and Rev. J. B. Bryant
officiated
was a recent visitor here.
Mr. and Mrs. Burt of Pen-
sacola are visiting Mrs. Burt's
mother and sisters here.
Rev. and Mrs. Smith and
grandson are visiting relatives
in Chicago.
Mrs. 011ie Stewart's aunt
officated. Burial was in Mt. mother 
and sister, Mrs. Rosie'
Olive cemetery with Ford Hurst and
 Mrs. Reba Patton.
Funeral Home in charge. Mr. Mr. and 
Mrs. Robert Irving
Savage was born and reared and son, Robert
 Paul, of Chi- I
in Madison County. He was cago, Mr. and
 Mrs. Marcus
a retired employee of the Floyd and chil
dren of Nash-
G. M. & 0. R. R. with more ville, and Mr. and Mrs. L
ee'
passed away recently. than 37 years service. He was 
Floyd and daughter, Bessie I
- a faithful member of the First Lena, of Clarksville, are 
visit-
BESSEMER Baptist and was a mason. 
ing their father, Mr. Robert
By G. W. IVEY Survivors include his wife, 
Floyd and other relatives. i
Funeral rites for the late Mrs. Bertha Savage, one 
Mrs. Fashion Martin has re- i a
Mrs. Rachel Shepherd were step-daughter, Kathleen Grit
- turned home after visiting her
held at Jerusalem Baptist fin of Erie, Pa:, four 
brothers, children in Detroit. She was
church, Gallion, Ala. Eulogy J
ohn Savage, Relder Savage accompanied by her daughter,' 1
by Rev. H. E. Gulley. 
of St. Louis; Henry and David Mrs. Mary F. Dunlap.
Mrs. Shepherd leaves to Sav
age of Jackson Tenn.; two Miss Mable Clara Prather
mourn her passing a devoted si
sters, Miss Iona Savage of is recuperating nicely after ,
husband, one sister, Mrs. Re- 
Detroit, Mich., and Mrs. Ella l undergoing tonsilectomy at I
becca Hardman of Pittsburgh, 
Alston, Medon, Tenn.; one the Hardin County General
two brothers Shep Smith and' 
uncle, Mr. Louis Say a g e,lHosPital in Savannah.
Wash of Dempolis and other 
Bemis, Tenn., and a host of Mrs. Ezella Walker and I
relatives and friends,
nieces, nephews and friends.
• • •
Miss Erlene Jones, daugh-
ter
M
 of Mr. and Mrs. Henry 
r. Nathaniel Crum of 351
First st., was a recent visitor
Jones left the city to vacation'
with her uncle and aunt,
in the city of St. Louis, Mo.,
Mr. 
and Mrs. John H. Jackson of as 
guest of his brother, Mr.
B. James Crum and his sister-
Cleveland. in-law, Mrs. Robert Morgan.
FL. Johnnie Terry, jr., who Mr. Crum reported a very
is stationed in Kentucky pleasant trip.
Indiana
ter, of Pontiac, Michigan, are PERU
visiting their mother, and By M. L. CROSSLAND
Rev. James Dupee conducted
services on scheduled time last
Sunday at M. T. Herman Bap-
tist church.
Mrs. Hallie Allen, wife of
Thomas Allen died at Arm-
strong Nursing Home last Sun-
day after several years of ill-
ness. Rev. James Dupee of-
ficiated at the funeral. Burial
was at Mt. Hope cemetery.
Rev. Courtney conducted
services on scheduled time last
Sunday at Waymon AME
church.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson Lee
who visited relatives and
friends in Kansas and Missou-
ri have returned home.
AURORA
By ADA L. CARNOR
The Senior Citizens Carver
Birthday Club held its annual
picnic last Saturday. Birthday
honorees were Mrs. Bessie
Rhodes and Glen Wallace.
Guests were Mrs. Stella Jones
of Los Angeles; Mrs. Payton of
San Antonio; Jose Warren of
Cleveland. Local guests were
Mrs. Lucille Wilson, Miss
Jeanette Lewis, Mrs. Shields,
Mrs. Gertrude Williams and
grandson Harry, Mrs. Leola
Williams and son and Mrs.
Marjorie Odum. After dinner
games were played on the
lawn. Mrs. Ruth Paly; presi-
dent.
Mrs. Vivian Pate is visiting
relatives in California.
Mr. and Mrs Thomas
Rhodes, Mrs. Ida Swain and
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Vaughn
were in Chicago last week
where they attended the 82nd
and 61st annual session of Dis-
trict Grand Lodge No. 9 and
Eden District No. 18 Grand
United Order of Odd Fellows.
spent a very enjoyable week • • •
end with his mother, Mrs. La- -
Verne Terry and other rela- 
Mrs. Willis B. Miles bf
5514 Indiana ave., Chicago
Robert, nieces, grandchildren
Illtives and friends of the city.
and sister-in-law held a re-
Pfc. Terry who is a paratroop- "
was a recent visitor here union at the home of Mr.
er will be leaving the states
as guest of her cousin, Major 
Avent at 483 South Thomas 
noyd,s,
honoring the late
soon for Europe where he will mother and wife, Mrs. Bessie
many social courtisies ex-be stationed for one month. 
st. Mrs. Miles was recipient of
Floyd. Those present were:
I Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irving
TRUSSVILLE 
tended b find and neigh-
and son, Robert Paul of Chi-
By L. R. MYERS 
bore.
• • • cago, Mr. and Mrs. Marcus
Mrs. Lucy Crook and grand-I Mrs. Nona Slack and her Floy
d and children, of Nash-
children accompanied by, granddaughter, Mayer Slack ville, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Floyd
James Jurden, left by motor of 611 Day at,, left last Friday 
and daughter, Bessie Lena, of
last Saturday to visit with nite for Chicago, Ill., to visit Cl
arksville, Mr. and Mrs.
her daughter and grand- relatives and friends. Harry Baxter, of Detroit,
children in Mt. Vernon, N Y. • • • Mich., Mrs. Barbara Wilson
Mesdames Annie Harris, Mrs. Viola Powell of 115 and little son, Roger Dennis
Ruth Miller and Troy Davis Murray st., accompanied by. and Mrs. Delay B. Bishop, of
worshipped at Mt. Zion Bap- her daughter. Doris, are visit- Indianapolis, Ind., and Mrs.
tist church in Springville. Rev. 
I
ing Mrs. Powell's other sons Rosie Hurst and Mrs. Reba
T. C. Williams is minister.
Services at New Bethel
church were highly enjoyed
last Sunday. Baptismal ser-
vices were conducted by the
Rev. M. L. Robinson last
Sunday morning.
Wade Sims has returned
from visiting his sister, Mrs.
Arie Fluker in Detroit.
A successful revival service
closed at Corinth Baptist
church in Roper. Rev. G. W.
Washington is pastor. Several
new members were added to
the church.
Mrs. Robinson and daughter
left last week for a visit with
LOGANSPORT
By M. L. CROSSLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Al-
en were entertained at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wendell
Rowe and family last Sunday
n honor of their 25th wedding
nniversary. Out of town
guests included Mr. and Mrs.
Dennis Johnson and son Les-
ie; Mr. and Mrs. George Gas-
kin, Mr. and Mrs. George Cas-
pin, jr., and Mr. and Mrs. Har-
ry Malone all of Kokomo.
Local guests included Mr.
and Mrs. James Roberts, Mrs.
Edith Ceasly, Mrs. Nettie Em-
bly, Mr. and Mrs. Wendell
grandchildren of Cleveland, Rowe and family; Miss Harriet
Ohio, are visiting her mother, Fishy and Miss Dorothy Ma-
Mrs. Frances Prather and bone.
other relatives. Mrs. Dunn is visiting her
Mrs. Charlene Roach and daughter Mrs. Humphrey and
granddaughter, Charlotte But- family of Kokomo.
ler, of Pontiac, Mich., have , Bill Dudley of Phoenix, Ariz.
returned home after visiting and formerly of Logansport is
relatives. !vacationing here and is the
On Wednesday afternoon, guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
August 2, the children of Mr. Harris.
,
and daughters in Detroit and Patton, of Selmer.
Saginaw, Mich. Mrs. Powell 
and Doris will visit in the
Dominion of Canada before Alabamathey return home.
Master Victor Davis re-1
• • •
EMPIRE
turned home to his grand-, By DONALD E. PENDLETON
mother, Mrs. Flacelia Dunlap
at 491 South Liberty at.. last Mrs. S. E. Harris attended
week after having spent a the Sunday Congress last week.
very extensive vacation with1 Mr. and Mrs. Jackson had
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.' guests from Birmingham last
Francis Davis in Houston, week.
Tex. Mrs. Pendleton's recent'
• • • guests were her son and
Mrs. Mae Cheairs and son, daughter-in-law from Cleve-
Bruce Cheeks, jr., are back land.
her daughter and brother in home from their long vacation Mrs. Mamie Corey visited
Chicago. tin Milwaukee. Wis., with Mr. her sister last week.
Harry White is on the sick Ross B. Cheairs, Sr., husband Mrs. Corinne Dobbs has
and father respectively. , returned from the hospital!list,
l iss Ida Mae Maxwell is
reported improved. 
and is doing nicely.• • •
I Mr. Charles Fant, aCCOM- Mr. and Mrs. Forest Vanes,
panied by Miss Minnie Fut-I are proud parents of a little'
Learn what good taste rell, both of Milwaukee, Wisc.,' girl.
and measure everything Y0111 were week end visitors in the Mother and baby are d
oing,
wear by its standards. home of his mother, 
Mrs. Al- (fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Dunn were
recent Indianapolis visitors,
guests of Mrs. Dunn's parents.
Mrs. Mary Moore wife of
Hanzell Moore of Chicago died.
Read the Chicago Defender
—only 20 cents per copy.
A
left to right are: A. L.
Thompson, Atlanta. Ga.. in-
tergroup relations advisor,
Federal Housing Adminis-
tration; A. S. Webb. execu-
tive secretary, Greensboro
American Federal Savings
and Loan Association; Dr.
Louisiana
Samuel D. Proctor, presi-
dent of A&T; Clarence Win-
chester, Greensboro realtor
J. Kenneth Lee, president,
American Federal Savings
and Loan Association, and
J. M. Madmen'. dean of the
School of Enginsarings B.
The many friends of Miss
Louise Lewis, teacher in
Reddy Street school here, are
glad to welcome her back to
our city after she has spent
most of her vacation in her
home in New Orleans with a
sick sister. She will have to
return to New Orleans to be
with her sister until the week
schools open here, when she
will return for class room
duties here.
Although not as easy as it
may appear, she never com-
plains about the trips she
makes between New Orleans
and Baton Rouge in order to
be with, and wait on her
sister. She goes, regardless
of expense.
We are happy to welcome
the arrival of Mr. and Mrs.
James Yarber and their little
guests from Los Angeles, Calif.
Although they are house
guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. M.
Johnson, their many friends
are telling them, and showing
them that every one of their
friends are due a part of their
time here and that they must
give accordingly. They gen-
erally make ones stay in Los
Angeles so very pleasant. They
are doing the same in another
way also. That is they not
only came themselves, but
brought their nieces who are
our little friends, Karen and
Chrystal Keiser, daughters of
our former little friend, Mrs.
Bonnye Kaiser of Los Angeles.
Every one is trying to make
their stay here pleasnt. We
hope they will extend their
stay here.
We were made so glad this
morning when one of the in-
structors in the Summer
school in Southern university
told of some of the courses
of study being given in
Southern this summer. Some
of the in-service teachers of
Furnace Output
At 5,730,198 Tons
NEW YORK — Blast fur-
nace production totaled 5,-
730,198 net tons during June,
1961 in the U. S., the high-
est monthly total since May
1960, when the figure was
6,394,411 net tons of pig iron
and ferroalloys, according to
American Iron and Steel Insti-
tute today. During May 1961,
the output was 5,693,628 tons.
our state are happy over this
privilege during summer
school studies.
The officers and members
of the M. N. Ringgold YWCA
are glad of the very young
group that enrolled to par-
ticipate in the series of sum-
mer school activities open for
their age group. Among this
group, we found little Misses
Beverly Tillotson, Amanda
James, Janice Heatley, Elaine
Lagard, Kathy Legette, Sam,
Debora Eames and Javelin
Gray. Kathie expresses hap-
piness because her Cousin,
Larry Pietre in Mayon has en-
rolled for the course in Boy's






E. Ceaser, will preside at the
16th Annual National Youth
Congress of the Pentecostal
Church immediately following
the convocation, (Aug. 17th-
20th). Youth delegates from
Jamaica, Borhedas, and from
many other places will gather
to witness God and "Youth in
the Church." Meetings will
be held at Holy Mt. Zion Pent.




1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week
_ __
We need capable and aggressive display adver-
tising salesmen and saleswomen to work in ad-
vertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
Bonuses. Give full details and experience In
writing. Send all replies to advertising.
POST OFFICE BOX 311
Memphis, Tennessee
WHY BE BURDRN. SICK OR DO
need you can be helped, healed and
blessed Write now send stamped ad-
d aaaaa d envelope to B. Lucky, Ion 5341
Chicago DO. Illinois.
Magical Sacrots For Loire
Win the love of anyone MI wish. pre*
&tells Send self-addrewied
to Ann. Box 7762, Mono 90, RI. 
SPIRITUAL HELP
Richop Baiter, 11•Itil orrohologi.t. the
men who know.. gifted by God •ith • Melo*
power to help YOU end Olen mu the .pirtt
within reveal. MI things, help in 94 hour.
Phone 3918867 Phone. wire, or ems. No
moll 017 5 Deth Si . Apt it Cimelend.
Ohio
POREILDDKN KNOWLEDGE ANCIENT
Secrets revealed to gain money and
power. 51.00. W. A Johruon. 414 Mc-
Rae Street. Wilmington, N. C.
WHY BE BURDENED. BICK-WOR-
ried You can b• healed-helped and
bleseed. Write now send stamped ad-
dressed envelope to B. Lucky, Ses $.16.
Chicago 00. Illinois
SPIRITUAL IMP THE HAT THAT
has helped thousands overcome their
problems. Send 11 00 donation, 40 stamp
Special m 5' of help. Write Elder
M. J. Persons 2268 It. 40th Bt., Cleve-
land 3. Ohio 
32--Male help wanted 
WILL YOU WEAR NEW SUITS,
SPORT COATS WITHOUT ONE PEN-
S, cost and   to show them to
friend.? You can make up to 040 20 in
• day even in mare time. without
canvasaing. Stone-Field, 533 S. Throop
St., Dept. 13•1126. Chicago 7, III.
Wealth-Health-Happiness
CAN BE TOURS THROUGH
KNOWLEDOS
The School of Infinite Wisdom is
teaching the mod•rn apprecistion of the
ancient philosophy for sue... and
happiness. Which according to our
son• is the True science of all Being.
These principles and laws, can hell, any
one to aolve, every problem that, Is
universal, in character and application.
These law. are operative in the dell
Life of every creature When obeyed.
they bring health, wealth, and Renni-
n.. When they are disobeyed they
bring failure and despair, bad health.
Or so called bad luck.
Write today for more information
and how you can learn to overcome
Your problems and help other., too.
Send name, address, birthdate, and
• Short letter, concerning your prob-
lem,. Ple•se enclose III 00 donation.
THE SCHOOL OF INFINITE
WISDOM, INC
4506 Dr.. Blvd., Dept- 15
ChM age is, mia•si
6- Personals
ANYONE KNOWING THE WHERE
about, of &Coddle or Jodie Surat
Fred Hurst can receive a small re-
ward for locating them Bend Informa-
tion to PEARL HURST, DOS Park
View Ave., Kansas City 4, Lang..
12-Correspondence Clubs RAT!
i3ONELf? HE HAPPY. JOIN THE
A meriean Cluh. Sox T117, tier,. Whine.
Pend 10o for Information
LONELY, FIND LOVE - ROMANCE
Marriege Send starno for infor-
mation Dixie Club. Box 1273. Ocala
3. Florida.
MEET ALL RACES THR.11 "MT
FUTURE CLUB MAGAZINE"
pagea with photos. 53.50 yr. Ages 17-
711. P. a Box 5703, Chicago 7, Ill.
13-Instructions
WE HAVE A MAGNIFICENT B
on automobile ourvellience. The
of same is 11100. Phillips Secret Se
ice System. 1517-11 North Kenn
Ave., Chicago 30. Illinois.
32--Buss OPP
LARGE PAPER
and bookstand for sell, due to Mae
82.000. Loc. 47th Indiana, Cho
II FEMALE HELP
MAIDS - NEW YORK - 70 155
JOSS WAITING - TICKETS SENT
ATLANTIC AGCY.. PO BOX 503
WESTBURY. LT,, NEW YORK
31-FEMALE KELP WANTED
RUN A SPARETIME OREICTIN
CARD AND GIFT SHOP AT ROM
Show friend. sample, of our new 1961
Christina. and All Occaision Greet-
ing Cards and Gifts Take their
orders and earn 10016 profit. No ex-
perience neoessary. Costs nothing to
try . Write today for samples on
approval.
REGAL GREETINGS, DEPT. 173
FERNDALE, MICHIGAN.
RUN A SPARE-TIME °ASSTD.+
CARD AND GMT SHOP AT HOME.
Show friends Komplex of our new
1961 Christmas and AU Occasion
Greeting Cards and Gifts. Take thei
orders and earn 100 per cent profit.
No experience necessary. Coat
nothing to try Write today for gam
ole, on approval. REGAL GRICETIN
DEPT. 103. FERNDALE. MICHIGAN.
31-Male Help
WILL YOU WEAR NEW SUITS. snort
coats without one penny cost
agree to chow them to Mende? To
can make up to $4000 In a day seem
in spare time without canvassing
Mone-FleM. 532 South Throne IL.
Dept. A4311, Chicago 7. Illinois 
53 -Rasortn for sate
scraic mica pisfrom RESORT
in LP near Chicago on river con-
necting seven etilea of On.. Wahl
lakes Modern 11 room how.. I furn-
ished cottage, bath boom. 11 aloe'
boats, about 6 .cres of land. over
feet shoreline, .34.000 Write Chicago
Defender Box kW
55-Leta for sale
LOT - • 75,110 PT. 8950. AT
salon College. Mien Write! U. Dab
aid. 4111 11. 10th Ave. Maywood. TI1
Mark, Young Missionary ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
Scripture-Acta 12:12, 26; 18:4-5, 111; 15:88-31; Colouden" 4:10-11; LIT INniethe AM: I Pater
polls-will be mounted on a tili ' ).:'
By FAITH MYERS , the historic 1960 trek to the
The CHURCH OF THE LIV- 
floit accompanying the clergy) 111 
1 
Ili "
cordially invites you and your
ING GOD, 6000 S. Union,
i men. Some 20 Tent City re-
fugees will ride on display!,





friends to attend their An- it'll ink ___,...„..„......,__jes___
nual Tea, Sunday Aug. 20, ing
organizing mass rallies follow-
the parade, during the 
. e
Week of Aug. 13, in which' 
•„,„, la
man. The co-chairman are will appear. 
/ t
namic speaker, will address
from 3:30 to 7 p.m.
Mrs. Marie Fulce is chair-i"Tent City" freedom fighters 
---




the afternoon congregation ofB. Moore. The program chair-
Mrs. P. A. Dixon and Mrs.
On Tuesday night, Aug. 8.
• • •
slarl 
-....-s... ' mill‘b." '
Mt. Zion Baptist church, 5512man is Mrs. L. M. Hall. The _. s . , 
So. Lafayette on Sunday Aug
of this very fine church. ,
Rev. L. H. Dixon is the pastor
'benefit program for CAPTAIN Barnabas and Paul on their first to take his young cousin along they parted asunder ... and Barna-
at a p.m. many Chicago min- Mark, cousin of Barnabas (leader of When the time came for a second So strongly did each feel that "thereisters and singers held a the church at Antioch), accompanied missionary journey, Barnabas wanted aroee a sharp contention, so that so redeemed himself later that Paul,
Imprisoned, found in him one of his annaul Women's Day program.
Mrs. 
Hint, 11 .7: celebration e lnl 
known 
wtniesiinr
Barnabas' faith proved justified. He
• • •
I LESTER DAVIDSON, who is missionary journey. When hardships again. Paul, however, refused to bas took Mark with him, and sailed three loyal friends, and commendedTO HONOR WILL BANKS iill in the Veterans hospital. became severe, however, h the left em take the former deserter, who "went away unto Cyprus," apparently hay-
not with them to the work."- ing faith in Mark's potential.- 
him to his followers.-Colosaians civic and religious circles andUNITED NURSES of which The program was held at the and went back.-Acta 12:25; 13: will follow the theme of theActa 15:39. 
4:10-11.Billie Robinson is president at. . Tabernacle Baptist Church,' 4-5, 13. Acts 15:36-38. GOLDEN TEXT-11 Timothy 2:3. day "Living Faith In TimesFellowship, Mrs. Smith I s, 4130 Indiana Ave., where Dr. .
president at New True Vine Lewis Rawls is pastor.
and Lillie Jones is president Captain Davidson is a Chi_ theme of the national meeting well, who was held in prison Archbishop of Capetown and and attend many of the United at Christian Fellowship, will cago poet, Radio Announcer, of Catholic Interracial Coun-•23 months by the Chinese,Metropolitan of the Church of Church Women Sessions. John Mark, Young Missionary .. -,sponsor a birthday and an- and a Gospel promoter. cils is "The New Negro." Communists on false charges1South Africa, will be the guest Mrs. William Sale Terrell of In iv e r s a r y celebration for • • • . American Responsibility anch of espionage. Mr. Stockwell at the convention of the Epis- West Hartford, Conn. is UCWbrother WILL BANKS at) ANNUAL MEETING the Christian Conscience" is' was released in 1952 and is,copal Society for Culture and president during the current; Temple on Aug. 13 at Msgr. Edward J. Kelly, the theme of the social action' now a missionary teacher atS Racial Unity, an A t I a n t a- I tienium.
7 p.m. spiritual moderator of the, meeting. ' Trinity college in Singapore.l based organization of laymen' • • •
I Scripture-Acts 18:12, 25; 13:4-5, 13; 15:36-39; Colossione 4:10-11eThe organization is askinglArchdiocesan Council of Cad Secretary Goldberg, a form- Mr. Noah's arrest follows' and clergy of the Episcopal BIBLE CONTEST
II Timothy 4:11; I Peter 5:13.all nurses and friends to co- tholic Men and executive cli-jer Chicagoan, will speak at Portuguese reprisals which' church working for integra- NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.-operate in making this affair rector of the Archdiocesart the joint banquet of the two have disrupted M e t hod is t tion within the church. A United States champion By N. SPEER JONES It was Pamphylia-a ruggeda success. will be selected on Sept. 3, THE SUBJECT of this lee- mountainous, disease - ridden• • • today announced that the an-
Union of Holy Name Societies,' conventions.
Other speaksers i n c 1 u d e
' work in northern Angola and
have caused heavy casualties LEADERS HOLD SESSION
. • •
1961, to represent the USA son is the author of the second province in Asia Minor-thatMARCH OF MINISTERS nual meeting of the Institute Archbishop Dearden of De- among church leadership. The; DAYTONA BEACH, FLA. at the Second International gospel. He never refers to him- proved too much for the youngAccording to Henry Blakely of Lay Action will take Place' troit, Bishop Reed of Okla- Board of Missions has prev-1-Bethune-Cookman college Bible Contest in Jerusalem, I self in that gospel, but we learn Mark; he deserted the cause.over 200 clergymen will march 8 p.m., Sunday Aug. 27 at Ourl home City and Archbishop iously reported that of 167, will serve as host to the Israel, to be held on October 1 about him from the book of In addition to the physicalin the Bud Billiken Parade on Lady of Sorrow auditorium, workers in the Luanda region Leadership School, Atlantic 3, 1961. The United 
States'Acts, m some ° e letters hardships, factors influencingJohn Kodwo Amissah of Cape
21 pastors and teachers havelArea, Central Jurisdiction, the champion will be selected 
of the apostle Paul and from aSaturday Aug. 12, a spokes- 332 S. Albany Ave. Coast, Ghana, Africa. 
reference in Peter's writings.
Fayette County free   d o mlplained.
the Dearborn Unit, Chicago
, ti Sunday, that
posts, the Board said. If the Work, district directors of prior to the contest, entertain-1 
nM0eaascsrekofmopfay have been his youth
the time came for a second miss
man for the Christian Crusad-I "This1 year we will be priv-I • been killed, 26 are supposed- Methodist Church Aug. 12. from six candidates qualify- He fulfills an important role 
mature
tpuireus homesick-
era of Englewood. has an-, ileged to hear a discussion of
WISCONSIN ASSEMBLY ly in prison, 34 are still free, In attendance at the schooling for the finals in local corn- in early church history in that neas) and a failure to realise „,,.,
purpose,
nounced. The "March of Mi-..The Forthcoming Ecumenical
Roy H Brown, presiding
bridges the gap be- worlc
and the whereabouts of 761 will be district superinten- petitions to be held on Aug.
fighters. ! The session is open to all
Congregation will be among Church School Work, 
tahwne 
jdoioeshnntlitoushmunemargerwthd an the apostles
sionary journey, "there arose a.
. nisters" is intended to call at- Council-Its Purpose and Sig- 
. 
are still unknown. Of the 341 dents, pastors, conference and l 2b0e,minister of Jehovah's Witnes-
still free, only 11 are at their district directors of Children's 
n The 
Israel,
 champion  a wwe ei ill 1 the wide range of Christian
figures included lay members General  ed, maintained, taken on sight-, Jewish convert named Mary (or
1f91o6w1.tention 
to the plight of the nificance,' Msgr. Kelly ex-
was the
Ses a.
It is easy to see why, when
An actual tent such as is •_ssay leaders of archdiocesan killed, the causally figures Youth Work and Adult Work, seeing tours and flown back to Miriam), a well-to-do resident s h a r p contention" betweenhome to hundreds of Negroes Catholic groups. Last year 
the more than 500 congrega-
i tions invited to assemble ' the USA, all at the expenses; of Jerusalem. That she was im-
rtant in the Christian com- Barnabas and Paul when Barna-
in would be much higher. I selected church school super-Inf "Tent City," Tennessee- more than 1,000 men attended. 
bas expressed a desire to takeMilwaukee, ' ., IC . 
• • • - intendents and teachers in the Israel Organizing Com- Poillegally ousted from their • • • I 
lands and properties during. TO ISRAEL The event will be a district 
munity there is indicated by THIRD NATIONAL MEET local churches, choir directors,imittee of the International the deserter with them a sec-i 
ond time.
the fact that Peter, leader of
. Ninety-two midwesterners, assembly of Jehovah's Wit- 
CHICAGO-.Four prominent organist, chairman of music1Contest.
Paul's faith in the young mail
the apostles, went to her house
i clergymen will address the committees chairman, of con-, U. S. citizens over 18 years after his release from prison asi nesses scheduled for Aug. 22- . . .
Third National Meeting of ference boards of education,, of age interested in compet- that was a meeting place of the
, of whom -68 are Chicagoans, 
had been destroyed.1 have made arrangements to 27 at Milwaukee's Arena and CATHOLIC 1NTERRAC I A L executive secretaries of con-' ing for the championship early Christians. Barnabas, however, perhapssettle in Israel according to Auditorium. This ie one of a COUNCIL in Detroit, Aug. 24 ference boards of educationl should send their names and Thus Mark was well known because his greater experienceI Mrs. Edwin B. Bernsen, chair- series of 13 such gatherings to the 27. They include the and members of family life address to the neares Israel 
, man of the Aliyah committee' this summer and fall in the Rev. John F. Cronin, S. S.,! committees. I Diplomatic or Consular of-
of the American Zionist Coun- United States, Canada, and I Catholic social action move- • • • fices, which are located as
cil, Chicagoland area, and a Europe. One held in June inl ment of the national Catholic CHURCH WOMEN follows:
past President of the Chicago New York City's Y an k e e w e Ifs r e conference; Arch- ASSEMBLE . Israel Office of Informa-
I 
IHadassah. I
Stadium drew an attendance
1 A reception ip their honor!of almost 93,000 according to 1)
bisho John F. Dearden of MIAMI BEACH, FLA.- The' tion, New York; Consulate to Peter. Barnabas, leader of had taught him greater pa-
the Christians in Antioch, had tience, continued to see promise' will be held at the Sherato&Mr. Brown. We are expected 
Detroit and John Modwo Am- significance of the world-wide General, Chicago Consulate
an even closer connection with in the lad.Blackstone Hotel on Tuesday are about 30,000 to be in
• • 
missah of Cape Coast, Ghana; church in the lives of Ameri-i
the young man in that he was Thus Mark was the cause of
General, Los Angeles; Con-
Aug. 15, at whic time the ," B 
.d and Bishop Victor J. Reed of ca's 12 million church womenisulate, Atlanta; Consulate,
a cousin'the opening of our lesson., 
a rift between Barnabas andthe Oklahoma C i t y-T u 1 s a l during this period of interne- Dallas, Consulate, Philadel-j In Paul, and Bareaba2 is ra-04 Titer,
Hon. David Tesher, Consul' Principle purpose of the. Diocese. tional tensions and revolutions phis
I ' Barnabas and Paul (Saul) are. General of Israel in Chicago,
• will extend greetings to thelJerovah's Witnesses with prac-
1 assembly will be to provide • • • , will engage the Ninth Na- .
ment history.
New York competitions on about to return to their head- 
tioned again the New Testa-
EPISCOPAL CHURCH tional Assembly of UNITED Aug. 20 and Sept. 3, will be quarters at Antioch, in Syria,distinguished gathering of tical Bible instruction to ap- 
-
C The references from Colo.-Chicago monist leaders and or- ply to their field ministry and ATLANTA, GA.-One of The four-day sessions will
' held at the Herzl Institute 515 after a trip to take alms to the
Christians in Jerusalem. Barna.- sians and II Timothy reflectPark ave., New York.1 ganizational representatives daily living. South Africa's most outspoken bring together some 3,000 • • • bas, as head of the church, was Paul's two imprisonments. In1 who will be extending their The six-day concention fill
undoubtedly seeking new po- the first we see that Mark haa'"L'hitraot" (farewell) to the feature speakers from the en-;
,opponents of the government- church women from all over
METHODIST SCHOOLS tential leaders redeemed himself completely in'enforced policy of apartheid the United States in Miamil group. tire area served by the as- I NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.-, 'Our lesson demonstrates that Paul's eyes--to the extent of be-I 
• • • sembly as well as the world will come to the United States Beach, Fla., Oct. 9-12.
he was Indeed a shrewd judge ing one of only three loyal
Alaska and one in India, with of character and that M the 
Two Methodist schools, one ml friends. He also indicatea thatASSSIGNED headquarter staff in Brookly, in September to attend the United Church Women of1General Convention of thei Florida will serve as hostesses
offer expanded and improved' end his faith in Mark as a po- he had sent Mark as his per.The 
Rev. Harold S. Huff, a N. Y. The high-light will be Episcopal Church, the trien4 to the Assembly. Concurrently;former pastor, college profes-1 reached Sunday, Aug. 27, i instruction next year becausel tential leader was more than sonal representative to the Co-
has 
gathering of Episcopalian United Church Men, a gen- lossiane.sor and district superintendent when N. H. Knorr, Watch- from all 50 states and various! eral department of the Na- of recent developments ini justified.
joined the staff of the tower Society P r e s i d e n t, missionary districts overseas.' tional Council of Churches, • • • signed minor duties. When the shows what favor the young
I Mark, as a trainee, was as- Our lesson's final referencebungs and curricula.
. Division of National Missionslspeaks on the subject "When
The most distinguished Rev.. and United Church Men of I 
missionary journey to Paul and great apostle Peter, who con-
Holy Spirit dictated the first Mark eventually found with theI of the Methodist Board of All National Unite 
Under.
Joost de Blank, Anglican Florida will hold conferences( LAUNCH DRIVE
 SOUTH BEND, IND.-Rev.'! Missions as a specialist in the God's Kingdom."
rural church. He has been as-1 
• • •
John Hunter, pastor of First' rarnabaSs' theytheir a en ant.
took .Mark along sidered him such an apt pupil
signed to the Department ofl MISSIONARY JAILED , AME Zion church, announced' '  that he called him his son.
- -Town and Country Work. 1 The Rev. Raymond E. Noah 'plans this week of the launch-1 . - ' ;mai Council of Churches of Christ la tar USIA., and uset by ewasissies.
-ed on copyrighted outlines produced by the Midas of °bridles Zdtioatloit,
THE GOSPEL F E S T I V A L Prior to joining the Na-: of Palco, Kan.. 
a Methodist' I ing of a drive to add 2,000 Distributed by King Feature. Syndicate
headed by Rev. Broomfield tional Division staff Aug. 1,1 missionary 
to Angola since members to his congregation 
I and to remodel and refurnishBarnes who started the mov- Mr. Huff had been superin- • 1950, was arrested July 
14.
the entire physical plant. !Fowler and Mrs. A. 0. Parker. closed covering letters, werement several years ago will 
tendent of the Northern (its- in Luanda. Angola's capital,
sent to President Kennedy and
again be presented at ter the trict of the North Dakota by the Portuguese secret 
po- The drive will end on Sep- Highlights of the July 26
activities included conferenceBilliken Parade in Washington Methodist Conference for four lice (PIDE). No 
public an-, (ember 30.
• • • sessions with Mrs. I. G. Pratt, 
Premier Khreshchev.Park on Aug. 12th. The Fes- years, having been appointed nouncement of his arrest, 
and'
tival has the complete backing in 1957. I that of the Rev. Cecil Scott, , in charge of district presi- ELECTED PRESIDENT
of the Salem Baptist Associa-1 
• • • l a British missionary, was, 
HOUSE PARTY
The Women's Missionary dents; Mrs. Carrie B. Sloan,! WILBERFORCE, Ohio -
lion, composed of more than NATIONAL CONVENTION 1 made by the 
Portuguese gov-1 and Educational Convention and Mrs. Jesie Q. James, in
EXPERIENCES OF A LAD OF AVERAGE ABILITIES
WHO IS CALLED INTO CHURCH SERVICE
GOLDEN TEXT
"Suffer hardship with me, as a yood soldier of Christ
Jesus."-II Timothy 2:3.
Bishop Edgar A. Love, head oftwo dozen churches and of Chicago, Aug. 6. U.S. Sec-;ernment until July 27. I Auxiliary to the General Bap- charge
Baltimore Area of the Cen-
_  of Officers; Mrs. C.
which Rev. B. B. Brady is retary of Labor Arthur Js The Methodist Board 
of tist Convention of Florida In- F. Dixon and Mrs. S. A. Lewis,
moderator. The i r slog a n,i Geldberg is s c he d u 1 e d to1Missions in New York had, , corporated conducted its in charge of committees; Mrs.I tral Jurisdiction of The Meth-
"Every Pastor is a Booster and speak at a joint convention, been informed since 
July 20 i "First House Party" as an, Tempie Morris and Mrs. A. odist Church since 1952, was
every Booster is a Reader." session of two national Cath- of Mr. Noah's arrest, but 
had, ' informal meeting for key of- M. Johnson were in charge . electe-a president of the de-More than fifty groups, choirs' olic organizations in Detroit, witheld annuoncement in 
the ficers and members of the or-I of the Youth Work area. nomination"s unofficial socialganization during the latter! • • • action group, the Methodist
and outstanding ministers will l on Aug. 26, 1961. The two
share the spotlight in this organizations are the National 
. 
hope he would be released.
The information about the ar- part of July at Florida Nor-I PRAYERS
mal and Industrial Memorial NEW YORK - A Call told wing
Prayer over the Berlin crisis 
17:: oiler ,n. 
Conn., 
Lloydou t na nl
Federation for Social Action,spiritual event.
11. C. WESLEY 
____, racial Justice and the National Missions in a letter, which had
, Catholic Social Action Con-Ito be smuggled out of Angola.
Catholic Conference for Inter-I rest came to the Board of
ference. I The Portuguese government 
College.
SIONS FOR TODAY," which United Presbyterian Church
was "NECESSARY DR C I- all 3,207,303 mmebers of The








Worley,es. i  Julydh ee succ edsnre 
1 Both organizations are hold- did not communicate with the
. was stressed throughout the in the U.S.A. 'since 1952.Funeral Parlors I ing national conventions inI Board 
about the matter.
Detroit at the end of Aug. The So far as is known, Mr. ' entire session. Purpose of the, Responding to President
Oxygen  Noah is the first Methodist affair according to Mrs. Celes- Kennedy's request for the 
equipped MEN, Al LAST IT'S HERE missionary to be jailed 
since 'tine Dixon, first vice-president prayers of the American peo-
ambulance Take New RUMTOREX And ant./ Los the Rev. Dr. F. Olin Stock- of the Baptist Women's Aux-) ple, the call was issued by theday or night. e dotter, uteperetton RUMTOREX Wm, • iliary was "That our unity Moderator (presiding officer),
We Serve To CIAN5 FORMULA Onh, 5100 for e t.
up *here nature lures eft • PHYSI-
ereelo hipply Weer-bed! of net mew Animal Welfare might be strengthened, ourc Paul D. McKelvey of Southaims cleared, our fellowship Pasadena, Cal. Copies of theServe Again toed Otto 3 bottles, Sone COD Cheek
MU 4-8905 n, Money Chder NOW We pick up any stray ar warmer, and our knowledge Call to Prayer, with the en -
NO 7-75 1 5 r I THE RUMTOREX CO. unwanted animals 
of the program improved. .
Some of the highlights ofi
m.:XTerts. 239 E 1155h St.. 605 17 Animal 
Welfare League
NEW YOP.K 29, N. Y. Call iNlOrmal 7 -0089 
I the house party activities ore
-s- July 25 included an address
by Dr R W Puryear presi-
,st Mks,s; 
, dent of Florida Normal; spe-I
. . . ,
1 cial greetings and welcome'
"Suffer hardship with me, as a good soldier ef Christ by Mrs. Susie C. Holley, presi-•
Jesua."-11.Ti_risethy 2.3. dent of the organization and
- second Vice-president of the
Science Shrinks Piles 
 Women's Auxiliary to the Na-
tional Baptist Convention; a
1 special address on the topic
1006 W. 59th St.New Way Without Surgery Unity" by 
Mrs. Corrine Watts, 7838vSia.6Co6t5t6T Grove
"The Value and Condition of
GR. 5-91514445 SOUTH PARK 1 promotional secretary of the
24 HOUR AMBULANCE SERVICEATIantic 5-5678 Chicago 53, Illinois ilndertaker Manager
THEO R HAWES 
! Stops Itch-Relieves Pain 
sponsoring organization; and
Air-Conditioned - Parking Facilities
a panel discussion of "When,
we Accept All insurance And Burial Association Policies.
New York. N. Y. ( Speeial ) - ments as "Piles have ceased to be I 
Leaders Lead" featuring Mrs.'
For the first time science has a problem!" And among these
(Susie M. White, Mrs. A. L.1 CHICAGO'S MOST REASONABLE FUNERAL DIRECTORSFunerals held July 28, 1961 1.0 .26, 1961. Services conducted in 128, 1961. Services conducted in
and including August 3, 1961. our chapel July 31. 1961. our chapel Aug, 1, 1961 found a new healing aubstance sun'  were a very wide va-SUSIE HINES CARTF,R. died! ALVIN DELOACH, died July DAVID THOMPSON, died with the astonishing ability to riety of hemorrhoid conditions,July 25, 1961. Services conduct- 26, 1961. Services conducted in July 26, 1961, services conduct- shrink hemorrhoids stop itch- some of 10 to 20 years, standing.him and th All th, without the use ofad in 
our chapel July 28, 1961sour chapel July 31, 1961. ad in our chapel Aug. 1, 1961. relieve pain - wi out
narcotic'
is
, anesthetics or griffin-WALTER DAVIS, died July; MARY PRICE, died July 18, MARTHA SAUNDERS, died 
ear er
In o 
gents of any kind. The secret is25. 1861. Services conducted m 11961. Services conducted in our July 27. 1961. Services conducted anothenre h,"veftler:rstrrtid 
case 
neim terparofv - a new healing substance (Hie-our chapel July 28, 1961. chapel July 31. 1961. ment" was reported and veri- Dynell)-- the discovery of a
chapel July 29, 19R1.
1961. Services conducted in our
JEFF THOMAS. died July 22.,
1961. Services conducted in our es,
IDA HOLDMAN, died July 12, AMELIA JORDAN, died July
in our chapel Aug. 2, 1961.
fled by • deetor's observations.
And, while 
ve74, =nets; dwai.di„uslirem..ftdiznr. researchhesin;,n irn Ltsirteldi.
AM 
P Ch eel.
GERALDINE J. MILLER., our chapel Aug. 1 1961.





Mtn as Sliehlian - vi
chapel July 31. 1961. 
1961. Services conducted in
pain, actual reduction or re- tissue on all parts of the body.JOHNNIE HAyES. died July PAARY MOTT died July 31, traction (shrinking) took place.died July 25. 1961. Services con- i s-Thai sop IiAnd most amazing of all Is offered in aupponitory or oint-29.121, 1961. Remains shipped to lege Remains ;hipped to Hot PRESBYTERIAN ducted in our chapel July
Meridian, Miss. for burial. Aug. this improvement was main-
*Xii.tlAsfkorfmor cianidledividPUrallPay rilltaatil°4 
Ober ch Ilehool
Pother I. 0 Law roman . Rooter
11:30 • AI1961 Springs, Ark., for burial Aug. 3.1
Hop* Presbyterian Church Poi! Puche Met •ndLOV1E RICE, died July 26. 1. 1961. 1981. observations were continued convenient Preparation H Sup-
tained in cases where a doctor's
1961. Services conducted at Full' JEROME LANCASTER, died
Gospel Pentecost Church July'JulY 28- 1881. Services conduct' July 31, HMI. Remains shipped
DELILAH McCORNELL, died over a period of many months! 'soldieries or Preparation H
absent with special appll- 
alst and Loomis IOC
Pee P InnP. IlloeMen 11011 A.M
°ugh that antritrers were able e,ater. Preparationsell at
In fact, results were so ther. Of 
DR. 741T2
MAGGili HOLDEN. died July JAMES RANK1NS. died JulyiAug. 3. 1961 
Worship Servitors 11 A.M.
2fi, 1961 ed in our chapel Aug. 1, 1961. jto Brookhaven. Mass., for burial to make such astonishing state- all drug counters.
Words of the Wise
























































































































































































































It has been quite sometime
since something other than
the major league pennant
races has gained the spotlight
in .our national past-time at
this stage of the basebal sea-
son. Such is the case of three
eminent wearers of the flan-
nels. At this junction and no
unforseen events to derail
their attempts, chances are
their exploits will continue to
parallel the pennant aspirants
for the headlines.
In the National League, the
40-year-old Warren Spahn of
the Milwaukee Braves h a s
astounded the experts as he
pproaches the pinnacle of•
ris career. The stylish left-
ander, who came to the
Braves in 1942 when their
wigwarm was located in Bos-
ton, has chalked up his 300
major league triumph.
Manager Chuck Dressen
ordered the Muskogee, Okla.
portsider to skip his pitching
turn while on the west coast
in order to allow the home
fans to share his 300th vic-
tory which tied him with the
immortal Lefty Grove who
was the last major league
hurler to win 300 games.
Grove won his 300th game in
1941, which incidentally was
his last major league victory.
Spahn posted his 300th
career win on August 11th
against the Chicago Cubs. He
won 2-1 over the Cubs Jack
Curtis who also pitched a
il
ood game. Each pitcher al-
,wed only 6 hits.
Three years spent in the
service shortly after he made
his major league debut, ap-
parently hampered Spahn
none in the least. He has had
more than his share of 20
games won campaigns. When
the 1948 pennant winning
Boston Braves were heading
down the stretch, Spahn's ef-
fectiveness was exemplified in
the - quotation, "Spahn and
Sain and one day of rain."
EX-HOME FANS
The second All-Star game
which was played in Boston
was homecoming for Spahn
and the ex-home fans showed
that they still appreciated the
great lefty ,by giving J. h .e
greatest ovation to him dur-
ing the pre-game introduc-
tions.
While the wily craftsman
is not a cinch to repeat as a 20
gikame winner this year, and
IIIIret that isn't too remote with
13 victories bagged already,
It's not strange why the
power hitting barrages of the
Yankees' Mickey Mantle and
Roger Marts has made the
Bombers' pennant quest a ra-
ther routine one, even though
they only recently unseated
the surprising Detroit Tigers
for first place and are barely
71inging to a scant lead in the
standings.
The reason is simple. The
M boys, the M could easily
stand for muscles for they
have plenty, are within strik-
ing distance of the most
sought after record in sports
annals. The Metropolitans (get
this term in before you start
associating it with new Na-
tional League entrant for
*ew York) are used to pen-ants, besides they are the
league's defending champs
The fans, not only Yankee
ones, but nation wide the
baseball world are wonder-
ing will the 34-ear-old ma-
jor league homerun m a rk
set by the great George Her-
man Ruth tumble under the
murderous clobbering of
American League pitchers by
Matis and Mantle.
PERCH OF BAMBINO
Babe Ruth, because he ac-
counted for a career total of
714 circuit swats laboring for
the most part as an outfielder
for:the pin stripped New
Yorkers, earned for himself
the: fabled title the Sultan of
Swat. His 1927 homer total of
60 sill stands as a major league
recnrd and the efforts of Jim-
my Foxe, Ralph Kiner, Hank
Gr•enberg, Johnny Mize, Mel
liftt; Willie 
Mays to mention a 'ew have done little in their
best thrusts to disturb the lofty
perch of the Bambino.
After an early effort of Foxe
fizzled when he hit 58 home-
runs for the 1934 A's. so after
Greenberg reached his 56 for
Detroit a few years later most
ceded that Mr. Ruth was in a
class all by himself.
Many writers would start the
Ruth comparison when just
about every young slugger
would get off to a fast start in
April. Invariably these brawny
upstarts or seasoned veterans
slowly withered under the
pressures of publicity and the
awareness of enemy • pitchers.
Never-the-less experts thought
there were young fence busters
around who had a chance,
namely, Mays, Hank Aaron,
Ernie Banks and Mantle. All,
these young bat wielders, ob...
viously no Ruths, no doubt
have shown images of the great
round man of swat.
MANTLE AND MARIS
Both Mantle and Mans got
off to good starts this year, but
because the public was kind of
used to getting overworked-up
about these early assaults on
fences everything went about
normal in regard to coverage.
When Mantle and Mans con-
tinued to increase their days
ahead of the Babe's record
pace and the knowledge of the
longer American League sea-
son by nine to 163, then the
fever was on again.
At presstime Mantle and
Maria had poked 45 four base
wallops.
Mantle and Maria got their
45th homer on August 12,
which put them 15 games
ahead of the 1927 record-set
ting pace of Babe Ruth.
It is believed in general that
being that far ahead at this
point gives both players a
chance to avoid having to du-
plicate the tremendous Sep-
tember hitting of the Sultan of
Swat. That was the pitfall of. 
By ROBERT WILLIAMS
Foxx and Greenberg. I Former stablemate of !
Opinions vary on who has Gene Fullmer Here in Memphis
the best chance to conquer and Ernest Burford, a one time
wrestle the long existing rec. Memphis Tri-State tournament
ord from the books. Mantle boxer, who turned professional
modestly thinks Mans has the under the management of Mary
best crack at it because few Jensen (Gene Fullmer's mana-1
pitchers are going to walk ger) is now back in Memphis.,
Burford has performed in manyRoger to get to him. Then on
the other hand Maria thinks different cities of the United!
Mantle's experience and ability States.
to hit from either side gives Spending most of his time in
him an advantage. West Jordan, Utah, Burford
SOME $8.000 has picked up considerable ex-
What about the pennant perience as a sparring partner
which could mean the differ- for Middleweight Champion
ence between $8,000 and an Gene Fullmer.
early departure for winter oc- He has fought top ranking
boxers in many main events.cupations? According to rookie
Burford recently held Acemanager Ralph Houk, under
Armstrong to a draw in a Chi-stress and strain from the '
Bar-
to 
he accepted a contract cago televised main event. 
ford has defeated former third-pilot the Brook Bombers
who had been led to a multi- ranking middleweight contend-
plicity of championships by the 
er, Henry Hank, another of his
grand ole Casey Stengel, the 
victims is Jesse Smith.
league title is paramount in
the minds of his men. It ap-
pears that Houk is not blowing
steam or just talking for his
super stars are winning games




In a recent news release
from Los Angeles much was
mentioned about the transition
made by Memphian Charles
Hicks of UCLA from tackle to
end. He had tremendous speed
as an interior linesman and
was switched to the terminal
where he helped the Uclans de-
fensively and managed to snare
an aerial from the rifle arm
of All-American tailback Bill
Kilmer, recently named out-
standing player in the college
all-star game in Chicago. The
touchdown caught by Hicks
was in a game last year against
the Air Force Academy.
MEMPHIS FOOTBALL
Memphis football f ans
weren't surprised to hear of
Hicks doing well at end for
he was an outstanding flank-
man on the successful 1954-56
mentored teams of Joe West-
brook, earning all-city recog-
nition. Hicks saw action as a
basketball player but earned
his scholarship for his grid-
iron prowess while attending
Melrose High School. Incident-
ally there were other talented
members of the Hicks family
who displayed their athletic en-
dowments for the Orange
Mound school.
Hicks has plugged hard at
PRIZE WINNERS. Transistor
radios were presented b
the Schlits Brewing com-
pany as special trophies to
the winn•rs of the 1961
Central States Golf Associa-
tion championships at Mil.
waukee's Brown Deer club.
Women's champion was
Edna Brooks of St. Louis,
who posted a 54-hole total
of 298: Edward Cooper
(center), Peoria. IIL, swept
men's honors with 311 over
72 holes. The special trophies
were presented by Floyd
Collins (right), Schliir sales
representative from Kansas
City, who attended three-
day *wet which attracted
some 115 top Negro men and





1 WASHINGTON, D. C.—
Senator Paul H. Douglas (D-
ill.) has announced the ap-
pointment of Sylvestre
GROWTH OF GOLF Associates to bring the largestWatkins, Sr., as Area Repre-
sentative for the Illinois Say- Meet our pioneer of golf thing in the United States in
ings Bonds Division of the Robert (Rob) Wright Sr.,pe 
of 
golf to Memphis Aug. 1962.
U. S. Treasury Department. operator and Pro of 
o 
The tournament is to be play-
The appointment was made by; e most beautiful and the ed over two 18 holes golf
William H. Neal, national di-I most challenging golf courses courses simultaneous. The city
rector, i in the southland who went has already sanctioned Audu-
to bat for negro golf in Mem- bon as the second course. WeWatkins is the first Negro phis to set this town far ahead are in store for a big first inever to serve as an Area Re-, of many southern cities.presentative of the Treasury! the south. Golfers follow thisIt all started before World tournament from all States.Department's Savings Bonds. War II when Rob and the late The pioneer has brought golfDivisio n. His appointment Sam Qualls Sr. made New a long way from New Parkwas made on the recommenda- Park Cementary their first Cementery to an invitation totion of Senator Douglas. It isi playing ground and played all golfers of the United Golfa part of President Kennedy's golf there for a long time Association. "COME VISITEqual tmployment Executivel until the war made them un- WITH US" Are you ready?Order broadening recruitment able to get maintenance equip -activities among minority ment to keep the grass cut,groups for important federal then Curtiss Turner who was, Game, Fish Lakesposts. maintenance superintendent of'
Watkins is responsible for the parks allowed Rob to take
the promotion and sale of a few friends to practice at Attract FishermenP 
Series E and H Sayings Bonds, Lincoln park. After of about Some 12,000 people fished atin his area, which embraces a year the superintendent ati the nine Game and Fish op-one-sixth of Cook County the park made them five l crated lakes during the month
(Chicago), including part of1 holes and greens to play on. of June, according to Forrestthe downtown and civic cent-; The group grew to about 1,s. Durand, director of theer area, and all of Kankakee1 25 and then recame the Eu-, Game and Fish Commission.I County. In his new position, reka golf club. They went to Of this total, 9,614 purchasedI he will call on leaders in the mayor Walter Chandler andl permits. Free fishermen in-field of business, banking and asked for a golf course. He, chided 1,412 child' en under 12emtclaietaiotino,paendmwedoirek pwriotmh
octoirnniil course at Douglass Park. At disabled veterans. The lake




Burford trains nightly at the
Abe Scharff Branch YMCA,
1.--IffaommamegaitacT
Golfing With ̀ Lir
i;101&
By
- Mrs. Cornell Wolfe
1 payroll savings, school say-1
ings, and over-the-co u n t e r 
the time the boy scout camp
was housed there. It was im-
I sales of Savings Bonds, mediately moved to Fuller
I For the past year and a, Park. As the course was being
I half Watkins has been cir- I designed the Douglass school
culation director for the "Chi- had to be enlarged so that
cago Daily Defender," and necessitated most of the acres
i .
prior to this published a corn- that were first laid out for the
munity newspaper, "The Near course. A smaller nine hole
South Post." He also served' course .1.vas built instead. It
as national circulation director was never adequate for large
for the Pittsburgh Courier, tournament play. Rob was the lakeand from 1951 to 1957, was Pro and Garfield Allen was  managerF'
TODAY circulation director for the , maintenance foreman. CharlesJohnson Publishing Co., Chi- I Sit ford the Negro pro played ' FROG HUNTINGFrog hunting was permitted
Watkins is currently presi- many Mr h.
I on this course he is known by
mp tans. I 
for one hour after sunset un-
at Laurel Hill for eight nightscago.
til midnight. Ninety-nine hunt-dent of the Board of Directors, Sam Qualls Sr. died and,
cago. He is a member of the many donations to the club 
its! ter trips were made and 647Abraham Lincoln Centre, Chi- because of his devotion and
f r o g s weighing 342 pounds
sion 3, Welfare Council and nor to the Sam Qualls Golfers. 
were caught. Thirty-threeExecutive Committee, Divi- name was changed in his ho-
hunters bagged the limit.
Lakes owned and operateChairman of the Sub-Commit- The Sam Qualls golf clubSir Victor died at "Eves," his beach home. Lady Sass tee on Resident C a m p i n g. joined the Central States golf bythe former Evelyn Barnes, a native of Texas, was at his side. Watkins is also a member of Associates in 1951 during the Commission for fishermen, in-
the State Game and Fish
The financier was third Baronette and a descendent of the Board 
of Directors, Joint presidency of Nathaniel Jot, elude Lake Bedford, Browns
C r e e k Lake, Burgess' Falls,Negro Appeal, and of the Chi- don of St. Louis Mo. It wasthe wealthy Parsee family from India. According to his own
Commission. States tournament to 
Mem-ICarroll, Fisherville, Humbolt,statement he was the sixth richest man in the world. cago C I v ii W a r Centennial voted to bring the Central Maple, Marrowtone, White-
British Financier Dies
NASSAU, Bahamas — (UPI) — Sir Victor Sassoon, 79,
British financier and leading race horse owner, died Saturday
night of a heart attack.
Asks For Physical Education Midland Authors, Watkins has first time it had ever been'
A member of the Society of phis July of 1956. This is the! ville and Laurel Hill.•
edited several books, includ- played south of St. Louis. The
ing "An Anthology of Amen- , tournament was played over
can Negro Literature" and the 18-hole Audubon city,
Facts." He is currently writ-'that cropped up during this
Icours e. The embarassment;"The Pocket Book of Negro
ing a new book called "Ne- tournament made the city de-
gro Heritage." cide right away to build a
!
fine 18 hole golf course (This!
course is designed for electric
golf carts) to prevent this in-
cident from ever happening
; again.
Now plans are being form-
ulated by Robert Wright andMower Away
located at Linden and Lauder- 1 ire InAlaskan Forest
dale.
UCLA and his efforts are pay-
ing off for him as they had for
another Melrose footballer, Es-
ker Harris. In 1958 this writer
had a talk with Hicks and
George Harris, younger broth-
er of Esker while they took a
sports scribes just about con- break from their summer school
Gilbey's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Gran Neutral Spirits W.8, A.
Gamy, Ltd., Cincinnati, Ohio. Distributed by National Distillers Products Company.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Oklahoma football coach Bud
Wilkinson said Sunday there are a lot of American girls who
"don't have strength enough to hold and swing a tennis racket I
long enough so they can play tennis."
Wilkinson, director of a White House youth fitness program
found this "almost incredible." He said in an interview with l
U. S. News & World Report magazine that schools should1
strengthen their physical education courses to make sure that I
every able-bodied pupil gets at least 15 minutes of vigorous
exercise daily.
crossed the Alaska highway was reported Sunday within 10 Men! Five Days 'Grid' SchedulePRINCE GEORGE, B. C. — (UPI) — A forest fire that
I to 15 miles of the village of Munch°.
community, located 400 miles north of here, was not in great benefit to 
man. Take the The St. Augustine's college
•
Swift Strike 1 A forestry official said here unless the wind changes theI
War Games In danger.The highway was reported open to traffic. i fornia horticulturist by the 1 g am e "grid" schedule, an-
work of a University of Cali- "Falcons" will play a nine
I A reconnaissance plane left here to investigate the blaze name of John 
Madison. He nounced today by Jesse Cle-
Second Week I which wasapsprethpnertFedindolnaythreivoeurtskoimrtse 2o4fothmeileIsndpipanrthvielflagheemof fromfive deaymsowtg. itHeto obrseecrovveer i letHicos.
he finds that it takes a good ments, new director of ath-
ME GAMES: Oct. 7,
CHERAW, S. C. — (UPI) —. 
About 40 Indian families live in the village but a forestry"If you happen to be busy and North Carolina college; Oct.
official said few of them would be there now. I let the grass go two weeks 14, St. Paul's college; Oct. 28,
War games between two crack! — . . .
Two major forest fires near this central B. C. town were. .between mowings, 
the lawn, HOMECOMING, Elizabeth
unitsf theStrategicA 
• ,
chief extinguisher for brush- blazing out of control Sunday. But they were almost entirely '' For years we've hunted,
Corps (STRAC), the nation's circled by fire-guards.
I • 
along with many another man,
for excuses to delay cutting GAMES AWAY: Sept. 23,1fire wars, went into its sec- I
ond week Monday in the Au-1 Union Opposes Lie Tests the lawn. None worked. But Morris college; Oct. 21, Fay-
. . WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Officials of the Amalgamated now 
comes science to the res- etteville Teachers; Nov. 11, J.gust heat of South Carolina.
1 't. C. Smith Univ.; Nov. 18, Dela- 1
•
"Science truly can be of
division began crossing the. "ge' in which to live*Meat Cutters 
and Butcher Workmen of North America (AFL-
broad Pee Dee river here for CIO) have advised local unions to block employer attemptsl a
a drive into the heart of the to give lie detector tests to workers.
aggressor forces, manned by President Thomas J. Lloyd and Secretary-Treasurer Pat-
men of the 101st Airborne di- rick E. Gorman, Saturday attacked use of the tests, which
vision, whic h are deployed' have been suggested as a means of stopping petty thefts.
across a wide area of the Pied. Two union officers, writing in the union's official publi-
mont sections of North and
South Carolina. cation, said such 
tests put employers "in the category of
The operations are part of suspecting all of their workers of being thieves."
exercise Swift Strike, a train-i
sl Seek Raise For U. S. Judgesing exercise to test the tactic '
and maneuverability of WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Chairman Emanuel Celler
STRAC and supporting troops.
Engineers of the 82nd divi-
sion were ordered to begin
constructing assault bridges
across the Pee Dee early Mon-
day. One wave of troopers
crossed the river in assault
boats to establish a bridge-
head against the dug-in ag-
gressor forces.
of the House Judiciary committee says he plans to introduce
legislation that would give all Federal judges a $5,000 pay raise.
Federal judges, both on the Supreme Court and in Dis-
trict courts now are paid $22,500 a year. This is also the an-
nual salary for members of the House and Senate.
The New York Democrat said in a statement Sunday he'
was introducing the measure in response to a resolution by
the American Bar Association.
classes. Hicks spoke mostly of
school work and gave little
Indication of hie chances to move
up to the talent laden varsity.
He's made it, keep at it
CHUCKY.
Local daily papers somewhat
overlooked a favorite son who
was on the college all-star
squad and ran pictures of mid.
Southerners who weren't real-
ly residents. For the uninformed
Houston Antwine played at
Mannassas High School for
four years and completed four
star studded years at Southern
Illinois University in Carbon-
dale this year.
FATHER BERTRAND
I'm quite sure his credentials
were widely released in time
for his hometown dailies 10
make mention. The 220 pound
former all-prep league tackle
was a teammate of Willie
Brown at So. Illinois. The bur-
ly Antwine was drafted by the
Detroit Lions and was sched-
uled to report to their training
camp after the Chicago game
with the Eagles. Brown, former
Booker T. Washington star
guard, has signed as an assist-
ant coach at Harvey, Ill.
Don't be alarmed if you hear
strange sounds while in the vi-
cinity of Forest Hill Cemetery,
it's not the tombstones that
you hear, it's just the head
knocking of the Father Ber-
trand Thunderbolts who are
coming prep football season.
making preparations for the
Similiar pad sounds can be
heard near seven other hie
schools faced with the sari.,
task. Increasing competitio,
MOMS to shorten vacations
the prepsters a little bit me,,, 1
each year.
Summer snoozin's going to,
be shifty. The prettiest cotton'
shifts for sleeping are knee-









OF NEXT WEEK ONLY
Car Wash 99c
Front Brakes
Adjusted . . . $1.18
Lubrication . . . $1.00
We do all liinds of Auto Repairs





Pay Your Defender Boy Promptly
If you buy your Defenders from a saleshoy please
9. pay him promptly.
He Is a young merchant who owns and operates nil
own business. As such he has his obligation .0 meet If
I
run Ion's nave your money ready — if you asi him to
wait for his cash — 11011 MAC* a great hardship on him.
Unless he pays promptly for his papers. ne will lose
his opportunity to earn liberal profits, Valuable Prises
. and a real fillelrlallt training. And the Defender's iegulsr
visits to your home would be Interrupted.
MEWS PAY HIM PROMPTLY
.14
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
-ii11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iiiiiiiiii t 11111liti ..... Elm* 
City Teachers; Nov. 4, Win-
ston-Salem Teachers, and Nov.
23 Shaw university.
ware State.
All home games will be
played at Chavis park.
ii
14. 1
managers rented 2,787 boats
and 779 private boats were
used. Twenty-seven per cent
of the total number of fisher-
men-trips caught 12,139 pounds
of fish.
Fisherville Lake, near Mem-
phis, and Burgess Falls yield-
ed 86 bass that weighed 287
pounds, according to the creel





There is a reason why people
lik• to do business with us.
You, too, will like our cour-
teous treatment and desire to
help you.
-Open Thursday and Pride),
Nights Until 8:00 P M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 100
01 XIV RINANCie CO
Home Owned Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We like to say yes to your
loan request"
Examined and Supervised by
the State Department of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
NOW OPEN
TUESDAY NIGHTS
All Rides 5c For Kids Under 12 Yrs.











Mr. and Mrs Robert David
Turner, sr., 1031 Tupelo, Apt.
E, a son, Robert David II.
July 8
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Jack,
1122 Clyde, a son, Deriek Eu-
gene.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie White,
909 Saxon, a daughter, Linda
Faye.
July 9
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Kine,
2196 Castes, Apt. 15, a daugh-
ter, Rose Maria.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Stan
ton, 288 W. Brooks, a son, Dai
rell Booker.
July 10
Mr. and Mrs. Neasbie Al-
ston, 917 Saxon, a daughter.
Nataline Theresa.
Mr. and Mrs. Malvin H.
Tompkins, 1623 Pope, a
daughter, Yvonne MaIlie.
July 11
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ech-
ols, 1277 Airways, twin sons.
Mark Anthony & Marvin
John.
July 12
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Westley, 4849 Hornlake Road,
a daughter, Ella Louise.
July 13
Mr. and Mrs. Archie L. Da-
vis, 310 Glencoe, a daughter,
Anquinette.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnett Mon-
tague. 1851 Keltner Circle,
Apt. 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Saw-
yer, 1401 Decatur, a daugh-
ter, Jacquelyn Kay.
July 14
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rout-
ton, 1320 Brown, Apt. 5, a
daughter, Martha Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. I. J Graham,
...2r Lacy./
1836 Dunn ave., a daughter,
Jacquelyn Louise.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hol-
lowell, 1833 Nedra, a daugh-
ter, Jewel Amanda.
Mr. and Mrs. Adam Slaton,
399 East Butler, a daughter,
Florence Elizabeth.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Minor,
1578 Hanauer, Apt. B, a son.
Christopher Sherrod.
July 15
Mr. and Mrs. Arzo Wash-
ington, 699 St. Paul, a daugh-
ter, Jeanice.
July 16
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie James,
867 Saxon, a daughter, Mar-
vine.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelse Nelson,
2427 Dexter, a daughter, Nelse
Vernita.
Mr. and Mrs. Norvel Tur-
ner, 4839 Tulane rd., a son,
Broderick Tyron.
Musing: It was Emerson,
who asked, "What is a weed?"
And he answered, "A plant
whose virtues have not been
discovered." At one time
wheat was a "weed" and quite
use to mankind. Then
thoughts turn to Akott, who
stubbornly insists that there is
no such thing as a "bad boy."
The fault is in the laps of
those who lack the patience
and the care to probe beneath
the surface for what is good,
however, unpromising or un-
friendly that surface might be.
We much find the golden grain
within the husk, lest we lose
many good citizens.
Finally our first "must" for
every day should be to pause
before passing judgment, re-
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
For As Little As
$30 MONTHLY
You Can Have One or Two Modern, Convenient Office:,
In The Tri-State Defender Building.
DOCTORS - LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN. ETC.
Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke
TRI-STATE DEFENDER JA. 3-8397
Tell those youngsters, first,
they would not actually sit
down and compare costs of
gifts (?), but don't give such
expensive gifts that would
cause embarrassment. Gifts
must be in taste.
Now, if a boy and girl are
not going steady there is no
need to exchange presents.
,However, if the boy gives the
girl a present, all she owes in
return is a warm "thank you."
"Sweetheart" gifts may in-
clude scarfs, costume jewelry,
,gloves. Do not give anything
personal. Boy to girl present
such gifts as cuff links, a nice
'wallet, a record, a book or
initial handkerchiefs.
membering that the apparent-
ly, useless weed in the dirt of
the roadside may, with care
and cultivation, provide to-
morrow's bread.
Dear Carlotta:
feel they are old enough to 
Helena Ark. ManI have two children, who
give or rather exchange Christ-
mas gifts. They are worrying Miss Josephine Delore &College and Joan B. Hodge of
about the amount of money Crawford, daughter of Mr.I Columbus. Little Miss Cynthia
each has to spend. Please tell and Mrs. W. L. Crawford of fBloa
wrneertt of Columbus was
girl, and Master Mit-hem in your column what Columbus, Ga., was married ehell Thomas III also of Col-you think is "fair exchange
or boy-girl gifts, and what Helena, umbus was ring bearer.to James R. Bell of 
SYLVESTRE C. WATKINS,
SR., former circulation man-
ager of the "Chicago Daily
Defender" and newly appoint-
ed Savings Bonds salesman
for the U. S. Treasury De-
partment, talks with Sena-
tor Paul Douglas (D-I11.),
right, and Robert A. Wallace,
Special Assistant to the Sec-
retary of the Treasury. The
three met in the Senator's
Washington office following
Watkins appointment as Area
Sales Representative to r
Cook County (Chicago) and
adjacent Kankakee County.
Sen. Douglass recommended
Watkins appointment to the
Treasury, and Wallace, the
Treasury's Employment pol-
icy Officer handled adminis-
strative details and brought
Watkins into the Treasury's
nationwide sales organization.
Watkins is the first Negro
Area Representative to be
hired by the Treasury. He
now joins a sales force of
some 250 men and women
who direct over a half-mil-
lion volunteers in promoting
the sale of United States
Series E and H Savings
Bonds.
Ark. and Talladega College inwould you consider "sweet- The lovely bride was given WASH INGTO N, 13. C.—
heart" gifts? A mother, who a strikingly colorful ceremony
has two children who have on Aug. 5. The wedding took
suddenly "grown up." place at the Holsey Chapel,
Dear Mother: Christian Methodist Church
in Columbus with the Rev.
Edward Bryson performing l
the ceremony.
Dr. C. Eric Lincoln of Mem-
phis and Atlanta was Mr.
Bell's best man. Usher-
groomsmen were Eugene Ho-
do, Harry Lindsey, Godfrey
Jones and Paul Jones, all of!
Columbus.
The bride's sister, Miss Rose
Marie Crawford, a senior atI
Tennessee State University,'
was maid of honor. The Misses
Earline Major and Faye Davis,
graduating classmates of the,
bride at Talladega College'
were bridesmaids. Other brid-
esmaids were Misses Delores
Rush of Pennsylvania State,
Weds Talledegan Commended For
'Equal Chance'
To All Races
in marriage by her father. She
wore a white tissue taffeta
and peau d'ange lace gown
with chapel train. Her finger-
tip veil fell from a crown of
seeded pearls. She carried a
lace-covered prayer-book top-
ped with an orchid.
Making an excellent setting
for the double ring ceremony
was an altar floral arrange-
ment of yellow carnations al-
ternated with ten lighted can-
delabra complementing the
bridesmaids dresses and bou-
quets.
After the wedding trip to
American Beach in Jackon-
ville, the couple will be at
home at Talladega College
where Mr. Bell is Assistant
Professor of Physical Educa-
tion, Mrs. Bell will teach
music in the local high school.
Advertise In The Want-Ad Section kekly
3 Lines For 2 Weeks 
Call JAckson 6-8397
MADAM BELLMADAM DONNA
SPIRITUALIST READER AND ADVISOR
"I GUARANTEE SUCCESS WHERE OTHERS FAIL"
I give you seldom failing advice upon matters of life,
such as love, courtship, marriage, divorce, law suits,
speculation and transactions of all kinds. I seldom fail
to reunite the separated, cause speedy and happy mar-
riages. Overcome enemies, rivals, lovers' quarrels, evil
habits stumbling, blocks and bad luck of all kinds. I
lift you out of sorrow and trouble, and start you on the
path to happiness and prosperity. There is no heart so
sad or home so dreary that I cannot bring it sunshine;
in fact, no matter what may be your hope, fear or am-
bition, I guarantee to tell it all before you utter a word
t ome and after I am finished, if you are not absolutely
satisfied and I do not fulfill e7cr-,- word and claim
above, then you pay not a penny. LOOK FOR A BROWN
AND WHITE TRAILER WITH TWO LARGE BLACK
HANDS-5 miles north of Millington on Highway 51 N.
at Hanks' Grocery. DO NOT BE MISLED BY ANY OTH-
ER READERS. LOOK FOR MADAM DONNA.
Hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily and Sunday.
Tuesday is my day off.
SP.STE:: SANDRA
Phone Phone
RB 5-9192 RR 5-91112
LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS. ARIL.
1403 111{0A1144A1t 05 MIROA01441( Al L111151NA 01, LATH Si
God Gifted S'OWOT a neater I give vou your luck days
you' lucky aumber advice *boo, Health Kosinest. Marriage
and iov. attairs it vol nave any marriage oroblemF please
bring them to me I ern sure can nelp you
if you are sici worried and run down please come to me.
I can help money la O., object It you seem to be carrying an
evil conditior that's molding you down; II your luck never
swains to atm roach you, I! Paul loved ones seem to be
drittina sway from • M. II you have any of these problems
can more certamIN help von
Just 10 minute nom down town Memphis, ti.t the 14041
Memphis Bus a: the continental Bea Station at the corner
it .3rd ano Union
Ask the Bur Driver to let you oft on Broadway corner of
lath street open every day
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis-A ,ippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
hack after a long time of being away




Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?.Will take trade-in and finance
the balanceHave you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouraged? Baker Electric Co., Inc.
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM 2219 Young Ave.
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you.
Licensed 
BR 6-0016
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why F& Bonded Electricians
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail- 
We wire rneewE rtrin.mmt 
sadditions,
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once. ranges,erdrrerest,erasi,r 
electric heat.Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis- " 
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home AGENTS WANTED
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside 429 South Main
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK 10 MEN 10 WOMEN
1 HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She apply
FULLER PRODUCTSnever had an office in West Memphis.)
I Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line 
MAIDS
NEW YORK JOBS! and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
Guaranteed robe nem tannins
ttALARIPs TO 11414 Poliel4LY
rmnetIttorre 'erre room, board. tint
form.. TV Ttrketn ,,In A-I
(5C5.45.,..100, irt.i.ndt. atom MT.. Hems.
.70
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
Wli 6 2831 WH 8-2669
Pick up payments on
FRENCH PROVINCIAL
FURNITURE
Living Rm. - Dining Rm. •
Bed Rm. and Stereo
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
COME IN TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO
LATE. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO
CHARGE.
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily . Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Re
sure to look for the right sign and the right name.
3 MEN
$90 Weekly Earnings
Are i - 46. Man &hoof ErturatIon
Men with sates erperlence preferred
Must on neat In appearance Car It
Neeemati Able tO furni.th
PROMOTION TO
QUALIFIED MEN
Write to P.O. Sot 511 — 01shnt
Detail. .
Maids $15 to VW Pnr Week
New York, New Jersey, Boa-
bin, Mass., Hartford. Conn.
Jobs with free noon I/ board
TV, Uniforms
Ticket sent at once
Write Williams Agene
322% Beale St., Memphis,
Tenn.
20 MAIDS NEEDED
Pop Chlearo New York
no i.e Wevirii Arm WO
Pro* Anorn. ement T v
ri,knt sent RfiPr•fleell 11110111.1
W's. or Can
ringed employment Arens,
2671 LaMar Wernoirle Tents
PA 78154 OL 815110
MAIDS $35 19' $60 per Wk.
Now York, NI.* Jersey, Semen, Mnss
Ma Mord, Conn
'ohs with free room & horpd








The Negro Junior Chamber
of Commerce entertained
their wives and other guests
during the annual installeti,,,
dinner at Tony's Inn last Toes
day night.
Among those attending
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Peace Charles Fields, Dr.
John F. Jordan, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam W. Qualls, Rev. James
Netters, Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Bell, Nohan Bond, Miss Elisa-
beth Burton, Thaddeus T
Stokes, Mr. and Mrs. WIlliare
Willer, Hosea Bridges, Cherie,-
W. Westbrook, Mr. and Mrs





ment and labor organizations
which have established provi-
sions for equal opportunity in
their apprenticeship and train-
ing programs was expressed
, today by a subcommittee of
the President's Committee on
Equal Employment Opport-
unity.
The sub-committee on skill
improvement, apprentices h p
and training, of which AFL-
CIO President George Meany
is chairman, also commended
the U. S. Department of Labor
for its recent directive that
equal employment opportunity
provisions be written into the
standards o f apprenticeship
and training for all programs
in which the department par-
ticipates.
Employer and union groups
which have not yet inco r-
porated equal opportunity
provisions in apprenticeship
standards were urged to do
so by the sub-committee.
NEGRO PUBLISHER
Members of the sub-com-
mittee, in addition to Meany,
are Rabbi Jacob Weinstein of
Chicago and Howard Woods,
publisher of the St. Louis
Argus.
The sub-committee also re-
commended in a report to the
full Commmittee that where
appr opriat to. apprenticeship
agencies assign full-time per-
sonnel to working in the field
of equal employment opportu-
nity.
The sub-committee also
urged that young minority
group workers qualify them-
selves to pass the exacting en-
trance examinations for ap-
prenticeship so that more will
be able to enter and complete
apprentice training programs.
Meany also emphasized the
importance of insuring equal
opportunity, regardless of
race, creed, color or national
origin, in retraining programH
being undertaken to alleviate
the unemployment situation
in many areas and to train the,
employed workers for advanH
cement.
RETRAINING NEEDED
"In today's economy, equal,
job opportunities cannot be
achieved without an equal
chance to learn the job," Mr.
Meany explained. "At a time
when many industries and
areas are suffering from acute
unemployment, the retraining
of displaced workers should
receive special emphasis.
"Every effort should be
made to assure that members
of minority groups who tend
to suffer most acutely from
large-scale lay-offs have full
access to, and take full ad-
vantage of, retraining oppor-
tunities as well as apprentice-




were Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Repeat Recital
The piano pupils of Charles
Des will be presented in re-
cital at the Pilgrim Rest Bap-
tist church, 1484 Pillow St.,
on Tuesday night, Aug. 29.
starting at 7:30.
The program will be a re-
peat of the one given in Roger
Hall of Owen College on June
12, and is being given by po-
pular demand.
REAL ESTATE DIGEST
By Jesse L. Williams
"If thou canst believe all
things are possible to him that
believeth." St. Mark 9, Chap-
ter, 23 verse.
• • •
It is a generally accepted
rule that a broker cannot act
as the agent for both parties
in the same transaction. Each
is entitled to his undivided ef-
forts and to the unimpaired
use of his skill, knowledge,
and experience.
It is not possible for a brok-
er to fulfill these requirements
if he is at the same time giv-
ing an equivalent service to
the other party of the con-
tract.
The interests of buyer and
seller are diametrically op-
posed to each other. The sell-
er is interested in getting as
high a price for his property
as he possibly can, while the
purchaser is naturally inter-
ested in obtaining the prop-
erty at as low a price as pos-
sible, and so it is impossible
for an agent to represent just-
ly these conflicting interests.
BROKERS DO ALL
The agent must not occupy,
in other words, the position
of a judge, impartially weigh-
ing the merits of both sides.
He has been engaged by the
principal, to present in as con-
vincing a manner as he can
the claims of his principal, and
it is therefore imperative that
the broker do all in his power
to secure the best or most fav-
orable settlement possible un-
der the circumstances.
He is neither interested in
nor must he take any heed of
the wishes of the other party
in the transaction to the prej-
udice of his principal Under
certain extenuating circum-
stances, however, there has
been a divergence from this
principle of law. Even though
the transaction is an exchange
the broker cannot recover
commissions if he entrusted
with any discretion and has
an agreement to receive any
commission from the other
side without the knowledge
of both parties.
The rule, however, does not
apply to an exchange of prop-
erty where the broker has no
discretion but is simply to
bring the parties together. In 111
such case the broker is mere-
ly a middleman.
A broker who is vested with
discretion or upon whom his
employer has a right to rely
for the benefit of his skill or
judgment loses his right to
compensation if he agrees to




The 14th annual convention
of the National Association of
Real Estate Broker s, Inc.,
(realist) (Aug. 18-24. Conven-
tion headquarters: Sheraton
Plaza Hotel, Boston, Mass. Dr.
Robert C. Weaver, Federal
Housing Administrator, will be
the principal speaker at the




By James G. Gregory
MELONS HERE!
SERVE COLD
Summer is here so are water-
melons. Supplies are adequate
for the season.
Some people like to take out
a wedge of the watermelon to
see if it is ripe, but that means
the melon must be used right!
away.
Other people like to thump
it for sound, much the same as
a doctor thumps your chest.
Your best test is a velvety ap-
pearance on the surface of thel
rind. It should be a deep solid
green to gray color—dependingl
on the variety. The under side,
where it rested on the ground
during growth, should be yel4
lowish rather than pale green
or white.
Watermelons sometime have
a hard white streak running
lengthwise through the flesh—'
a condition know as "white
heart." Such melons are un-
desirable, but there is no way
of knowing that they are so.
affected without cutting them.
Melons are at their best
when fresh and served chilled.
In storing melons, wrap in
waxed paper, or put in a seal-
ed container as the fragment
melon aroma readily mingles
with other foods.
Watermelons are rich in vita-
min C and are good sources of
vitamin A. They are sometimes
called nature's own drink and
are better for the children than
a bottle drink.
FOOD BILL DROPS
The average family's grocery
bill is only about a fifth of the
take-home pay today, compared
with a fourth shortly after the
war, according to a report on
food costs issued by U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture.
The report, directed to the
nation's consumers, points out
that Americans are getting
more marketing services for
their food money, Consumers
get more processing, distribu-
tion, and transportation ser-
vices, These marketing activi-
ties give consumers the bene-
fit of year-round production in
distant, specialized farming
areas. especially keeping them
supplied with fresh fruits and
vegetables.
Today's food bill also buys
more convenience, more built-
in-maid-service such as pre-
mixed foods and heat-and-serve
dinners.
Consumers get more for their
money even though food prices
have gone up over the last
decade, according to the report.
The price rise is due to higher
costs for wages, freight rates,
fuel, supplies, equipment, taxes,
advertising and all the other
items used in getting food from
farm to the market.
THINKING OF BUYING OR SELLING?
Azzie Harris
WH 6-2264







WILLING TO SERVE YOU
IN ALL YOUR
REAL ESTATE NEEDS
Homes For Sale In All Sections Of The City
Also Farms, lots, Etc.
Evelyn Taylor Realty Co.
2639 SPOTTSWOOD GI 81622
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•
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